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PROGRAMME MUSIC

"modernists" announce several changes
that they are intending to introduce into musi-

cal art. Some of them will have naught to do any
more with emotion or, indeed, with "expression" of

any sort. By others "programme music" is no longer

to be tolerated; it is dead. Both these innovations

are revolutionary. From its earliest days music has

meant emotion, of one kind and degree or another.

Also there has been an effort, more or less groping

and, till its systematization in recent years, more or

less tentative, to make music express what is now

called a "programme"; to make it represent some-

thing outside of itself what the romantic musi-

cians of the last century were pleased to call tiie

"poetic idea." As Michel Brenet remarks in a study

of the origin of descriptive music, the first musi-

cian who anticipated the exclamation of Correggio,

"Anch' io sono pittore!" is lost in the crowd of his

unnamed colleagues of the MiddleAges. Yet the ex-

pression of something outside of itself seems really

alien to the nature of music. Musiccallsupandestab-

lishes moods; it suggests things that are not to be

expressed in words. It embodies emotions, passions,

longings, aspirations, inward states of mind. It

touches the deeper things, also the lighter things of

[8]
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life and human experience. But it does so in its

own way. It speaks its own language; and this is not

the language of description or narrative oranecdote

not even the language of poetry. But this effort

at exterior expression- that has persisted so long in

the aims and ideas ofmusicians has presumablysome

basis in the art or in its reaction upon listeners.

There was much talk in the France of the earlier

eighteenth century about "truth" and the "imita-

tion of nature" in music. Essayists and critics uni-

versally agreed that the imitation of nature was the

sole aim and object of music. Musicians, especially

composers, were somewhat less certain of it; but

there were innumerable pieces in the French litera-

ture of the harpsichord and violin in the first half

of the eighteenth century wherein composers assid-

uously pursued the imitative path laid down for

them. Those who imitated defectively, or who made
no attempt at imitation were severely criticised. In-

strumental music offered something ofa problem to

the doctrine of the imitation of nature, so it was

generally set down as something inferior. How was
it possible to enjoy music that in itself represented

nothing? The words of Fontenelle have become fa-

mous: "Senate, que me veux tu?" In the latter half

of the century the ground was shifted; and Rous-
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seau could write :
" Music does not express things di-

rectly, but evokes in the mind the same sentiments

that are felt in seeing them." Criticism gradually

came around to a belief that "states of the soul"

rather than natural objects were the things suita-

ble for music to deal with. It was, in this matter, be-

lated; behind the dilettanti, and the musicians

themselves. But by the later years of the century

the "imitation of nature" was little more heard of.

More systematic and determined efforts at musical

delineation were to come in the following century.

The aesthetician will tell us that music and archi-

tecture are the two arts that by nature are self-de-

termined; that express themselves, that function

within their own limits. The aestheticians, however,

seem to have got only a very short way in music.

We "hear great argument about it and about";

but ever more come out by that same door wherein

we went. Perhaps their dictum about it is not ne-

cessarily final. Musicians have been struggling

against it ever since there have been musicians.

Programme music has always involved more or

less laborious effort, the resort to artifice, the adop-

tion of conventions, the agreement upon a barren

symbolism of one kind or another. Music expresses

"musicality"; it is incommensurable with ideas out-

rs i
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side of music, ideas of another category. What it

may be taken to express more than itself is some-

thing attributed to itby someconvention,someasso-

ciation, either natural or incongruous ; or by some

kind of hieroglyphic or symbol not essentially part

of the music itself.

A wise professor of that modern branch of study,

"appreciation of music," was asked by an earnest

pupil what he supposed Beethoven "meant" by the

first theme of the "Eroica" symphony. There is the

title, "Heroic"; there is the statement of the com-

poser's intention tocommemoratea great man ; there

is the fact that Napoleon Bonaparte's nameappeared
on the manuscript and was afterwards roughly re-

moved by Beethoven in a rage, at the news of his

hero's assumption of the imperial title. There is the

funeral march, obviously showing that the hero died

and was worthy of great music. There are the other

movements, with a less evident intention. But the

first movement is unlabelled; must not its themes all

have some "meaning" cognate with the conception
of a great hero? The wise professor answered that

he knew just what Beethoven meant by the first

theme; and going to the pianoforte he played:

etc.

[6]
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with the comment, "That is what he meant." A
truer answer neverwas given. Beethoven's ideas were

musical ideas and what he wrote expressed what he

meant. When composers have tried upon occasion

to make their music "mean something" besides

music, it has been done only by dint of explanation,

suggestion, hint, or convention, conveyed to the

listener's mind ,by some other medium than the

music, which he must gain before he begins to listen.

If he attempt to offer his own explanation without

being so forewarned, he is very likely to join the

ranks of those who have ludicrously failed.

The ranks of those who have so failed in consid-

ering the "Eroica" symphony are numerous. Ou-

libicheff saw in the first movement Napoleon's

Egyptian campaign : the gallop of cavalry, bayonet

charges bytheOldGuard. In theworking-outsection

he found again Egypt, proved to him conclusively

by the episode of "a melody, E minor, oboe and

'cellos of Oriental color." Nobody else, apparently,

has ever seen this. Von Lenz perceives in this move-

ment a reference not only to Napoleon but also to

all heroes; and, coming down to details, in the long

passage of syncopation in the working-out section,

counts just the thirty-two dagger thrusts that laid

Caesar lowat the baseofPompey's statue. For Marx,

[71
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the first movement is an idealized, abstract picture

of a battle, which he traces in vivid detail. The an-

notator of the early programmes of the New York

Philharmonic Society, in the 'forties of the last cen-

tury, thought that "the simple subject, keeping its

uninterrupted way through harmonies that at times

seem in almost chaotic confusion, is a grand idea of

Napoleon's determination of character." And this

last kind of generality is as far as the more sophisti-

cated exegetes of recent years, as well as some earlier

ones, are willing to go. Grove finds in the work "a

portrait we may believe, a favorable portrait of

Napoleon"; it "should be listened to in that sense."

To Kretzschmar it is not the picture ofa battle but

of, a heroic nature. Bekker leaves the programme,
and philosophizes, more Teutonieo,of the movement

as " a rebirth of form out of the spirit of poesy."

Heuss finds political rather than warlike ideas

in the movement. Berlioz declares that there is no

question of battles or triumphal marches here, but

"thoughts, serious and profound, melancholy mem-

ories, ceremonies imposing by their grandeur and

sadness, in a word, the funeral oration over a hero";

and especially in the allegro, "the voice of despair

and then of rage, and finally, in softer phrases, all

that memory can beget of tender grief, in the souL"

[8]
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Wagner, as we are fain to think, arrives nearest the

truth as he ends his paean on the symphony thus:

"Only in the master's-tone speech was the unspeak-

able to be proclaimed the thing that words here

could but darkly hint at." *

II

The programme composer may have the clearest

intentions as to what he is going to convey in his

music. But suppose he changes his mind about the

significance of his music, without changing the

music ? Is the comprehending listener expected to be

comprehending enough to perceive it without in-

structions? This thing happened in the case of one

of the most distinguished landmarks of programme

music, Berlioz's "Symphonic Fantastique." Berlioz,

in 1829, was greatly smitten with the charms of

Harriet Smithson?
an unmusical English actress who

suddenly captured the hearts of the Parisian public

as a member of Charles Kemble's visiting company.

Berlioz dreamt of capturing her heart through the

power of a grand composition, which he would con-

duct in London, and by which he would win his tri-

umph by her side. This was to be the "Symphonic

Fantastique." He got on slowly with its composi-

* Ellis's translation.

[9]
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tion. But at the end of two years of waiting and

unremitting anguish, he experienced a very sudden

cure; unpleasant stories about Miss Smithson

reached him; a new divinity captured his heart. The

Smithson,however, wasbyno means forgotten.That

very work,intended oncefor her glorification,should

now be turned into an engine for her destruction,

punishing her wicked indifference. The"Symphonic

Fantastique" should be his revenge. He returned to

work on it with savage joy and it was finished. He
meant to have it performed in Paris in May, 1830.

There were to be printed notes distributed among
the audience, so that everybody should understand

his cruel allegory. Miss Smithson was tobe enticed to

the performance, to be recognized by the audience.

His triumph and his revenge were to make him fa-

mous. This precious scheme fell through ; there was

no performance and Berlioz walked the streets in

debt for the copying of the parts. In the following
December he secured a performance of three move-

mentsofthe symphony. MissSmithson had returned

to Paris in the meantime and had met with reverses;

but she cut her quondam admirerdead the first time

she saw him, and he determined to go on with the

vengeance. Thelady escaped it again.Thesymphony
had another performance, but she went somewhere

[10]
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else that evening and never heard of what was im-

pending. At last a complete performance took place,

in 183. Miss Smithson, now completely "down and

out" as an actress, was present, at last, in a box; and

the public turned a curious gaze upon her. But the

composer had in the meantime been jilted by his

newer love and had changed his mind again about

Miss Smithson and the purposes of the "Symphonic

Fantastique."It was once morea pledgeof his adora-

tion. She accepted it as a tribute, though she knew

little of what it was all about. They were married

and lived unhappily, not foreverafter,but until they

separated and Berlioz went off with another lady.

Among the changes that weremade inthe "mean-

ing" of the symphony was that by which all its

movements, instead ofonly the last two (the"March

to the Scaffold" and the "Witches' Sabbath"), were

supposed to be the dream of an opium-eating stu-

dent. Originally the rest were realities; the student

dreams that he kills his mistress and is punished for

it. It doesn't seem to make much difference so far as

the listener is concerned whether he dreams it or

really does it. The lady who, in the last movement

is represented asa"courtesan," in Berlioz's own word,

by the distortion and grimacing transmogrification

of the "idee fixe," is of course no longer Harriet

r n i
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Smithson, as she was in the beginning. Some of the

vivid touches in Berlioz's original explanation
ofthe

symphony his "prospectus," as Schumann called

it were naturally cut out in the notes provided for

the performance that was finally in Miss Smithson's

honor.But the music remained the same. Itmay also

be noted that the persistent theme, the "idee fixe,"

that symbolizes the lady herself, was transferred by

Berlioz from his (unsuccessful)Roman prize cantata,

"Hermione." But what matter? It did for the Her-

mione of his imagination; it would do for the Har-

riet Smithson of his only too actual passion. It is fur-

ther to be said that the " March to the Scaffold" was

a transference of a "March of the Guards," contain-

ing no allusion to hemp or guillotine, from his opera

of "Les Francs Juges," of which only the overture

now remains. Into this, at suitable intervals, the

"idee fixe" was inserted. The "Witches' Sabbath,"-

also, was an appropriation of certain sketches made

before the "Symphonie Fantastique" was ever,

thought of; into which appropriate distortions ofj

the "idee fixe" were also inserted. Altogether, this*

remarkable pieceofprogramme music, this starting-

point of the great nineteenth century movement for

"poetic delineation" in music, presents a queer and

somewhat amusing appearance in the lightof its his-
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tory; and suggests that its composer was playing

?fast and loose with his listeners; and, indeed, with
'

the great idea of poetic delineation itself.

An amusing possibility is suggested by Felix

' Weingartner in his book,
"
Akkorde," of a man who

jwent to hear a performance of Strauss's "Ein Hel-

denleben," but thought he was going to hear the

^same composer's "Symphonia Domestica," and was

disastrously supplied with programme notes for this

latter. Here is what happened to him: He hears the

swinging opening theme of "The Hero"; calls it

f"Happy Life together of the Married Couple."

When the cackling passages come that hold the

critics and opponents of the Hero up to scorn, he

-hears a "Scolding Child." The long passage for

violin solo that stands for "The Hero's Wife" pre-

sents itself to the misguided listener as "The Wife's

^Caprices" nor would there be any very wide

departure here from the original intention. The

, "Battle Scene" comes on; but its thunderous noise

t

and dissonance scarcely outweigh what in the calcu-

lation of a Strauss might perfectly well stand for a

dispute between man and wife instead of between

nations the real "Symphonia Domestica" goes

quite as far, and its depiction of the marital jar

might be the crack of doom on the Judgment Day.
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Then comes "The Hero in his Works of Peace," a

celebrated passage in which Strauss makes many

quotations from his own previous compositions,

throwing modesty to the winds to make it perfectly

clearwho the" Hero" really is. This would,ofcourse,
be taken for the passage in the "Symphonia Do-

mestica" that represents the husband withdrawing
himself from domestic contention into his sanctum

for his work in composition. Here he again sets forth

manyof hisown musical works. Then the last section

of"Bin Heldenleben,"the"Flight from the World,"

might perfectly well be the "Restoration ofMarital

Felicity." There is a somewhat different sequence of

ideas here from what is supposed to be delineated in

thereal"SymphoniaDomestica";but there is hardly
a thing in it that would not be abo.ut as plausible
for a supposititious "Symphonia Domestica" as it

is for an actual "Heldenleben." And then, it is not

unprecedented that a listener gets a little confused

in trying to follow closely the printed programme
analysis. The misled listener might remain in bliss-

ful ignorance of his mistake from the beginning of
the piece to the end, finding nothing to puzzle him
in his exegesis of the composer's ideas or to disturb

admiration of the skill and resource with which he
had made music express what he was picturing.

[14]
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The fact is, as Weingartner goes on to say, that

even the most monstrous orchestra, even the most

ingenious tonal mixtures,coloring and instrumental

effects, are unable to bring us a single step nearer the

goal proposed by the extreme programmatic com-

poser the depiction of things by music as they

can be depicted by speech or by painting. So long

as it is considered necessary to inform the listener

in any way what he ought to hear in the music, it is

practically admitted that music itself cannot ex-

press it. This, says Weingartner, is a dilemma from

which neither ingenious sophisms nor lofty phrases

can effect a rescue. The problem is solved only in one

of two ways: either by composing music solely for

music's sake, or effecting a real union of two arts in

the song, the oratorio or the opera.

Strauss, in the heydayof hisprogrammatic frenzy,

went so far as to declare that a day would come

when a composer could compose the silverware on

the table so that the listener could distinguish the

spoons from the forks. He told a friend that he need

not introduce him to his wife, as he had met her in

hearing "Ein Heldenleben," and that when he went

to Berlin he would be able to identify her from the

long violin solo in that composition. He told Felix

Mottl that he was proud of the fact that in "Don

[151
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Juan" he had so delineated one of the libertine's

victims that everybody must recognize that she had

red hair. Even if these statements are not taken au

pied de la lettre, and a little allowance is made for

one rapt by the enthusiasm of successful creation,

it is evident that he has long looked upon the mis-

sion of music to be solely the exact illustration of

an anecdote of greater or less importance.

Strausshas travelleda long road in his convictions

concerning programme music since he first started

on that road. It would seem as if in his later pro-

grammatic works he had really come to believe that

everybody ought to know what the music means

without an explanatory programme; while earlier in

his progress he was not prepared to ask so much.

His first production that looks toward the program-
matic idea is the symphonic fantasia, "Aus Ital-

ien," in which he goes only to the very usual and

moderate length of giving a descriptive title to

each movement. Over the one called "In the Ruins
of Rome" he put the somewhat naive notice that it

is "a fanciful picture of vanished glories; feelings
of melancholy and grief, in the brilliant sunlight
of the present." His next work, "Macbeth," has the

label "Macbeth" affixed to the first theme; and to

a later passage the words of Lady Macbeth: "Hie

[16]
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thee hither, that I may pour my spirits in thine ear

and chastise with the valor of my tongue." "Don

Juan," the next in order ofcomposition (though not

bearing the next opus number), has as its expla-

nation extended excerpts from Nicolas Lenau's

"Faust." "Death and Transfiguration" has prefixed

to the score a long descriptive poem by his friend

Alexander Ritter, which, it is stoutly affirmed, was

written after the completion of the work and in

which, it may be assumed, the composer's friend

acted as his poetical mouthpiece in formulating the

ideas meant for delineation in the music. Here, for

the first time, we come upon a definite statement of

definite scenes that the composer wishes his hearers

to visualize as the music is played. In "Till Eulen-

spiegel" Strauss had evidently come to think that

his music made things so perfectly plain that no ex-

planations were necessary; for he made his well-

known reply to Wiillner's request for a programme,

that he could furnish none; "were I to put into

words the thoughts which the several incidents sug-

gested to me, they would seldom suffice, and might

even give rise to offence." He therefore left to his

hearers the "hard nut to crack"; all he would do

was to point out two "Ejilenspiegel" motives. "Also

Sprach Zarathustra" is inscribed on the title-page,

[17]
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"freely after Nietzsche"; and there is on the fly-leaf

a quotation of "Zarathustra's Preliminary Dis-

course," addressed to the sun, from Nietzsche. The

several sections of the work have titles drawn from

Nietzsche's book. Yet, after there had been criticism

of this "attempt to compose a cosmic philosophy
"
in

music, Strauss was moved to come out into print

and say, "I did not intend to write philosophical

music or portray Nietzsche's great work musically.

I meant to convey musically an idea of the develop-

ment of the human race; from its origin through
its various phases of development, religious as well

as scientific, up to Nietzsche's idea of the Ueber-

mensch." All of which appears to be a distinction

without any very great difference, especially consid-

ering the quotations from Nietzsche in the subtitles.

When he reached "Don Quixote" Strauss appar-

ently had some uncertainty about disclosing all his

intentions. He compromised by saying nothing
about them in the orchestral score, but labelling

every episode of the pianoforte arrangements care-

fully and fully.Whyhe entrusted them to the piano-
forte players and withheld them from the orchestral

conductors is not made clear. "Ein Heldenleben"

originally went the whole length of standing by
itself without any explanation. Strauss is quoted as

[18]
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saying: "There is no need of a programme. It is

enough to know that there is a hero fighting against

his enemies." Yet it did not take commentators long
to find out that Strauss himself was the hero the

section about the "hero's works" was enough to

settle that and that it is he, his life, and his works

that are celebrated, to say nothing of his wife; and

that his critics, one mentioned as nearly as possible

by name, are lampooned.

It was the same thing with the "
Symphonia Do-

mestica" when that was played for the first time

anywhere in New York. Dr. Strauss was perfectly

willing to explain to an inquiring visitor exactly

what it was all about, wrote out the chief themes

for him, affixing their significance to each, and was

willing that themes and explanations should be

published in a newspaper before the performance.

But after he had finished telling about the signifi-

cance of the different sections of the work, detailing

all the different episodes of home life that are so

sonorously portrayed in it, he suddenly changed
his mind. He refused to allow the account to be

printed until after the first performance. "This

time," he said, "I wish my music to be listened to

purely as music." That one time, he might have

said ; for what of the unfortunates who should listen

[19]
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to all subsequent performances, when the account

was printed and the cat was out of the bag for every

programme annotator? There is in the score itself

of the "Symphonia Domestica" but a single pro-

grammatic indication; a note that reads, in the very

beginning, referring to the new-born child, "The
Aunts: just like his papa"; "The Uncles: just like

his mama." An intimate friend of the composer who
was with him in the throes of composition, confided

to this writer that the autograph of the score of the

"Symphonia Domestica," as it grew under the com-

poser's hands, was completely peppered over with

notes and suggestions like this. They seemed to be

the material out of which the music was secreted in

the composer's mind almost as if they were, to

him, terms convertible at any time into music. The

story, perhaps indiscreet, throwsan interesting light
on Strauss's methods of composition, such light as

Beethoven left for subsequent generations in his

sketchbooks. These notes and suggestions have all

disappeared except the one mentioned was that

left by accident, or by design ? It seems an unimpor-
tant detail to be singled out for perpetuation. It is

as if, having built up his musical edifice by means of
an elaborate

scaffolding, Strauss took down the scaf-

[20]
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foldingwhen he was done with it, leaving the results

to stand by themselves.

Since the "Symphonia Domestica," Strauss's

only orchestral programmatic tone poem has been

his "Alpine Symphony," which denotes a return to

the simpler kind of descriptions. There is no philos-

ophy here, not even the telling of a tale or the rela-

tion ofan anecdote. It suggests a succession ofscenes

that might be witnessed in an ascent and descent

of an Alpine peak. It utilizes, with Strauss's sur-

passing technical skill, a number of devices that

have long been the stock-in-trade of programme
musicians and are among the most conventional

of subjects: Hie sunrise, the forest, the brook, the

waterfall, the Alpine horn, the cowbell, the thun-

derstorm, the sunset. There are others less conven-

tional: there is an "apparition"; a bad quarter of

an hour "
lost in the thicket and bush "

; the glacier,

with glacial dangers; the view from the summit, a
"
vision," the rising of mists and the hiding of the

sun; an elegy, and the descent. It may be said that

in this piece Strauss has shown, in respect of his

musical material, the preoccupation of his later

years with themes that lend themselves to plas-

tic working and various devices and combinations

rather than with musical ideas of specifically musi-
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cal value of musical pregnancy, beauty, and ex-

pressiveness, apparently an almost inevitable tend-

ency where the composer is not chiefly or wholly

preoccupied with musical expression for its own

sake. The music is simplicity itself in comparison

with some of his earlier works. The conventional

formulas ofprogramme music by rule ofthumb are,

however,more constantlyin evidence than in almost

any other of Strauss's works of the same sort. There

is a theme to denote the ascent of the mountain;

it may mean that as well as anything else after you
are told. By a prodigy of ingenuity the inversion

of this theme denotes the descent; and all is made

plain to the earnest listener. Sunrise is shown by a

descending theme; this seems at first contrary to

the rules of the game, until subtle consideration and

deep thought show that "the mountain tops are

first lit by the sun's rays, which reach deeper and

deeper tillthe valleys are suffused with light." There

is a marvellously realistic depiction of cowbells

by perfectly good real cowbells; another realistic

depiction of the whistling of the wind in a storm,

by the whistling of the wind in a "wind machine"

a musical assistant that Strauss had availed him-

self of previously in "Don Quixote" and for a simi-

lar purpose. And here, for the present, Strauss has

[ 22 ]
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rested in the work ofmaking the orchestra tell anec-

dotes. His more recent efforts have all been in the

form of opera and ballet.

Perhaps the perfect flowering of programmatic
delineation is presented in a passage of Ottorino

Respighi's orchestral piece, "The Pines of Rome."

In this the nightingale is introduced, not by any
of the vague and more or less impotent convention-

alities that have so long served composers in the

matter of nightingales, but by a phonographic
record of a real bird's real notes, which is turned on

at the proper moment in the score. The effect, it

must be confessed, is a little weak; but perhaps im-

provement in the phonographic art, such as Mr.

Edison, with an overflowing optimism, has recently

promised, will change this and enable all sorts of

natural noises to be used to supplement the poor

conventionalities of the orchestra. At present, the

use of the phonograph suggests the kind of realism

that ebullient art students obtain in pictures for

their burlesque exhibitions by pasting bits of real

substance upon their canvases.

Ill

After the death of Camille Saint-Saens a jocose

composition of his that he wrote many years ago

[28]
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for private performance was "released," as the news-

papers say, and came to a good many public per-

formances in Europe and America. It was his "Car-

nival of Animals," in which he got off a number of

musical jokes of varying quality. It was a conden-

sation of a theme that had for many years occupied

composers from time to time, and with more or less

seriousness the representation of animals in mu-

sic. It is, in fact, one of the oldest and most wide-

spread forms of programme music. It goes back to

some of the early days of the art; has been prac-

tised with widely vaiying degrees of crudeness and

skill and has evidently exercised a certain fascina-

tion upon all ranks of composers, from the highest

to the lowest.

Birds are naturally the most frequent temptation

to composers zoologically inclined. Birds are sup-

posed to make music themselves. A few of them do;

but not many have a song that is based on musi-

cal intervals known to man and used by him. The

cuckoo and the thrush are perhaps the best known

of such birds. The writer used to hear by his win-

dow a thrush that sang exactly the notes in the first

clause of the first theme of Brahms's string quartet
in B flat, Op. 67; only the rhythm was different.

Let him hasten to say that there is no reason to
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believe that Brahms had ever heard such a bird or

had the slightest intention of putting him into his

music. Some attempts have been made to set down

in musical notation, in technical bird books, the

songs of the whole tribe; they have not conspicu-

ously succeeded,and the results are mostly unrecog-

nizable, because birds do not, as a rule, use definite

musical intervals.

But, of course, the composers go at it in a more

imaginative manner and do not often attempt to

recapture exactly in musical notation what is gen-

erally incommensurable with such notation. The

cuckoo's is the simplest bird song, the clearest in-

terval, the easiest to catch with accuracy. Com-

posers have been catching it for a long time. One

of the earliest known pieces of artistic music is also

a piece of programme music the famous and de-

lightful English round, "Sumer is i-cumen in." It

is in six voices a canon in four parts with two

free parts in the bass. Scholars date it from the

earlier years of tlie thirteenth century; and it is by
far the most highly developed piece of music artisti*

cally, as well as the most beautiful and appealing

to our ears, that can be referred to anything like

such an early date. In the refrain," sing cucu," there

is an evident intention to suggest the cuckoo's song,
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though it is not done so plainly as later attempts

succeeded in doing.

A hundred or a hundred and fifty years later, at

the close of the fourteenth and beginning of the

fifteenth centuries, there was an outburst of de-

scriptive music from composers of various parts of

Europe. Some are inspired by the songs of birds;

some by scenes in nature; others attempt to repro-

duce the sounds of the chase, the market-place, the

battlefield. Michel Brenet gives a list of composi-
tions dating before the year 1420 which suggest or

describe the singing or the flight of birds and the

cries of various animals. Brenet lists twenty such

pieces; twelve being Italian, mostly for two voices;

and eight being French, for three. Various schemes

were adopted by these pioneers to carry out their

purposes : sometimes they used syllables imitating
the cries of animals; sometimes a melodic line to

suggest at least on paper a bird's flight; such

symbolism was dear to the mediaeval heart; some-

times a melodic line to rival, even if only symboli-

cally, again, the songs of birds, without an attempt
to copy them directly. The French musicians use

texts in which there are frequent syllables imitative

of bird songs. Of course the cuckoo, who so intel-

ligently pronounces his own name, is much the most
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popular, as he is the easiest to quote. Jean Martini,

in the second half of the fifteenth century, made the

cuckoo's call the theme of a mass it occurs in the

tenor part of each of the divisions of the Mass, va-

ried only as to the length of the notes, and sub-

mitted to the characteristic contrapuntal treatment

of the time. One of the most famous as well as one

of the earliest bird pieces was Clement Jannequin's

"Chant des Oiseaux," though Brenet mentions and

quotes passages from two Spanish "cuckoo songs"

for four voices that date from before 1496; and a

few years later was published in German a "guck

guck" song for six voices. Jannequin's piece ap-

peared in 1528. It is for four voices and the com-

poser attempts to reproduce the songs of several

different birds: the oriole, the quail, the cuckoo, to

a text that is hardly less than Rabelaisian in its

heartiness, its grossness, its full-blooded humor;
a joyful picture of nature in springtime that be-

came one of the most popular pieces of its day. It

was "admired, reprinted, sung, transcribed, for long

years after its composer's death," and it still gives

pleasure and amusement when enterprising singers

have attempted it.

Italian composers of the same period turned

their attention to birds; and when the madrigal-
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ists appeared in the latter years of the sixteenth

century with their fancy for descriptive music, they

filled their compositions with imitative accounts of

birds, as well as of many other things. This got

on the nerves of Vincenzo Galilei, father of the as-

tronomer and a zealous musical amateur, to such

an extent that in his "Dialogo" (1581) he com-

plains bitterly ofthe rage for musical depiction that

had possessed the composers of his own and the im-

mediately preceding period. As Brenet remarks, a

study of these compositions would supply material

for a curious lexicon of descriptive vocal composi-

tion. Such a vocabulary would contain a mass of

stereotyped locutions, such as always grow up from

one period to another to form the material of "de-

scriptive music" there is a modern mass of such

locutions, just as there was an ancient one com-

monplaces almost mechanically transmitted from

one musician to another.

Composers of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies played with the cuckoo considerably. Giro-

lamo Frescobaldi, who lived from 1583 to 1643,

produced a cuckoo piece, which is one of the finest

and most ingenious musically of such things, his

"Capriccio on the Cuckoo's Call," inwhich he makes

the bird's note take part in a fine and effective con-
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trapuntal
fabric. There is Johann Caspar KerlTs

"Capriccio Kuku" he lived from 1627 to 1693

which Handel, after his fashion of taking his own

wherever he found it, appropriated in one of his

organ concertos, without, however, calling atten-

tion to the cuckoo call (plain enough, when you
once hear it) or to the name of the original

author. In his "borrowings'
5 he never did that.

Francois Couperin, an inveterate programme com-

poser if you believe in all his titles, amused himself

sometimes with cuckoos and nightingales; but it is

often harder to hear them in the music than to see

them in the titles. One of the most familiar cuckoos

is that of Claude Daquin, whose little harpsichord

piece often appears in concert programmes. There

are also less familiar Italian pieces of the same sort

for harpsichord, such as Bernardo Pasquinfs "Toc-

cata with the Cuckoo Joke," whose title suggests

what he thought of the business.

Johann Sebastian Bach, in his younger days, did

not disdain the cuckoo and his note, as may be seen

in the last movement of his clavier sonata in D, in

'which he imitates and marks, so that none shall miss

it, the call of the cuckoo and the crowing of the

cock. It should be said, however, that all editions

do not reproduce these inscriptions; and still fur-
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ther, that there is doubt in the minds of some

whether the piece is really by Johann Sebastian or

not. One of the most distinguished of cuckoos is he

who is allowed to utter four calls in the slow move-

ment of Beethoven's "Pastoral" symphony. More

modern cuckoo calls are heard in the second act of
"Hansel und Gretel," where the two 'children are

getting lost in the wood; and in the first movement

of Mahler's first symphony, in which he celebrates

Spring. And there are numerous others. The great

thing about the cuckoo in music is that it is abso-

lutely unmistakable. It is, for all practical pur-

poses, just as good as the real article. Here pro-

gramme music reaches its highest point, makes its

greatest triumph. No programme note is necessary.

The listener need not be left to listen to the cuckoo's

song as "absolute music" first, and then get the ex-

planation afterward.He swallows it all immediately.

The hen and the rooster have a respectable place

in programme music also. In early days they were

almost as much favored as the cuckoo. There is a

rooster's note in the piece by Bach if it is by
Bach just mentioned. In Bach's "Passion ac-

cording to St. Matthew," after Peter had thrice

denied Christ, the Evangelist relates that the cock

crew; and the inflection of his voice in imitation of
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the crowing note is unmistakable. In the parallel

passage in the"Passion according to St. John,"how-

ever, Bach refrains from this imitation. In the newer

music many will remember Saint-Saens's rooster

whose crowat midnight disperses the crewofghostly

dancers in the "Danse Macabre." There is a clavier

piece by Rameau, called "La Poule" devoted to the

hen, in which he has written in, under the henlike

notes, the henlike syllables "co-co-co-co-co-co-co-

dai," making the point plain to the meanest intelli-

gence. Not very far removed from the henyard is the

squawking of the white peacocks
in "Salome," which

the panic-stricken Herod offers to Salome, if she will

forego her request for John the Baptist's head.

The nightingale is a bird beloved of musicians,

though his song is of a complication that permits

of hardly more than a conventional representation

in music, unless the trouble is taken to make a

phonograph record of it, as Respighi did. The

"fierce noises of the fiery nightingale" have not

generally seemed so fierce to composers as they did

to Swinburne. The earlier bird-composers generally

gave the nightingale up as an insoluble problem and

resorted to purely symbolical methods to represent

him. They resorted a good deal to imitative sylla-

bles, which is, of course, only a way of dodging the
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difficulty; or they used certain melodic formulas

which became conventional as melodic formulas

of all sorts are very apt to. Later composers became

more daring or more ingenious. The little piece for

harpsichord by Couperin, called "Le Rossignol en

Amour" has some elaborate trilling, which is as

near as he undertook to get on the harpsichord to

the nightingale. In a footnote he gives a sugges-

tion that his successors have followed only too well.

46This nightingale cannot succeed better than on

the flute, when it is well played." Thenceforth flutes

and nightingales have been almost inseparable in

music. Handel, in his "L'Allegro, il Pensieroso ed

il Moderate" has a famous number in the soprano

air, "Sweet Bird that Shunn'st the Noise of Folly,"

beloved still by coloratura singers, in which the

flute vies with the voice in representing the night-

ingale's gushes of song. Few, if any, to-day have

heard a performance of Handel's opera of "Ri-

naldo." In that is the air "
Augelletti che cantate,"

with an elaborate accompaniment of two flutes and

a flageolet a "recorder" warbling the song of

the nightingale. It was during a performance of

this air, when the opera was given in Handel's Lon-

don opera house, that a flock of live birds was let

loose on the stage, moving Joseph Addison to one
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of his most amusingly sarcastic and derisive papers

in The Spectator against the Italian opera.

In his oratorio of "Joshua," Handel has sug-
1

gested the song of the linnet and thrush by a duet

between the violin and flute in the air, "Hark, 't is

the Linnet and the Thrush." Rameau also went

elaborately into the nightingale's warbling in the

air "Rossignols Amoureux," in the opera of "Hyp-

polite et Aricie," which was long a favorite of florid

singers.
Felicien David, in his opera of " La Perle

du Bresil," celebrates with the most elaborate kind

of flutings the song of a mysterious kind of bird

called the
"
mysoli," in the air

" Charmant Oiseau,"

also still beloved of coloratura singers, though the

opera itself has long been extinct. There is a song

by the Russian composer Alabieff that was once

much sung, and much transcribed by purveyors of

brilliant pianoforte pieces. And this list could be

much enlarged. In fact, song-writers are rarely able

to resist the temptation, when the text they are

treating mentions the nightingale, to mention it

also, even ifever so briefly, in their accompaniment.

The nightingale also gets a look in in Beetho-

ven's
" Pastoral

"
symphony, where, in the " Scene

by the Brook "
in the slow movement he makes his

appearance alongside the cuckoo and the quail.
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Beethoven's quail, however, has a note different

from that of the "bob-white" of this country. In

Haydn's "Creation," too, the nightingale "with

her soft, enchanting lay" (though it is only the male

bird that sings) makes an appearance with suitable

accompaniment on the wind instruments, together

with the " eagle on mighty pens," "the merry lark,"

and " the tender dove that, cooing, calls his tender

mate "
all appropriately figured in the instrumental

accompaniment.
Of unspecified birds the literature contains an

abundance. Siegfried's bird is the most eloquent

and the most beautiful singer of them all, un-

matched by any other bird in music. There are the

birds with which Nedda sings in the second scene

of "Pagliacci," You can hear miscellaneous birds

in innumerable pianoforte pieces, from Rameau's

"Rappel des Oiseaux" down to the present time : in

Liszt's account of "
St. Francis Preaching to the

Birds"; in Henselt's aerial bird study.You can*hear

birds in most "
Spring" symphonies and overtures ;

as in the first movement of Mahler's first symphony
which he calls "Spring and no End"; or in Gold-

mark's "Spring" overture; or d'Indy's symphony
called "Jour d'Etd sur la Montagne."
Of other and less specifically musical animals the
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horse has been the favorite of composers, of course

because of the rhythmic qualities of his hoof-beats.

Perhaps he has never been more thrillingly repre-

sented than in the "Ride ofthe Valkyries" in Wag-
ner's music drama. -Schubert more simply thrills

with the horse's onward rush in "The Erlking."

Liszt represents the steed of the Ukrainian breed

that bore Mazeppa through the symphonic poem
of that title. Raff depicts the galloping of the dead

lover's horse bearing away Lenore in the symphony
so named. Franck has employed a conventional

horse motive in his symphonic poem "Le Chasseur

Maudit." Brahms, who rarely put concrete things
into music, put the galloping horse into the first

song of his "Magelone" set. Perhaps the first of all

musical horses are those depicted by Monteverdi in

his "dramatic interlude" entitled "II Combatti-

mento di Tancredi e Clorinda," in 1642.

Saint-Saens has a jackass in his "Carneval";

though perhaps it is not so stridently vocal as

Mendelssohn's in the overture to "A Midsummer

Night's Dream," there resonantly represented by
the bassoon in the transmogrification of Bully Bot-

tom. A little lower in the scale of animal creation

comes the sheep; and a good deal lower than any-

thing yet mentioned in musical zoology is Strauss's
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representation of the flock of sheep in "Don

Quixote." Still lower down are the frogs that hop,

the flies that buzz, in Handel's " Israel in Egypt,"

when he describes the plagues of Egypt. Wagner

composed a toad in "Das Rheingold" when Al-

berich "shows off" to Wotan and Loge by taking

that shape, and gets into trouble thereby. And
he takes the shape of a huge serpent, as Fafner

afterwards took that of a dragon, and the same

sort of music represents them both. Bees have their

place in music, as in Couperin's clavier piece, "Les

Abeilles," and in the violin piece of the same name

by Franz Schubert (not the great one). Couperin

also treats ofthe fly in "Le Moucheron "; and one of

the Strausses of the dragon-fly, which zigzags

through an ingenious dance piece. Butterfliesappear

in Couperin, again, and in Grieg's little pianoforte

piece, both called " Les Papillons."

Musical accounts of the chase were scarcely less

popular in the middle ages than descriptions of ani-

mals. Perhaps the earliest of them was a piece for

three voices by one Ghirardello de Florentia, who

died at a date unknown, but before 1400. Janne-

quin, of course, could not keep his hands off this

subject, and his piece, "La Chasse," is another

lively attempt at realistic description of a sport
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which easily lent itself to such attempts. His hunt-

ing piece
was publishedabout1528 andwas the fore-

runner of numerous others in France and elsewhere,

that have extended their lineage down to modern

times. The English virginal composers gave some
.

attention to the possibilities of the hunt; the best

known of such hunting pieces is Dr. John Bull's

"The King's Hunt," asit is called in the Fitzwilliam

Virginal Book, elsewhere " The King's Hunting

Jigg?" though there is nothing of the jig about it.

The composition of Jannequin's that surpassed

all his others in popularity was his "Battle of

Marignan." As Thayer remarks in his observations

on Beethoven's
" Battle of Vittoria,"few indeed were

the great battles of Europe that were not fought

over again by orchestras, bands, and all sorts of in-

struments even down to an account of the battle

of Jena for two flutes, unaccompanied. Jannequin

set this fashion; and he himself followed up his first

battle with other French victories battle com-

posers always composed, as battle painters always

painted, victories all, it may be hoped, suitably

differentiated so that each conflict may be properly

identified. The real battle of Marignan, between

the French under Francis I and the Swiss, took

place in 1515. Jannequin's piece followed it by some
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years; itwas verypopular andmanytimes reprinted.

It is for four voices, and is full of spirited passages

descriptive of the fighting, in which the composer
leans a good deal upon the text, full of long strings

of imitative,
" made up" words, battle-cries, imi-

tations of trumpet calls and other useful material.

It has in recent years been performed for an admir-

ing posterity and has been found to be a really vital

and "amusing" piece. It was transcribed for instru-

ments : for the lute, upon which it could hardlyhave

been as effective as the battle of Jena for two flutes;

for various combinations of instruments, and for

the organ. Jannequin's battle was naturally the

starting-point for numerous other battles of the

same and subsequent periods. An improvement in-

troduced in some of these was to identify the differ-

ent troops by their language : the French, Italians,

Spaniards, and Germans sang and shouted in their

own tongues. Jannequin himself introduced still

further improvement in his later "Battle ofMetz"

by adding parts for drums and trumpets. It is re-

grettable to notice that in some ofhis later editions,

when the conflict at Marignan had begun to fade a

little from the memories of men, Jannequin intro-

duced modifications into the text of the "Battle of

Marignan" intended to bring it up to date, make
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it apply to another more recent battle, and to cele-

brate the prowess of a later king Henri II instead

of Francis I. This seems like playing fast and loose

with fundamental ideas of programme music.

Another sixteenth century battle piece is by

William Byrd, for the virginal, one of the leastwar-

like of instruments, contained in "
Lady Nevell's

Virginal Book," compiled in 1595. This is not one

of the great Elizabethan composer's most success-

ful efforts; it has all the primitive conventionalities

of musical battles and none of the pregnant quali-

ties of Byrd's musical style. There are, as in duty

bound, "The Marche before the Battell," "The

Battell," "The Marche of the Footemen," "The

Marche of the Horsmen," "The Trumpetts," "The

Irishe Marche," "The Bagpipe and the Drone,"

" The Flute and the Droome,"
" The Marche to the

Fighte,"
" The Retreat," and "A Galliarde for the

Victorie." A version of the same piece contained in

"ElizbethRogers's Virginal Book" contributes fur-

ther "The Buriing of the Dead"; another version

in manuscript has "The Morris" and "Ye Soul-

diers Dance."

"Battle pieces
" have madetheirappearance down

to the present time. The most distinguished of

them is signed with the great name of Beethoven
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"Wellington's Victory; or the Battle of Vitto-

ria." The battle was fought in 1813, and Beethoven

was promptly on its heels with his piece, in the

same year. It is a year of his life that is barren of

great works; and this piece for orchestra does not

adorn it. But he seems to have thought pretty well,

himself, of "The Battle of Vittoria"; its first per-

formance in Vienna was considered a notable event.

The English troops are unmistakably earmarked

in it by "Rule, Britannia," as the French are by
"Malbrouk s'en va-t'en Guerre."There is the battle,

consisting largely of scale passages, and a "sym-

phonyofvictory," embodyingjubilantly"God Save

the King," and finally a fugue on it. Beethoven pre-

faced the piece with a long series of directions for

performance. There should be two brass bands, be-

sides the usual orchestra. The two bass drums that

represent the cannon fire should be the largest ob-

tainable, and they must be placed in the distance,

one on each side, and out of sight. Watchmen's

rattles represent the musketry fire, and these must

be similarly disposed, as well as the trumpets and

snare drums which represent the approach of the

two armies. This piece of programme music came

five years later in Beethoven's life, it may be ob-

served, than the "Pastoral Symphony," which he
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composed with very different ideals in view

"rather the expression of feeling than actual rep-

resentation of facts."

Perhaps the most important orchestral battle

that has been fought since Beethoven's has been the

one in which Strauss's hero is engaged, in "Ein

Heldenleben." The art and science of war had made

great progress in a century, as is vividly set forth

in the discordant sounds of this battle, so much

more terrifying than Beethoven's.

Another subject that became popular in descrip-

tive music was the street cries of the towns. A cen-

turybefore Jannequin one ZachariasofFlorencehad

undertaken to represent in choral song the noisy

confusion of the bargaining at a street fair ; and a

hundred years before that, even, the historians find

in a famous manuscript (that of Montpellier) the

attempt of an unknown composer to base a motet

for three voices on a street peddler's cry,
" Fresh

strawberries, fresh mulberries!" Pierre Aubry, the

French musical historian, calls it
" the earliest at-

tempt at aesthetic realism in musical history."From

the thirteenth century to the twentieth such at-

tempts have persisted, as they can testify who have

heard the scene of the street cries in Charpentier's
" Louise."
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Certain composers have hit upon the idea ofmak-

ing paintings the subject of musical illustration,

or re-illustration of their subjects. It gets a little

involved. The picture itself represents something;
then the music makes a dimmer representation of

that. Liszt's "Battle of the Huns" is a repainting

of Kaulbach's painting in the Pinakothek at Mu-
nich. Not everybody has been to the Pinakothek at

Munich, or knows what Kaulbach's picture looks

like. So they have a double handicap in listening

to the symphonic poem. Sergei Rachmaninoff wrote

one of his most successful orchestral pieces about

Arnold Bocklin's "
Isle of the Dead." It is success-

ful as music in spite of, rather than because of, its

subject. Hans Huber some years ago wrote a sym-

phony, now pretty well forgotten, about other pic-

tures of Bocklin's, but thought better of it and left

the pictorial label only upon the last movement, as

avowedly "illustrating" strange collocation of

terms pictures; but the pictures are unnamed.

When a composer insists upon his listeners having

knowledge and appreciation of pictures that may
be scattered through the galleries of Europe, pub-
lic and private, as a prerequisite to understanding
his music, he is putting a considerable strain upon
them. But when he is illustrating pictures "un-
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named," he is indulging in a very private sort of

amusement. He had better keep silent about the

pictures.

There should be mention of another program-
matic attempt of William Byrd, one more suc-

cessful than his battle piece,
" The Bells," in the

Fitzwilliam Virginal Book ; a singularly ingenious

representation of the "
changes

"
rung upon a peal

of bells in an English church tower, in which the

virginal is made to suggest clangorous timbres far

beyond its actual possessions.

Composers have taken the phenomena of nature

as something they were entitled to work into the

fabric of music. The most elemental of them all

Haydn wrestled with in the prelude to his " Crea-

tion," a piece that now seems by no means chaotic,

where chaos is depicted, and then its transforma-

tion into the cosmos. The sea as a promising sub-

ject for musical description and delineation has by
no means been overlooked by composers; but like

mountain landscape, the vision of the sea has ap-

pealed mostly to the modern intelligence. Rubin-

stein's "Ocean" symphony, in which he at first re-

sisted the temptation to write a "storm" piece, but

finally yielded in one of the three movements that

he added to the four of which the work originally
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consisted ;Rimsky Korsakoff's "Scheherazade" with

its suggestion of the sea sailed by Sindbad; his

"Sadko"; Tchaikovsky's "Tempest," one of many

attempts to carry Shakespeare over into music; De-

bussy's poetical conception in "La Mer" are what

most easily occur to the memory. There are storms

not only at sea but also on land. One of the earliest

is John Mundy's virginal piece dating from the

early seventeenth century, the "fantasia" depict-

ing "faire wether," "lightning,"
"
thunder," "calme

wether" and "a faire day" but not depicting any
of it very vividly to modern senses. There is the

classical model of a storm, Beethoven's in the "Pas-

toral" symphony; and there is the brief disturb-

ance at the end of "Das Rheingold" and the more

ominous one in the prelude to "Die Walkure."

IV

The convinced champions of programme music are

not content to take the composers at their word

and to be satisfied with avowed programme music.

A programme must lurk in every composition that

shows itselfto be ofany importance and that makes

any effect, whether the composer knew it or not

at any rate whether he confessed it or not. There was

the late Professor Frederick Niecks, who published
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a very thick volume on the subject of programme

music. Its thickness was attained by including in

its scope almost every composition of importance

in the literature of music. It is a veritable bed of

Procrustes, upon which each composer is laid and

made to suffer. Professor Niecks declares that the

definition of programme music should embrace not

only the
" outward and inward," the general and the

particular, not only "music with the programme

merely indicated by a title," but also and here is

where we all become M. Jourdain and find we have

been listening to this kind of prose all our lives

without knowing it "music the title of which is

unrevealed." For, we are told, "the absence of pro-

gramme and title does not prove the music to be

absolute." This ardent advocate even asks,
"
Is there

such a thing as absolute music?" "Are there com-

posers uninfluenced by programme
music and averse

to it in practice?" To this astonishing question Pro-

fessor Niecks answers that there are not, either such

music or such a composer, meaning good music,

music that we care to hear and really enjoy, music

that affects the mind and heart and does not con-

sist merely of unmeaning combinations of sounds.

Nothing could be simpler; and nothing could more

completely destroy the real meaning of the term
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"programme music'
9 or invalidate the distinctions

which the real programme musicians have been la-

boring to establish. Thus, though all his life Brahms

stood for the very opposite of all that is implied by

programme music, in his music Niecks is sure that

there is "something connected with life that is,

with the composer's experiences, thoughts, and feel-

ings, with his relations to man and nature." Of

course there is; and of course there is in any music

that is music at all. In another book, generally sane

and sensible, by Professor Spalding (" Music an Art

and a Language "),Brahms is invited, or forcibly in-

serted, into the bed ofProcrustes thus : The G minor

Ballade seems, "from inner evidence," to be a pic-

ture of a knight-errant setting out on his adven-

tures, which include a meeting with a maiden. The

conclusion is bewildering: "In this piece is seen

Brahms's aristocratic distinction in the treatment

of programme music" the idea that it is pro-

gramme music at all being a purely unwarranted

assumption, contrary to all the practices and pro-
fessions of the unfortunate composer. R. A. Streat-

feild points out in his " Modern Music and Musi-

cians"that all modern instrumental music atleast

all that is worth listening to was really written

to express what is called "a poetic subject
9

'; that is,
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it is not mere music for music's sake, but is meant

to describe or depict something else that is not

music, some programme that the composer had in

mind though he didn't mean to and didn't say so.

Is not the mistake that writers of this school

make that they lose sight of the fact that in music

resides an emotional and thrilling power of its own;

that without undertaking to interpret or illustrate

anything or any idea outside of itself, it may yet

exert the most moving influence on the listener;

may afford the keenest, most poignant aesthetic

delight; that in this way it is in the deepest and tru-

est sense "connected with life"; that though it may
not reproduce explicitly any experience of the com-

poser or paint in definite outline any of his thoughts

and feelings, it yet is truly the outcome of his ex-

perience, of his thoughts and feelings, of his "rela-

tions with man and nature" expressed in his way,

in accordance with his genius, through his medium,

music. Is it not a mistake to think that "absolute"

music is simply a kind oftonal arabesque; a superior

kind of lamp-shade designing or carpet weaving

a mere playing with patterns and colors? Is it not

a mistake to miss the conception that a great mas-

ter's success in following and building up, enlarg-

ing and developing "form" in music, as Beethoven
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followed and built it up, enlarged and developed

the sonata form, as in the first movement of the

"Eroica" symphony, means the attainment of a

peculiarly rare, recondite, and permanent kind of

beauty a kind of beauty incommensurable with

any other expression of it?

Bach's harpsichord piece on the departure of his

beloved brother is an obvious attempt at pro-

gramme music. But Albert Schweitzer, one of the

most highly considered biographers of Bach since

Spitta, elaborates a theory in his book on the

master, charging him heavily with programmatic
intentions in many of the two hundred church can-

tatas and the other choral works left by him. We
have mentioned how the cock crows in the "Passion

according to St. Matthew," when Peter had thrice

denied his master, and the heart-breaking musical

phrase which signifies that he thereupon "went out

and \tapt bitterly
59

; and how, in the "Passion ac-

cording to St. John,"the cock does not crow,though
Peter's weeping is not less movingly suggested. This

is an obvious and unmistakable instance of the sort

of thing Schweitzer undertakes to find scattered

thickly through the church cantatas, though gen-

erally of a more recondite and, it might be said,

conventionalized sort. He purports to exhibit many
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different tonal formulas used by Bach to illustrate

many different kinds of emotional states and ap-

peals,
as well as physical happenings and pictorial

suggestions. They are classified and listed, illus-

trated in the book with musical examples. Now,

many curious, amazing, and truly wonderful things

are to be found by those who will study the great

mass of Bach's choral works. Among them, un-

doubtedly, are occasionally more or less obvious

illustrations of concrete images suggested by the

text. It is aside from the point to include the music

embodying the deeper emotional states which it is

part of the essential function of music to embody.

The subject is too far-reaching to be pursued here.

But to many it will seem that Schweitzer is obsessed

by the idea of finding definite formulas repeatedly

used for different and definitely classified purposes;

that he goes much too far. There are innumerable

passages in "the cantatas where Schweitzer's formu-

las are not used, but would have been had Bach

had, consciously or even unconsciously,anysuch dis-

position toward systematic programmatic expres-

sion as he is credited with.

It is a doctrine of the most recent workers in pro-

gramme music that the art of music has been " im-

proved" so much and its resources so far developed
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that it can already express almost everything and

ultimately will be able to express quite everything

that words can, and probably more. But, as a matter

of fact, the devices of the literal programme music

makers are often so purely conventional and some-

times so purely technical in character that to those

not especially instructed in their significance they

have no significance whatever. There are resources,

imaginative and suggestive, that have long and

often been used to conjure up moods of the most

general sort and that are effective in doing so. But

these are far from being sufficient for the most ad-

vanced programmatic composers. Every student of

programme compositions is aware of the barren

subtleties and ingenuities of a purely
"cerebral"

sort, the mechanical and conventional methods, to

which they resort in their music in order to work

out their schemes. Thus it is often the procedure to

affix an arbitrary significance to some well-known

melody, which is to have that significance whenever

it turns up in the picture they are painting. They
must see to it that everybody is given the key to it

beforehand, or the listener will come upon a closed

door. For instance, in Liszt's symphonic poem "The
Battle of the Huns 55 the trombones begin to intone

the Catholichymn
" Crux Fidelis," to indicate that
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the Christian forces are fighting and that they

finally gain success. Those who do not know the

"Crux Fidelis" must be informed what it is; and, as

in and of itself it does not relate to the battle in

which Attila was defeated, the significance which

the composer has decided to impart to it must also

be conveyed to the listener. Having firmly grasped

these points in the game, he may now proceed to

hear the orchestra play it.

The further programme music is pushed toward

literalnessof expressionand exposition of detail,the

less that expressionbecomes like music and the more

like some traditional sign language, a collection of

hieroglyphics, an expertandtechnical utterance ad-

dressed to the intellect, the memory and the reason-

ing powers, and not to the imagination or the emo-

tions and the specifically musical feelings of the

listener. Such devices as the "inversion" ofa theme

to denote something conceived of as in someway the

opposite of its original significance are typical of

the method. An inversion of a theme presents that

theme with its intervals reversed in direction, up or

down, an equal number of degrees in the scale; so

that it is, in a manner ofspeaking, the theme upside

down. As a device of contrapuntal music without

ulterior meaning it is of hoary antiquity. The pro-
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gramme composers seized upon it as a convenient

and useful hieroglyphic. Ifa given theme is labelled

to mean one thing, let its inversion mean the oppo-

site. The listener must first be informed of the

original label, and then must be ready to detect the

inversion. As a matter of fact, however, the inver-

sion of any theme of considerable extent or com-

plexity is not easily recognizable by the ordinary

listener, or even by the well-informed one; it may
often escape detection entirely, and may be over-

looked by the professional listener who is not spe-

cially on his guard.

Other devices less difficult are the augmentation
or diminution of themes their presentation in a

sloweror a quicker form ; thechangeoftheirrhythm ;

the changeoftheir harmony,perhaps by enrichment

or simplification or distortion by discords. All these

devices are used by composers innocent ofprogram-
matic intentions, as means to enhance the richness

or variety of their musical utterance; but the point
is that, when they are taken up to give some special

arbitrary significance in the delineative scheme, as

they so often are, that special significance must gen-

erally be conveyed by a printed notice or in some

other extra-musical way to the listener. In so far his

attention is diverted from the music as music and
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directed to something outside of itself for some pur-

pose which, though it may be styled "poetic," is at

any rate unmusical. These devices cannot speak for

themselves in the course of the performance because

inherently and essentially they have no such mean-

ing as the composer wishes to attribute to them.

It is an old joke that the programme musician

should be asked to compose a symphonic poem de-

scribing how an Englishman took a trip to the Con-

tinent, changed his religion, and lost his umbrella.

The implication was that it could not be done in

music. But it would be perfectly possible in the kind

of conventional sign language used in the most ad-

vanced programme music. Begin with a well-defined

English tune and a quotation from "
Pinafore," the

melodyof"He is anEnglishman," thus establishing

the residence and nationality of the subject, so that

it should be clear to the meanest intelligence. The

sea has often enough been represented in music;

there are excellent models which could be followed

or improved upon a short transition passage,

rough or smooth as might be preferred, could

indicate the crossing of the Channel. Landing in

France plainly calls for a representation of smiling

landscape also an old musical device, in which the

more imaginative or poetic suggestiveness of music
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could be called on and a determination of French

local color by a French tune. Change of religion :

Let the hero's original Anglicanism be denoted

by some sound selection from the Hymnal or by a

quotation from some universally known service,

say "Jackson in F," probably both, combined with

contrapuntal ingenuity. This passage should then,

by wholly familial' devices, be made to pass over

gradually to equally uncompromisingly Catholic

music, say the "Adeste Fideles" and a passage of

Gregorian plain-song. There should then be an um-

brella theme. This would not be difficult; thus, find

a theme that could be made to expand or contract

in other words, to open and shut by augmen-
tation or diminution, by dynamic changes or by

ingenious harmonic devices suggesting the most

obvious action of an umbrella. Then let this theme

fade away, or disappear suddenly, and the umbrella

is lost.

Such is the crude outline of a potential master-

piece that shouldcome from the handsofone accom-

plished in the graphic manipulation of themes in

the modern manner. It could even be put forward

at first to be listened to "for itself alone, purely as

music, without an explanatory programme,** as has

been done with equally complex and poetic pro-
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gramme symphonies before. But it would be well to

see that copious analytical notes were circulated im-

mediately afterwards, in time for the next and all

subsequent performances.



FOLK-SONGS IN AMERICA

quick response to the note of alarm

JL firstraisedafewyearssinceabout popular songs,

folk-songs,and ballads existing in theUnited States

and likely, as such things are all over the world, to

die out of the minds of men unless something were

done quickly to save them, to preserve them in some

permanent way. For a long time there was no gen-
eral knowledge of their existence. Then manypeople
got to work; and now they are finding, besides the

negro songs and the Indian music with which a be-

ginning was made many years ago, ballads, not only
in the mountain fastnesses of the Southern Appala-

chians, but also in more accessible regions of the

South, and in the mountains of New England; cow-

boy songs in the West, Spanish folk-songs in the

Southwest. There are organized bands of collectors;

collegestudents are out aftertheir preyfor doctorate

theses; the Indian bureau of the National Govern-

ment has authorized or sanctioned the work of sev-

eral skilfulandintelligentcollectorsamongthe Indi-

ans,and has issued their results inGovernment pub-
lications. The Bureau of Education in Washington
and various State departments of public education

have sponsored bulletins on the subject of popular
ballads. The ambulances haveall been called out,and
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have done and are doing all, no doubt, that is hu-

manly possible in the way of rescue. Some day there

will come a time of reckoning and accounting as to

the value of all this ; along with something that has

little value, there will no doubt be a good deal that

has much.

Perhaps the most remarkable part of all this

work, the part that came as a revelation of some-

thing new, resulted from the adventures of Howard

Brockway, Miss Wyman, Miss McGill, and Cecil

Sharp, the English folk-song collector, in gather-

ing what the Appalachian Mountains of the South

had to offer. The most experienced of these, and the

one who garnered the largest harvest,
was Sharp. He

had worked long in England in the art of folk-song

collecting. This art is not for everybody. It consists

in gaining the confidence of folk-singers and per-

suading them to yield their store of traditional

songs, never written down and indeed the singers

often can neither read nor write plain English, to

say nothing of the musical notation and then in

notingdown accurately what is heard, preserving its

peculiarities
in speech and music; its rhythms, its

intervals, its modal characteristics all, in short,

that goes to make folk-song what it is.

Unfortunately, the noting down of songs from
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the mouths of singers requires a special musical

knowledge and tact; a technique derived from long

experience with this particular task. It is likely that

the amateur collectors whose interest has been so

greatlyaroused in the South,and elsewhere,and who

have accomplished so much of value in certain di-

rections, have had and will have more or less diffi-

culty with the music. The music to which these bal-

lads are sung is, nevertheless, of quite as much im-

portance and interest as the words. Most of the lit-

erary men who have devoted themselves to this sub-

ject have had little knowledge of music and have

been little concerned with it in their work. Professor

Child himself, in his great collection of English and

Scottish popular ballads, sought only for printed or

manuscript records of ballads extant or once extant

in England and Scotland, and paid practically no

attention to the music. In his work it was doubtless

out of the question. Collectors from the mouths of

the people have learned to pay as much attention to

the music as to the words, as the folk-singers them-

selves do. Sharp relates that time and again, when

h.e asked a singer to repeat words that he failed to

catch perfectly, the answer was often given that he

could not remember the words without the music;
in his mind they were quite inseparable. To recall
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the words he had to sing the ballad. Mr. Sharp went

so far as to say that the tunes suffer less by being

presented alone than the words : in some cases the

omission of the text is an actual advantage,- as, for

instance, with those old ballad airs that have been

divorced from their own proper words sometimes

because they are improper words and are nowa-

days allied to modern verses of very small literary

value.

Besides the problems that are ordinarily met with

by amateurs untrained in the noting down of melo-

dies presented to them through the ear owing to

the lamentable lack of attention to what the French

call solfdge in our musical education there are

special problems offered by a certain proportion of

old English and other folk-tunes. One of them is

connected with the modal characteristics of such

tunes. They are in neither the major nor the minor

scale of modern music, but in oneofthe old ecclesias-

tical modes that have in some cases survived in them

and nowhere else. The folk-tunes show modal influ-

ences oftheDorian, Mixolydian, andAeolian modes,

besides the modern major and minor, which often

enough occur; they also show the pentatonic scale,

andsometimes other "gapped" scales. The Dorian

mode is heard when the white keys of the pianoforte
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are played beginningwithD; theMixolydian begin-

ning withG;theAeolian beginning withA; the pen-

tatonic scale is heard by playing the black keys in

succession, the result being the omission of the

fourth and the seventh, or "leading" note. The

substitution of the flat for the sharp seventh of the

leading note is a characteristic, it will be seen,

of the three modes mentioned. In folk-tunes other

"gapped" scales than the usual pentatonic scale

(characteristic of some of the oldest Scottish tunes)

occur. Most musicians whose attention has not been

specially directed to these things are apt to try to

suppress these modal characteristics and turn the

tune into ordinary major or minor. This has been

done in the past with many of the transcriptions of

Scottish and Irish tunes offered to the public. One

of the reproaches made against Thomas Moore for

the way in which he presented Irish tunes is that he

allowed or encouraged his musical collaborators to

"iron out" some of the most characteristic features

of those tunes into modern conventionalities. "The

Beggar's Opera" has been the source of a good deal

ofanguish to modern folk-song collectors. As is gen-

erally known, the tunes in this opera are mostly old

folk-tunes that Gay and Dr. Pepusch got together
and fitted to Gay's words. But they were both towns-
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men; and by one or both of them the modal char*

acteristics of these country tunes were done away

with; and, charming as so many of them are, they

do not properly represent the form in which the

folk-singers used to sing them. If they did, the opera

would now be, as it is not, a mine of information

to folk-song experts, containing as it does numerous

songs that have become obsolete in the mouths of

the people.

One of the first to call public attention to the

riches in British folk-song that layunworkedamong
the people of the Southern mountains was Professor

C. Alphonso Smith, who wrote in 1915 of "Ballads

Surviving in the United States." He laid much

stress on the need ofimmediately rescuing what was

still to be rescued and preserved. Knowledge of the

ballad was dying out among the younger genera-

tion. There is an increasing unwillingness among
illiterate people to admit a familiarity with these

songs.He tells ofone woman who,when asked about

ballads, said, "I ain't got no time to be studyin'

about them old songs and don't know none of 'em

nohow." But she was proud of her familiarity with

Moody and Sankey songs ; the ballad allied her with

aremote and unspiritual past that shewished to for-

get. Another told hervisitor that shehad"prayed to
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the Lord to take them fool songs out of her mind."

Even worse than this has been the entrance into this

field, with the growth of "schooling" and other

modern improvements, of the "coon songs," jazz,

and other products of Broadway. Everything con-

spires to the destruction of the remaining balladry.

How recent is the interest and the knowledge
that has resulted from it in the collection of ballads

in the South is shown by what Professor George L.

Kittredge of Harvard wrote in his preface to a con-

densation of Child's great work that he published
in 1904:

"Ballad making, so far as the English speaking
nations are concerned is a lost art ; and the same

may be said of ballad singing. A few of the ballads

in Mr. Child's collection are still in oral circulation,

but most of them are completely forgotten, or are

known only in versions derived from print."
Mr. Kittredge has now corrected this statement

in the following manner:
"When I wrote,

< the same may be said of ballad

singing,' I was, of course, in error. Ballad singing is

by no means a lost art, either in Great Britain or

the United States. The evidence for its survival has
come since I wrote. If I were now summing up the

facts, I should modify my statement."
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It is interesting to know what Mr. Sharp himself

found in a manuscript collection of a zealous stu-

dent, the late Mrs. J. C. Campbell, submitted to

him in the summer of 1915. The collection was

made in the vicinity of Asheville, N. C. It indicated

that a vein had been tapped which, if properly and

scientifically explored, would yield results, musical,

historical, literary, of the first importance.
" The

ballads in question," wrote Mr. Sharp in his ac-

count of it, "were evidently of Irish, Scottish, or

English origin, which had presumably been carried

to that district by the original settlers and passed

down by oral tradition to their descendants, and so,

generation by generation, to the present inhabit-

ants. I did not light upon one which was wholly

unknown to me, but the collection contained many

interesting and illuminating variants of ballads

which have been recently noted down by members

of the Folk Song Society, including myself, and also

variants of many ballads known to us in the older

compilations of Motiberwell,Kinloch, Walter Scott,

etc., but which, so far as we know, are not now be-

ing sung in England or Scotland." It was clear

that the ah*s to which these were sung were of the

highest interest to students of folk-music ; and a

look at the memoranda of them convinced Mr.
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Sharp that a great effort should be made to insti-

tute a thorough and careful investigation into the

musical feature of the problem; and that there was

need of haste, in view of the rapid disappearance of

the custom of ballad singing.

So far from ballad singing being at the moment
a lost art, it was found to be not forgotten, even in

the United States. In fact, investigation showed

that it might be said to flourish in certain parts of

the United States more vigorously than it did in

England, where in the last twenty-five years or so

a zealous effort has been made to collect among the

old people of the country-side the last remains of

folk-song that modern ways of life, and especially

of education, are crushing out. But in the parts of

this country referred to, ballads and songs flourish

not only among the very old, but also among the

young and middle-aged, with whom it is a sponta-
neous form of self-expression as much a part of

the people's lives as ever in the past, when the world

was younger and less sophisticated. The work of

destruction had already been begun, but there was
still much left to be saved.

The people in the mountains ofNorth and South

Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and Kentucky, who
have been the chief guardians to-day of the living
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ballads and songs of English folk-music, are direct

descendants of British immigrants. They have lived

in mountain fastnesses for 125 or 150 years, iso-

lated and in great measure cut off' from the rest of

the country, which, for the most part, not en-

tirely,
however has forgotten the ballads and

folk-songs it ever knew. They have not only kept up

the singing of them ; they have kept up, to a certain

extent, the making of new ballads and songs, as

such things were constantly made, from the days of

misty antiquity down. It cannot be said that even

the ballad-making is wholly a lost art

And so, following in the footsteps of several

others who had gone to collect these songs, Mr.

Sharp came to America in 1915 and again in 1917.

He returned from his visit profoundly impressed

with the people, their character and, in particular,

with the great resources of their folk-song and the

vigor and vitality of it. They are unlettered, most

of them cannot read or write; but, as was the case

with the ballad singers of antiquity, this fact has

resulted in the greater cultivation of their memo-

ries. From various single individuals Mr. Sharp got

30, 40, 50, and even 100 different songs. He tells of

one singer of this stamp in England who knew no

fewer than 500.
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in the same sort of way; and the collector's zeal was

little checked or hindered. Some of the most nota-

ble finds were, in fact, made in or near these haunts

of comparative luxury. Herein is indicated what

the students of this subject have before observed,

the remarkable vitality and persistence of this sort

of song. But it cannot be long before the levelling

and vulgarizing effects will cause the singers to be

ashamed of ihe old songs, and wish to be "like

other people" in singing the popular and ephem-
eral songs of the day.

Mr. Sharp had a hard time in his two trips to the

Appalachian regions. Living conditions are not

easy there. Provision for travellers is not luxurious.

The diet is not such as effete Easterners or English-
men are accustomed to; nor are the beds. But there

is abundant hospitality for those who appreciate
the qualities of their hosts. There is a true cour-

tesy such as is not to be found in all rural regions;

and, in the case of many of the old women espe-

cially, a stately dignity that contrasts strangely
with the meanness ofthe surroundings. Hospitality,

however, did not prevent Mr. Sharp from con-

tracting typhoid fever and passing through the

crisis of the disease and convalescence from it in a
most unpromising spot. But he came out victori-
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ous, with all his notes and a rich body of new ex-

perience. He put much of both into his interesting

book, "Folk Songs of the Appalachian Moun-

tains," a scientific collection, carefully annotated,

and also a more popular collection of songs with

pianoforte accompaniment. Mr. Sharp's preface to

his book is an engaging account of his experiences,

and a glowing estimate of the people. His estimate

of their character and of the civilization in which

they live, is high. Notwithstanding the typhoid

fever, the meals, the beds, and all else, he saw the

whole thing through roseate glasses, with the en-

thusiasm of the successful collector. He made no

reserves in writing down his enthusiasm.

Another thing that he found in the mountains

was a whole series of country dances such as are and

were danced by the rustic people in England. One in

particular he found, the "running set," a dance of

great complication and length. This is described by

Playford in his "Dancing Master," first published

in England in 1650 and in manyeditions thereafter,

and in other contemporaneous dance books, but has

long been obsolete in England. Sharp had the plea-

sureof taking it backtoEnglandfrom its last refuge

in the valleys of Kentucky, and bringing it to life

again in its first home.
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Sharp was fortunate in the hour of his approach.

The end is coming in the Southern mountains, as it

is in the English counties. The schools that are be-

ing introduced into the remote districts some of

them, though not all the teachings of many reli-

gious sects and, still more fatally, the irresistible

oncoming of the coal-miners and the timber-hewers

and otherindustrial evangelists, will kill the singing

of the old"songs and the dancing of the old dances.

Music hall ditties, "coon songs" asmanufactured on

Broadway (though in this part ofthe South the ne-.

gro is almost a complete stranger), fox-trots, and

jazz generally take the place of them. The young

people begin to be ashamed ofthem as a mark of old

fashion. Still more mistakenly, many of the reli-

gious preceptors frown upon them as "worldly";

and so another check is put upon them. It will not

be long before the whole face of things is changed.

Fortunately it is probable that Sharp and the

others who have been at work there, among them

Howard Brockway, Miss Wyman, Miss McGill,

have achieved the salvation of the songs that most

matter.

The interest aroused by the investigators in the

South has had the result of showing that the North

has not been entirely denuded of its inheritance
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of the old ballads. Two American collectors, Mrs.

Edith B. Sturgis and Robert Hughes, have found

in the hills of Vermont what seem to be genuine

survivals of fifty of them. The singers were but

few, in one out-of-the-waytown farmers, of"good,

old Vermont stock." Most of these songs have been

found elsewhere in this country and bear obvious

relationship with versions found in Great Britain;

some are known in England and have not yet turned

up here. Only two have not been found in any form;

the subject of one and the general musical structure

of the other seem to preclude a great age for them.

Mr. Sharp printed onlyafewof the manyhundred

songs and variants that he found in the South. The

rest of his collection made there he deposited in

manuscript in the Library of Harvard College. In

the numerous collections made before and since his

visits to America, there are doubtless others. Some

day, perhaps, a definite "
Corpus'* of these songs

will be made, corresponding in some degree to the

great collection unfortunately of the words only

made by Professor Child. To this will be added

the numerous "chanties," manyofthe most interest-

ing being by American sailors or about American

subjects. How far it will seem necessary to go in in-

cluding the Spanish and Mexican songs taken down
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in the Southwestern States,the
"
cowboysongs/' and

work songs of different kinds that more recent and
enthusiastic collectors think they have found and
that seem to belong in many cases to a somewhat
different classification, may remain to determine.



AT THE BACK OF SOME
DEDICATIONS

AIOMPOSER'S

dedications necessarily imply much

that touches most nearly his life, his friend-

ships, his relations to many people, and his work

itself. They are not to be left out of account by
students of the lives of musicians. What do not

the dedications of Beethoven's compositions tell in

regard to his life, the circumstances in which from

time to time he was placed, the progress of his

friendships,the influences that were brought to bear

upon him in one way or another, the relations in

which he stood to the Vienna of his time ! How care-

fully are they considered byThayer, his biographer!

In the case of no other composer, perhaps, is there

so much significance in these marks of friendly con-

sideration or, in some cases, of patronage by the no-

bility. The old system of patronage, however, had

largely passed away; the passionate independence

of Beethoven had been largely influential in sweep-

ing away the last vestiges of it.

Bythe time the"romantic" composers came upon
the scene, it was entirely a thing of the past; and

dedications had less relation to that form of grati-

tude which consists in the hope of favors still to

come. It is interesting to consider the bearings of
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the dedications which three of the great leaders of

the "romantic" movement of the first third of the

nineteenth century made to each other Schu-

mann, Chopin, and Liszt. Of the possible combina-

tions, only one is lacking. Schumann dedicated his

"Kreisleriana," Op. 16, to Chopin, his "Fantaisie,"

Op. 17, to Liszt ; Chopin dedicated his Ballade in F9

Op. 38, to Schumann, his Etudes, Op. 10, to Liszt;

Liszt dedicated his sonata in B minor to Schumann ;

but by some chance, Chopin is the "dedikee," as

Robert Louis Stevenson used to call it, of no com-

position of Liszt's. Yet they were friends and for

some time in close personal relations; and Liszt's

fervent and generous admiration forthePolish com-

poser is permanently recorded in his brilliant essay

upon him and his music, and in his transcriptions of

his songs.

It may be said that much is told in these dedi-

cations, but that, also, something is concealed be-

hind them.What is told andwhat is concealed forms

an amusing little chapter of the musical biography
of the time. The facts that subsisted behind these

dedications do not tell a story wholly of brotherly
love and complete mutual admiration, or of unani-

mous striving toward one and the same end. The
brethren and sisters, it may also be said of the
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romantic period of the 'thirties, 'forties, and 'fifties

may have been heading in the same general direc-

tion, but there was enough diversion in their aims

to add a few more vivacities and stresses to that

stormy time.

Chopin owed a heavy debt of gratitude to Schu-

mann, who never showed himself more of a seer and

a prophet, a critic in the highest sense, than in his

published criticisms of the young Polish composer,

from the very beginning of his career. Schumann's

first essay as a musical critic, which appeared in the

Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung of December 7,

1831, when he was a youth of 21, was entitled "An

Opus 2" and was devoted to Chopin's Variations

on "La ci darem la mano." In it occurs the historic

remark, that has since become a classical locus in

musical criticism,
" Hats off, gentlemen, a genius";

and the whole article seethes with the enthusiasm,

the fancy, and gay humor, as well as the artistic in-

sight that were to inform so much of Schumann's

critical writings in the years to come. In it, too, is

made the first appearance of Florestan and Euse-

bius, already fully characterized.

Three years later Schumann founded the Neue

Zeitschnftfiir Musik^ in which he continued for ten

is activities as a musical critic andjournalist,
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with the sympathy and insight, the poetic gift, the

generous enthusiasm that stamped him as one of

the greatest of his guild. During all this time his

enthusiasm was aroused by nobody more than by

Chopin. He wrote more articles on Chopin and his

music than on any other composer or any other sub-

ject. They are all couched in terms that clearly set

forth the importance of the man for modern art and

disclose an appreciation of his music that has not

been surpassed by anywho have come later,and that

has been ratified in the fullest measure by posterity.

Schumann's correspondence shows equally his ad-

miration and comprehension of this "proudest and

most poetic spirit of his time,
55
as he called Chopin.

His personal relations with Chopin, on the occa-

sions that brought them together, were likewise a

frank expression of the same feelings. His letters

wherein he describes their meetings overflow with

delight. "And Schumann understood Chopin,
55
as

James Huneker wrote, "else he could not have

written the *

Chopin' ofthe '

Camaval,' which quite

out-Chopins Chopin.'
5

No wonder, then, that Chopin should respond to

this admiring friendship with the dedication of one
of his capital works, the Ballade in F, Op. 38, which

appeared in 1840. It is characteristic of Schumann's
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candor that in writing of it in his Zeitschrift he

should speak of it as "different" from the first Bal-

lade (in Gr minor), and as "
standing as a work of

art below it, yet not less fantastic and intellectual"

"a remarkable piece."

Schumann's "
Kreisleriana," Op. 16, which ap-

peared in 1838, being among the works which at

that time he regarded as his "best," he intended at

first to dedicate to Clara Wieck, not yet his bride.

To her he more than half promised them, and she,

he intimates more than once in his letters, was in

his mind when he was composing them. But when

they appeared, they appeared as his tribute ofadmi-

ration for Chopin.

What Chopin's response was is not on record. Ac-

cording to one of his biographers, Scharlitt, Chopin

was noticeably cool towards his German champion;

there was more enthusiasm on Schumann's side than

on Chopin's. As for the "Kreisleriana," alas, there

is every reason to believe that he put no value on

Schumann's embodiment of his sentiments in this

music, however much he may have prized the senti-

ments themselves. He cared nothing for Schumann's

music, had no sympathy with it, and no understand-

ing of it. He never played it himself in his public

appearances as a virtuoso; it was not to be found
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on his desk or on his pianoforte.
He never gave it to

his pupils to study. When Schumann sent him once

a finely bound copy of his " Carnaval" upon its pub-

lication in 1837 that "Carnaval" containing the

exquisitemovementinterpretingChopin's
own spirit

his only comment upon it was,
"How beautifully

they get up these things in Germany!" And when

Schlesinger, the Paris publisher ofmany ofChopin's

own works, was thinking of undertaking the publi-

cation of the "Carnaval" in France, Chopin advised

him that the "Carnaval" was not music at all!

The personal relations between Chopin and Liszt

had been of the closest in their earliest years to-

gether in Paris; but they cooled. "We are friends;

we were comrades," said Chopin in 184& Of a cir-

cumstance that occurred in the course of one of

Liszt's amorous escapades and that shocked his

fastidious taste and severed their relations, he said

that he could not forget that nor certain other

things ; and that he was much better as he was, with

their intimate relations severed. He thought at one

time that Liszt had written newspaper articles un-

favorable to him; and Liszt's colossal successes as a

concert virtuoso so far surpassed his own that there

may well have been a feeling ofjealousy and resent-

ment. When he heard that Liszt intended to write
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an account of one of his concerts in a musical jour-

nal, Chopin is said to have remarked with a certain

bitterness, "He will give me a little kingdom in his

empire." Liszt's great essay on Chopin was not pub-
lished till 1858, three years after his death.

Yet Chopin could not but feel a profound admi-

ration for Liszt's playing. He was delighted with his

performance of the Etudes, Op. 10, that he dedi-

cated to Liszt in 1833, and declared that he"wished

he could rob him of it." He said to one of his pupils,

<I like my music when Liszt plays it." But he did

not like Liszt's music; he played it and taught it

no more than he did Schumann's. It should not be

forgotten, however, that many of Liszt's more am-

bitious and seriously intended compositions were

not written till after Chopin's death in 1849. What

Chopin knew were chiefly the brilliant operatic par-

aphrases of Liszt's virtuoso days, some of his songs

and his transcriptions of songs; and the bad taste

in which many of these abound displeased Chopin.

Dedications of such things to Chopin would have

been obviously incongruous; and there are no dedi-

cations by Liszt to Chopin.

The relations of Robert Schumann and Clara

Wieck, afterwards Mme. Schumann, with Franz

Liszt underwent a marked change in the years be-
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tween their first meeting, about 1838, and the time

when Schumann, a broken man, was overtaken by

the loss of his reason; and, so far as relates to Mme.

Schumann, the time of Liszrt's death in 1886. When

they first met him, both were enraptured by the

magic of his playing, overcome by its brilliancy and

power. They were both brought under the spell of

his personality also in those years and could not

sufficiently admire either the artist or the man.

Their letters and diaries are full of him for a time.

Schumann's articles about his playing, in the Neue

Zeitschriftfwr Musik, were paeans of praise. Schu-

mann was in ecstasies over his performance of his

(Schumann's) compositions yet, as he acknow-

ledged, it was "not always as I had conceived

them." Robert and Clara in those years made few

reservations about Liszt; but they made some.

These reservations increased, especially in the com-

ments of Clara Schumann, as time went on. Her

horizon had its limits and she had her prejudices,

and when these grew upon her she was a sour per-

son, not to say a bitter. She was a much-tried

woman, and much is to be allowed for the experi-

ences of her life. But she was an implacable enemy
and never forgave or forgot.

In the first flush of Schumann's admiration he
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dedicated to Liszt his Fantaisie, Op. 17, which ap-

peared in print in 1839. This was the time of their

greatest intimacy,when, having been in Schumann's

company for a day, Liszt remarked that it seemed

to him as if they had known each other for twenty

years; and Schumann agreed to it. Liszt had done

much for Schumann already. He had played his

music in various parts of Europe when no other

pianist but Clara Wieck would look at it; and the

great authority of his name and the splendor of

his playing had given it a consideration it could

never otherwise have gained in those days. He had

also published an enthusiastic essay about Schu-

mann and his music at a time when he was person-

allyunacquaintedwith him (in the Gazette Musieale,

1837). Schumann appreciated both and was flat-

tered by them.

Lisztacknowledgedthededication ofSchumann's

"Fantaisie" with these words: "It is a work of the

loftiest kind. I am indeed proud of the honor you

do me in inscribing to me a composition of such

grandeur. So I wish to work at it and penetrate it

thoroughly in order to make with it all the effect

possible." And that these were not mere formal

expressions of politeness his whole subsequent atti-

tude towards Schumann's music testifies.
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Liszt naturally responded in kind, with a dedi-

cation of his own; but he waited, perhaps, a little

too long. His sonata in B minor was published in

1854, inscribed to Robert Schumann. But the Schu-

manns had long since changed their minds about

Liszt, his personality, his compositions, even his

playing. There had also been an unfortunate es-

.trangement over an incident of no great impor-

tance, that occurred in discussion in a social eve-

ning, though it had been patched up.

Before its publicationLiszt had played his sonata

to Schumann, and his account of it is grim. Liszt

was visiting Dusseldorf, where the Schumanns were

living it was probably in 1853 and paid them

a visit. Clara played something; and Liszt, who had

brought with him the manuscript of his sonata,

played it in his turn. He recounted his experience

thus:

" I played it to him once, quite passably. Schu-

mann listened to it at the piano, reading it. He did

not know at all what to make of it. At the adagio
he began to back away, and when I was through
he was at the door!"

This being the state of Schumann's
feelings, it

may occur to some to wonder why Liszt chose pre-

cisely this sonata to dedicate to him. The answer
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would be, probably, that he wished to do the great-

est honor he could to one whom he had valued so

highly, and that he considered his sonata to be one

of his most important compositions for the piano-

forte.

The sonata was published and came to Mme.

Schumann after her husband had been sent to the

sanitarium, where he spent the last years of his life

in hopeless insanity. Brahms played it to her and

she records her impressions of it, and of some other

of Liszt's compositions that came with it:

"The things are awful ! Brahms played them to

me, but they made me quite miserable. ... It is only

meaningless noise not a healthy idea in them,

everything confused, not a clear harmonic progres-

sion to be found. And now I must write to thank

him for it it is really terrible!"

Liszt's efforts on behalf of Schumann's music,

however, were never relaxed; and as Liszt's biogra-

phers take some pleasure in pointing out, the Schu-

manns were perfectly willing to accept his kind of-

fices in producing Schumann's opera of"Genoveva"

at Weimar, when it made a failure elsewhere, and

in other matters. Mme. Schumann never changed

her attitude toward him, however, except to dislike

him more. She refused to take part in a musical
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festival because Liszt was to conduct in it; and

she even remained away from the unveiling of her

husband's monument in Zwickau, his birthplace,

simply for the reason that Liszt was to be present!

The crown of her achievement in this direction was

reached, however, when the great complete edition

of her husband's works was begun by Breitkopf &
Hartel in 1886. She was,not unnaturally, appointed

editor of the undertaking, and in that capacity,

thirty years after her husband's death, she erased

his dedication of the Fantaisie in C, Op. 17, to

Franz Liszt; and it stands to-day, in the definitive

edition of his works, without the inscription that

the composer put upon it!

Decidedly, the dedications of these three roman-

tic leaders to one another do not tell the whole



WAGNER AND BRAHMS
ON EACH OTHER

^r^r y-HEN Wagner made the remark about Brahms

VV that in his "Triumphlied" he had "put on

the Hallelujah perruke of a Handel," he added one

more to a long series of inept and ill-natured com-

ments from his pen upon modern and contemporary

musicians, and especially upon Brahms. German

composers who were in danger of becoming too

universally admired and beloved by the great Ger-

man public, not to speak of a greater public beyond

the borders of Germany, he looked on askance.

There is Schumann, for instance, whom he fre-

quently went out of his way to attack ; the most no-

torious instance being an article in the BayreutJier

Blatter in 1879. The voice was Josef Rubinstein's,

but the hands were generally supposed to be the

hands of Wagner. The hands of Wagner, at any

rate, openly do Schumann shameful violence in the

essay "On Conducting." It is hard to believe now

that Schumann and Wagner were once considered

to be rival leaders of the same school of "new Ger-

man" music; but criticism of seventy years ago

though perhaps not the best informed criticism of

the time is full of this notion. Wagner was not

willing to suffer any rival or even any companion in
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the field of music. His attitude is suggested by that

much-resented remark that he made after the first

"Ring" performance at Bayreuth: "at last there is

a German art" the impression being deep and

widespread that a German art had already existed.

Of course there was immediate explanation and in-

terpretation of the remark as really meaning some-

thing else; but itwas obviously perhaps naturally*

in the first exultation at the realization of a long-

cherished dream what Wagner really thought.

Schumann haddefinitelystoodsponsorforBrahms

when Brahms's first works were published in the

year 1853; in that year appeared Schumann's fa-

mous article, "Neue Bahnen," hailing the coming of

a new voice in music. Brahms published his first

symphony in 1877. This was, for those who were

looking for challenges, a direct challenge added to

the old one of Schumann, to Wagner, who had is-

sued the dictum that the symphony had reached its

consummation in the Ninth of Beethoven, and that

there should be no more symphonies; their place
was to be taken by "the art work of the future," his

own music dramas, in which all the arts were fused.

It was not to be expected of Wagner that he, a

musician whose whole musical nature and whose

whole conception of music were so diametrically
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opposed to everything that was an ideal to Brahms,

should have the least patience with his productions,

or should, indeed, have much comprehension of

them. It was also not to be expected that one whose

first impulsewas to come out into the open and fight

for what he believed and against what he did not

believe, and who had such a fluent and forcible con-

troversial style, should rest content with seeing

Brahms make his way, even though slowly, with a

steadily increasing portion of the public. It was a

period of contention; and Wagner lay about him

vigorously at this, as he had at other provocations.

He let fly freely at Brahms in the stream of essays

that still came from his pen as they did in his earlier

days when he stood more nearly alone, and as they

did almost till the end of his life. This was to be

expected. What is less easy to accept is the method

of innuendo, sneer, and covert allusion that marks

Wagner's course toward Brahms.

Wagner pays his respects to "Herr Johannes

Brahms "
in a passage ofhis essay

"On Conducting,"

published in 1869, when Brahms was only just get-

ting a place in the attention of the musical world

and had published, besides numerous songs and

pianoforte pieces, no symphony, but several cham-

ber music works, the two orchestral serenades, and
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"A German Requiem." In this essay Wagner la-

ments the disappearance of "our great and glorious

German music" and views with suspicion certain

persons "who are treating themselves, and trying to

get others to treat them, as keepers and guardians

ofthe sterling 'German' spirit."
Brahms was one of

these persons. Wagner goes on to say that Brahms

"was once so kind" as to play him a set of his "
very

serious variations" the variations on a theme by

Handel are meant which showed that "he under-

stands no jokes." In itself, he, Wagner, thought the

set excellent. Buthe did not like Brahms's piano-

forte playing. "His performanceof other pianoforte

music at a concert gave me less pleasure. I even

thought it impertinent that the friends of the gen-

tleman professed themselves unable to attribute,

anything beyond extraordinary technical power to

Liszt and his school, whilst the execution of Herr

Brahms appeared so painfully dry, inflexible, and

wooden. I should have liked to see Herr Brahms's

technique anointed with a little of the oil of the

Liszt school."

Max Kalbeck, in his "Life of Brahms," gives

another account of this meeting between Wagner
andBrahms that resulted inthe reference to Brahms

in the essay "On Conducting." It was in 1864, when
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Wagner invited Brahms, with other musicians, to

his "luxurious lodgings," and asked him to play. A
listener who long afterwards published his recollec-

tions of the occasion (Gustav Schonaich) recalls the

excellent playing by Brahms of other compositions

by different composers, and the warm enthusiasm

with which Wagner overwhelmed him with praise;

and in how convinced a manner he spoke about all

the details of the Handel variations. "We can see,"

he concluded his remarks, "what can still be done

in the old forms, when someone appearswho knows

how to treat them." Later, when he came to write

"Ueber das Dirigieren,"he had changed his mind

evidently.

All in all, it seemed to Wagner (he goes on to say

in this essay) "an enigma" that ',* Brahms could be

mistaken for the figure, if not of the Saviour Him-

self, at least of His best beloved disciple." The taste

of this remark has not gained acceptability in the

years that have elapsed since controversy raged so

furiously as to result in such language. Although it

had not much to do with the subject of conducting,

with which he was engaged, Wagner says, a little

later, in speaking of the " sect" into whose member-

ship he put Brahms: "The 'LiebesliederWaltzes' of

St. Johannes, however odd their name may sound,
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might still be classed among the religious exercises

of the lower grade"; a remark carrying out further

the peculiar tastefulness of allusion just quoted.

In 1879 Wagner made in his Bayreuther Blatter

another reference to Brahms, who had in the mean-

time steadily, though slowly, enhanced his reputa-
tion in Germany, and still more slowly outside of

Germany. "I know renowned composers you shall

meet, to-day at concert masquerades, in garb of

street minstrel, to-morrow in the 'Hallelujah' per-
ruke of Handel, the day after as a Jewish tuner-

up of Csardas, and later as solemn symphonists, dis-

guised as Number Ten." The chance was too good to

be lost though perhaps it may seem less good at

this distance of time and anything was material

for weapons in the hand of Wagner, the polemic
with a chip on his shoulder. He meant the "Halle-

lujah peiTuke of Handel" to refer to the passages
of Brahms's "Triumphlied" in which the chorus

hymns a mighty hallelujah for the victory of the

German arms over the French in 1871 ; but he is

really a little unfair in calling it a "Handelian per-
ruke" ; for it is not a pedantic imitation of the Han-
delianmanner.The" Jewish tuner-up of Csardas"

though why Jewish ? is the Brahms who delighted
in the Hungarian pieces that he heard the Hunga-
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rian bands play in the Viennese cafes, and who tran-

scribed many of them in the "Hungarian Dances"

forpianoforteduets,so greatlypopular and hence,

it may be inferred, so greatly disturbing to Wag-
ner. The "solemn symphonist disguised as Number

Ten" is, of course, the composer of Brahms's first

symphony, which Billow called "the tenth" "but

not as though it should be put after the Ninth of

Beethoven."

In the periodical essays of Wagner's later years,

put forth still in the Bayreuther Blatter from the

fastness of Wahnfried, there are some open and

numerous covert allusions to Brahms; the latter

kind Wagner's translator, William Ashton Ellis,

has been at the pains to identify in his edition of

Wagner's prose works. It is rather amusing to see

how the polemical Wagner continued to harp on

the same string about a subject that was evidently

so disagreeable to him, the slow but steady growth
of the acceptance of Brahms's works. In the essay

on "Operatic Poetry and Composition" he suggests

the favorite idea, for a time so industriously ex-

ploited by those who took their cue from Wahn-

fried, that Brahms is preeminently a plagiarist. In

Mr. Ellis's eccentric English it reads: "Our great

symphonists of the 6now-time'might be counselled
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to turn any doubt as to the ownership of their stray

ideas into downright certainty, before others do it

for them." In "Music Applied to the Drama" this

entertaining passage is labelled "Brahms" by Mr.

Ellis:

"In our symphonies and that sort of thing all

now goes world-distraught and catastrophic; we

are gloomy and grim, then mettlesome and daring;

we yearn for the fulfilment of youthful dreams ;

demonic obstacles encompass us; we brood, we even

rave; and then the world-ache's tooth is drawn, we

laugh and humorously show the world its gaping

gum; brisk, sturdy, blunt, Hungarian, or Scotch

alas, to others dreary."

And again Wagner speaks of "a certain clammy
cast of melody which its creators had transplanted

from their heretofore retiring
*chamber music,'"

for Brahms, it will be remembered, had put for-

ward much chamber music for twenty-four years

before he was willing to let his first symphony ap-

pear.
"What had previously been dressed as quin-

tets and the like, was now served up as symphony;
little chips of melody, like an infusion of hay and

old tea-leaves, with nothing to tell you what you are

swallowing but the label 'best,' and all for the ac-

quired taste of world-ache." All of which is in the
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best style of the propaganda against Brahms, who

was supposed to be a gloomy pessimist in his music;

and, indeed, whose music was by some interpreted

as a lament over his own musical impotence. No

doubt this sort of thing furnished the suggestion

and starting-point for a certain amount ofthe anti-

Brahmsian literature for several decades.

Again, in the Bayreuther Blatter Wagner re-

marks, perhaps in an anti-Semitic outburst, though
Brahms was not a Jew, upon "the great storm that

threatened Europe from Asia," and expressed the

opinion that it would result in no good. "For it will

happen to us here, as it happened after the Aryan

migration, when the world preserved only a few of

Sophocles's and Aeschylus's tragedies, but, on the

other hand, most of Euripides's. Correspondingly,

our descendants will have preserved, as against per-

haps nine of Brahras's symphonies" the estimate

is, of course, pessimistically prophetic or conjectu-

ral "at the most, two of Beethoven's; for the

copyists always go with progress." (Such is Mr.

Ellis's translation. Clearness was not a prevailing

characteristic of Wagner's style, as this paragraph

shows.)

In still another elegant extract from the Bay-

reidher Blatter we may see how Wagner, without
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naming Brahms, imputes to him, again somewhat

obscurely, the composition of the "last thought"
ofSchumann did he mean by this "

last thought"
the essay, "Neue Bahnen," welcoming Brahms as

the coming composer? and the blame of "wish-

ing to compose better than he could, with the pur-

pose of ruining judgment in art and taste in music,

misleading managers, directors, and personnel, in

order t9 snatch Hamburg festival banquets and

Breslau doctors' diplomas, and take good money
from honest people for bad stuff." The genial and

kindly references here, so far as they are now ex-

plicable, seem to relate to the honor done to

Brahms by his native city of Hamburg in 1878, at

the fiftieth anniversary of the Hamburg Philhar-

monic Society, and to the further honor done him

by the University of Breslau in 1880 by making
him aDoctor ofPhilosophy, in recognition ofwhich
he composed the "Academic Festival Overture."

It was quite in accordance with Brahms's charac-

ter that he should receive the Wagnerian pin-

pricks, and sometimes poker-thrusts, in silence; and
also that his opinion of Wagner's music should be

entirely uninfluenced by any personal feeling
towards its composer. Brahms had little literary

gift; he never published a line himself; he wrote
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no articles, so far as is known ; carried on no peri-

odical to make propaganda for his music, and en-

tered into no public controversies. A few allusions

to Wagner in his letters make up the sum of his

known written utterances about Wagner; as in a

letter to Simrock, his publisher, where he jocosely

compares his own love of fine bindings to Wagner's

predilection for silk pajamas; or in one to Bernard

Scholz, accompanying the sending of his Serenade,

Op. 18, of which he was especially fond, saying he

had cherished secretly a sort of Wagnerian idea of

writing something very long and beautiful about

his fine opus "but the desire has long since van-

ished." Brahms himself was a less contentious per-

sonality than Wagner; much less articulate about

his art and his artistic theories ; and on the whole,

doubtless, a man of broader mind and wider sym-

pathies. He never had any such revolutionary mes-

sage to give the world as Wagner, never had to

fight for the acceptance of his ideas at any rate,

never did fight for them, but sat down and waited

till the world came to his point of view. He found

no occasion to excite himselfabout Wagner's work,

even though he might have seen it advancing ever

more victoriously on a divergent path that led it

farther and farther from his own. But he had a very
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clear understanding of Wagner's music and of its

significance for the modern world. He had studied

it deeply and had no hesitation in avowing that

fact, and in expressing his opinion of the value of

certain of the music-dramas.

"Tristan" he did not like; but he had a high

opinion of "Die Walkure" and "Die Meister-

singer." In 1855,
" Eine Faust Ouvertiire," then re-

cently published in a revised version, "decidedly
did not please me," as he wrote to Clara Schu-

mann. He once said to a German writer, Richard

Specht, "Do you not suppose that I am the musi-

cian who best understands Wagner's works to-day

and, at any rate, better than any of his so-called

disciples, who would like nothing better than to

poison me? I once said to Wagner himself that I

was to-day the best of the Wagnerians.Do you sup-

pose I am so limited that I cannot be delighted
with the humor and the greatness of 'Die Meister-

singer' ? Or so disingenuous as to conceal the fact

that I consider a few bars of this work worth more
than all the operas that have been composed since?"

Brahms had changed his mind about "Die Meis-

tersinger," however, when he said that. In 1870,
when the comedy was still new, he wrote to Clara

Schumann: "I am not enthusiastic about it
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neither for this work nor for Wagner in general.

But I listen to it as closely as possible as often

as I can stand it." Apparently the listening did him

good. One thing he rejoiced in, as he says in this

same letter:
" In everything else I undertake I tread

on the heels ofmy predecessors, which is a hindrance

to me. Wagner would never hinder me from under-

taking an opera with the greatest relish."

A story was told by Richard Heuberger,to whom
Brahms gave some instruction in composition, in

1878. Hewas expatiating to his pupil on the need of

writing legibly, and pointed out, in the autograph

score of "
Tannhauser," which he possessed, how

careful Wagner was in certain minutiae of hand-

writing. "Ifsuch a man," said he, "can write neatly,

you must do so too." When Heuberger remarked

on the responsibility that must be put on Wagner
for the confusion prevailing in the minds ofyoung

people, Brahms cried out, as if he had been stung,

"Nonsense! the misunderstood Wagner has done it.

They understand nothing of the real Wagner who

are led astray by him. Wagner is one of the clearest

heads that ever existed in the world!"

The autograph of " Tannhauser" just referred

to was the occasion of a curious passage between

the two men that has been detailed at length in
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Brahms's biography. Wagner had given it to Peter

Cornelius, or to Carl Tausig, the pianist,
" to keep."

Tausig, who regarded it as a gift from Wagner,

perhaps as a recompense for very considerable sac-

rifices he had made for him, gave it to Brahms. In

1865 Cornelius wrote to Brahms, that the copy was

wanted. Brahms for a long time made no answer;

finally he wrote to Cornelius that he wished to keep
the manuscript, which he did for ten years. In 1875

he got a letter from Wagner, who needed it, he said,

for a new revision of the score; Tausig, he wrote,

could not possibly have given it away, as he had

only left it with him "to keep" for him. He hoped
it would need no more words to induce Brahms to

return, "willingly and in afriendlyway," something
that could have only the value of a "curiosity" for

him, while it would be for Wagner's son a valued

relic.

Brahms answered that, while he would return it

"willingly and in a friendly way," he must be al-

lowed to say a few words. To Wagner's son, in view

of his possession of so many other of his father's

autographs, this would not be so valuable as to

Brahms himself who, while not really a collector,

liked to have manuscripts which he valued. He did

not collect "curiosities." "Possibly it will be more
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agreeable to you if I am not allowed to think I

have given you anything. In that case I would say

that, if you rob my autograph collection of a trea-

sure, it would give me great pleasure if you would

enrich my library with another of your works,

perhaps 'Die Meistersinger.'
"

Hermann Levi, who was present when this letter

arrived, reported that Wagner fell into a great rage

and cried, "If a lawyer wrote me such a letter, I

would n't mind; but an artist! . . ." Wagner's rage

subsided, and he answered thanking Brahms, and

regrettingthat he could not send him " DieMeister-

singer," as he was out of a copy. He could do no

better than send him a copy of "Das Rheingold,"

which he did without waiting for his consent it

was the finely bound copy which was made for the

Vienna Exhibition. "They have often said that my
music is only theatrical decoration; 'Das Rhein-

gold' has suffered much from this reproach. Yet it

may not be uninteresting, in following the later

scores of the 'Ring' to note that I knew how to form

all sorts of themes from the pieces of theatrical

scenery here planted. From this point of view 'Das

Rheingold' may find friendly consideration from

you."
'

Brahms acknowledged the receipt of the letter
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and the volume diplomatically: saying that he de-

rived great pleasure from the splendid gift, and sent

heartfelt thanks. Thebest and truest thanks he gave

daily to the work itself it did not lie unused in his

possession. "Perhaps this part of the 'Ring
5

is less

of a stimulus to the detailed study which the whole

of your great work deserves ; this 'Rheingold,' how-

ever, came through your own hands; and may 'Die

Walkiire5

let its beauty glow brightly so that it may
outshine this accidental advantage"; and so on, with

more polite words of appreciation.

Brahms had nomorepersonal relations withWag-
ner. That he deeply regretted never having been to

Bayreuth is well known. He half intended to go for

the first performances of "Parsifal" in 1882; but he

could not make up his mind to do so. He was afraid,

not of Wagner but of the " Wagnerians," as he said

in a letter to Von Billow: "I need hardly say that

I go in dread of the Wagnerians, who would spoil

my pleasure in the best of Wagners." He said to

George Henschel, about to set out for Bayreuth to

hear thefirst "Ring"performances in 1876 : "I know

you will rave about it; and I don't blame you. I have

to confess that 'Die Walkure' and 'Gotterdam-

merung' have a great holdupon me.For 'DasRhein-

gold' and 'Siegfried' I do not
particularly care. If I
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only knew what becomes of the ring, and whatWag-
ner means by it!" It must be said in extenuation of

Brahms's ignorance that the philosophy of "Der

Ring des Nibelungen" had not, in 1876, been so ex-

tensively elucidated, from Von Wolzogen down to

Bernard Shaw's "Perfect Wagnerite" and beyond,

as it is now, when all who run may read what be-

comes of the ring and what Wagner meant by it.

Whatever in Wagner's works Brahms may have

liked or disliked, he never, so far as any of his letters

or the memories of his friends show, evinced any-

thing like envy of him, or indeed of any other con-

temporary; nor undertook to belittle his work or

denounce his theories, which led so far from his own

practice.
Thewreath whichBrahms sent toBayreuth

on Wagner's death in February, 1883, was not a

mere decorous compliance with custom, but a sincere

tribute of recognition from one great master to an-

other. And however brusque and unpolished in a

word, "bad" Brahms's personal manners were on

occasions when he was ruffled, he never found occa-

sion to put down in writing, even in his private let-

ters, so far as they have been disclosed to the public,

anything in the remotest degree as unmannerly as

Wagner's published remarks about him. That, of

course, shows nothing except the contrasted charac-
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ters of the two men, and perhaps the widely differ-

ent experiences and trials they had undergone. It

has not the slightest bearing upon their music or

their diverse tendencies in art. They stand by them-
selves ; and fortunately the public of to-day is able

to love and appreciate the work of both, however far

asunder they remain.



E

THE BEGGAR'S OPERA

Jwas

unfortunate that New York was not given

a, real chance to savor and enjoy "The Beggar's

Opera" in December, 1920, when it was sent over

here as a result of its huge success in London

in an out-of-the-way theatre in Hammersmith a

success that carried it through three years there. In

New York it was given in a half-hearted way and

unskilfullymanaged, also in an out-of-the-way thea-

tre; and though the cast numbered some of the suc-

cessful singing actors of theLondon production,the

orchestra was scandalously incompetent to give any

account whatever of Frederic Austin's admirable

and tasteful rearrangement and amplification of the

original score.

Nobody then living in New York, of course, had

heard "The Beggar's Opera," except those who had

had that good fortune in London. Probably nobody

could remember a decrepit and mutilated perform-

ance given in 1870 by "a comic opera company

under the direction of Fred Lyster" at Wood's Mu-

seum and Menagerie. This place of entertainment

was in the building afterwards occupied by Daly's

Theatre in Broadway, just below Thirtieth Street.

"Living curiosities," including dwarfs, as well as

dramatic performances, were among its offerings.
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The English importation appeared at the Green-

wich Village Theatre on December 29, 1920. The

audience began in the second act to find the per-

formance a charming one, after wondering coolly

through tibe first act at the remarkable differences

it showed from comic opera as at present understood

inBroadway. It caught up well thereafter and began

to find the tunes and dances well worth listening to

and encoring, and the sardonic cynicism and bitter

flavor of the lines something that could be enjoyed.

"Comic" in the accepted modern sense the opera

is not. The satirical intention and the ironical allu-

sions to the manners and customs of the court of

Georgellare still pointed enough to be applicablein

George V's time, and to be found amusing; though

the thrusts at Sir Robert Walpole are now more

elusive, and the burlesque of the Italian opera of

Handel's time does not go far enough in the minds

of people quite ignorant of that opera to make an

impression to-day, even onthosereadyto receive one.

The story itself is one that can still hold together

and move forward with a topsy-turvy consistency

that some have found Gilbertian; or the original

source, perhaps, of the Gilbertian method. Gay
hummed the tunes he wanted used to Dr. Pepusch,

who setthem to the lyrics. They are scattered plenti-
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fully through the scenes without too much regard to

the demands of the situation or to the contrasts of

their mood; but they are delightful tunes, as fresh

to-day as they were when they first delighted Lon-

don. The folk-lorists, indeed, though theymay com-

plain of their sophistication by the London towns-

men who used them, may well point with pride to

their vitality as folk-tunes. Mr. Frederic Austin's

treatment of the original score has been such as to

let them lose nothing of their character, or of the

semi-archaic flavor which gives them so much of

their chai'm. The bare indications of the harmony in

the original accompaniments he has developed with

skill and fine musicianship into a fabricof figuration

that adds much to the atmosphere and the insinu-

ating grace of the music. There was much spirit and

humor in the performance as a whole, which hardly

ever suggested the methodsand resourcesof the con-

temporary comic opera stage. It might/be said with-

out offence that it had somethingofthe amateurish;

nor did this seem out of the spirit of the piece.

The stage setting remained practically the same

throughout, minor changes suggesting sufficiently

the very different places in which the action takes

place. Unquestionably the effort made to recapture

"the spirit of Mr. Gay's opera," of which the pro-
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gramme made mention, was successful. Curtailment

was necessary ; andmodification of thetext for twen-

tieth centurytastewas also necessary. But this latter

was not carried to an undue extent; the flavor still

remained high.

It might possibly have surprised the promoters

of this English enterprise to learn that "The Beg-

gar's Opera" was first performed in NewYork, so far

as the records show definitely, onDecember 5, 1750.

It was given then by a dramatic company that had

come up from Philadelphia, at that time the Amer-

ican metropolis, headed by one Thomas Kean, who

was the Captain Macheath, in "a room in Nassau

Street that formerly belonged to Rip Van Dam."

This was twenty-two years after the original pro-

duction in London in 1728. It is possible, or even

probable,asMr. Sonneck says in his "EarlyOpera in

America," that it had been performed in New York

from 1732 on, in viewofthe regular intercourse that

then went on between London and New York; and

the fact thatEnglishcomedians came to this country
and are known to have opened Rip Van Dam's

"room" in that year; and that an English ballad

opera, "Flora; or Hob in the Well" was given in

Charleston^. C.,no later than!735. Ifballad operas

in Charleston, why not in New York? At all events,
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"The Beggar's Opera" was given repeatedly in New
York and elsewhere in the Colonies from 1750 on,

by various companies, and gained a measure of pop-

ularity here hardly less than that which it enjoyed
in England.

The records show a longer life for "The Beggar's

Opera" than has been granted to any other opera,
serious or comic. The recent production in Lon-
don clearly established the fact that the work is still

alive to the consciousness of playgoers, and that

there was no galvanizing of an operatic corpse
such a galvanizing, it may be whispered secretly,

as has been attempted recentlymore than once in far

more majestic and influential quarters in NewYork.
There was never any question in its early days

that "The Beggar's Opera" was intended by Gay as

a satire on the profligate manners and customs of

the ministers and court of King George II, who had

just ascended the British throne; that its immediate

motive was resentment at what Gay considered an

insufficient offer by the Government of a sinecure

office that he had long been seeking; that the min-

isters ofthe day, and especially Sir RobertWalpole,
were aimed at; and, finally, that all this was ex-

pressed by means of a parody on the new fashion of

Italian opera imported into London. Sir Robert
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Walpole had before that been a target for Gay's

satire; but he had the courage to be present at the

first night of "The Beggar's Opera" and sat in a

stage box. George Hogarth describes the pointed

manner in which the audience applied to Walpole
the last line in Lockit's song:

When you censure the age,

Be cautious and sage,

Lest the courtiers offended should be;

Ifyou mention vice or bribe,
9T is so pat to all the tribe

That each cries, "That was level'd at me!"

Sir Robert, observing the point and the attitude

of the audience, dexterously parried the thrust at

the end of the second repetition by calling out

"Encore!" in a voice that was audible throughout
the house. This produced a "general cheer" from

the audience and the song was sung a third time.

Nevertheless, the public* continued for many years
afterward to apply to the famous and notorious

minister this line, as well as many other allusions in

the opera, so that he nevercouldgo to aperformance

ofitwithanycomfort.ThenameofBobBooty5whom
Mrs. Peachum inquires about, always raised a laugh
at his expense. The quarrel scene between Peachum
and Lockit was also understood to refer to a recent
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quarrel between Sir Robert and Lord Townshend,

and kept the audience in a roar on that account.

The notes to Pope's "Dunciad" (written by him-

selfand Swift) say ofthe first performance'and pop-

ularity of "The Beggar's Opera": "The piece was

received with greater applausethanwas ever known.

Besides being acted in London sixty-three days

without interruption and renewed next season with

equal applause, it spread to all the great towns of

England; it was played in many places to the thir-

tieth and fortieth time; at Bath and Bristol fifty.

It made its progress into Wales, Scotland, and Ire-

land, where it was performed twenty-four days suc-

cessively. The ladies carried about with them the

favorite songs of it in fans, and houses were fur-

nished with it in screens."

Nor was the fame shed by "The Beggar's Opera
5'

confined to the authors only. The "Dunciad" notes

continue in regard to Lavinia Fenton, the first rep-

resentative of Polly, whose portrait was paintedby

Hogarth, that "she became all at once the favorite

of the town ; her pictures were engraved and sold in

great numbers, her life written, books of letters and

verses to her published, and pamphlets made even

of her sayings and jests." And finally she became

the Duchess of Bolton.
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As for Gay, he was a poet ofnote
at the end ofthe

seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury ;
an intimate friend of Pope and Swift and the

author of more than one successful play and of the

well-known ballad, "Black-Eyed Susan." What

brings him to the attention of music lovers particu-

larly, besides "The Beggar's Opera," is his libretto

of Handel's serenata,
" Acis and Galatea." Dr. Pe-

pusch, his collaborator in setting the tunes, a Ger-

man who settled in Englandabout 1700, wrote some

operas and cantatas, played the organ, taught

music, and became an active factor in the English

musical life of the time.

For a century, while the piece had what may be

called its first vogue, as distinguished from that

which has now come to it, there was great argument

about the morality and propriety of"The Beggar's

Opera." For a long time, according to Michael

Kelly's "Reminiscences," the Irish Government pro-

hibited its performance in Dublin. The argument
about its morality and propriety was concerned

with the question of its subject and treatment. It

was one of the matters with which Dr. Johnson and

his circle, to whom argument, discussion, and con-

versation generally were the breath of life, occa-

sionally tussled. There is hardly a volume of the
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letters of the period but contains a contribution to

the criticism of"The Beggar's Opera." Boswell pro-

jected aquarto volume, "to be embellished with fine

plates," on the subject of the controversyoccasioned

by it. He reports several of the ambrosial conver-

sations of Dr. Johnson and his friends dealing with

the famous subject. Johnson's deliverances upon it

were many. One ofthe most notable was that "there

is in it such a labefaction of all principles as may
be injurious to morality." After that there would

seem to be little to add. But in a more serious vein

he thought that more influence was ascribed to the

morals of the opera than they really had. "I do not

believe any man was ever made a rogue by being

present at its representation." He returns to the

subject in his "Life of Gay," where he observes that

the play was plainly written only to divert, without

any moral purpose, and is therefore "not likely to

do good."

These things, it must be remembered, were said

and written half a century after the opera was first

produced, and after it had become a"classic." It was

not what Gay himself thought, or at least wrote to

Swift: "For writing in the cause of virtue and

against the fashionable vices I am looked upon at

present as the most obnoxious person, almost, in
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England." And Dr. Arbuthnot, writing to the same

distinguished correspondent at the same time ob-

served: "The inoffensive John Gay is become one

of the obstructors to the peace of Europe, the terror

of the ministers, the chief author of 'The Crafts-

man' and all the seditious pamphlets which have

been published against the Government." Boswell

himself ventured to disagree with Dr. Johnson: "I

should be very sorry to have 'The Beggar's Opera'

suppressed, for there is in it so much of real London

life, so much brilliant wit, and such a variety of airs

which from earlyassociation ofideas engage, soothe,

and enliven the mind, that no performance which

the theatre exhibits delights me more." Boswell re-

ports
" an ingenious observation of Mr. Gibbon,"

that"The Beggar's Opera" mayperhaps have some-

times increased the number of highwaymen; but

that it had a beneficial effect in refining that class

of men, making them "less ferocious, more polite;

in short, more like gentlemen" an ingenious ob-

servation indeed, and complimentary in its estimate

of operatic moral influence.

Horace Walpole, genial cynic, son of the Sir

Robert whose withers were so severely wrung, wrote

that "Justice Fielding had revived the hypothesis

of 'The Beggar's Opera' making all our rogues.
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Garrick has, in a manner, given it up; but they

continue it at Covent Garden Did you know

before that Macheath begot all our nabobs?" As a

matter of fact, Sir John Fielding, the Bow Street

magistrate,
sent letters to the managers of Drury

Lane and Covent Garden, advising them not to per-

form "The Beggar's Opera,"
" as it tended to in-

crease the number of thieves." That Garrick, man-

ager of Drury Lane, declared himself on Justice

Fielding's side and against the opera was unchari-

tably explained by some as due to the fact that he

had but one good singer in his company and was

thus handicapped in presenting
the opera himself.

Coleman, the rival manager, however, answered the

Justice that he did not think his the only house in

Bow Streetwhere thieves were hardened and encour-

agedthe point being
that CoventGarden Theatre

is itself also, like the police court, in Bow Street

and that he would persist
in continuing the repre-

sentation of "that admirable satire,
' The Beggar's

Opera.'"

But nobody was more emphatic in his defence of

Gay's work than Dean Swift. "Nothing," he wrote,

"but servile attachment to a party, affectation of

singularity,
lamentable dullness, mistaken zeal, or

stupid hypocrisy,
can have the least reasonable ob-
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jection against this excellent moral performance of

the celebrated Mr. Gay." The original suggestion

for "The Beggar's Opera," indeed, is said to have

come from Swift, who one day remarked to Gay,

"what an odd, pretty sort of thing a Newgate

pastoral might make." "Gay," as Pope said, "was

inclined to try at such a thing for some time, but

afterward thought it would be better to write an

opera on the same plan." Swift, who looked at Gay's

draft, thought it would not do. Pope reports that

neither he nor Swift believed it would succeed, and

when they showed it to Congreve he said, "It would

either take greatly or be damned confoundedly";

wherein Congreve seems to have played safe as a

prophet. Colley Gibber, to whom the opera was first

offered, rejected it. Quin, the famous actor, had so

bad an opinion of it that he refused the part ofMac-

heath and gave it to Walker, who acquired great

celebrity in it.

It was not long after the first appearance of

"The Beggar's Opera "that bowdlerization was con-

sidered necessary; and changes were also made in

the manner of performance such as later were wit-

nessed with amazement during the days of the wild

popularity of "Pinafore," a hundred and fifty years

later. One of the caprices indulged in was the as-
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signment of the part of Captain Macheath to a

woman. Another of the experiments attempted was

to give performances of it by children's companies,

again foreshadowing some of the queer things done

to "Pinafore." A woman was put into Macheath's

part in Covent Garden Theatre in 1772; and Mme.

Vestris, one of the most popular singers in England

in the first years of the nineteenth century, shone

for a time as Captain Macheath, though she also

took the part of Lucy Lockit in other perform-

ances. And in some of the New York performances

the records showthat women were cast asMacheath.

That was not a cause of surprise in those days; for

as late as the early years of the nineteenth century

such parts as that of Romeo in several different

operatic versions of "Romeo and Juliet," and the

heroes of numerous other operas, were given to

women.

An improvement of the "morality" of the piece,

extending beyond the text to the action, was one

of the experiments tried upon it at Covent Garden

in 1777; no doubt to meet the criticisms passed

upon it by Dr. Johnson and by others before and

after him. In this version, Macheath is sentenced to

hard labor, is visited in prison by both of his "dear

charmers," Polly and Lucy, acknowledges the leni-
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ency of his sentence, and promises to become a vir-

tuous member of society. It is hardly necessary to

say that this homily met with no approval from

audiences that knew the work as Gay and Pepusch
left it.

William Hazlitt, whose reputation as a dramatic

critic the passing of a century has hardly dimmed,
was full of admiration for " The Beggar's Opera,"

and is one of the upholders of its "morality."

Among other things he observes that "the excla-

mation of Mrs. Peachum when her daughter marries

Macheath,
'

Hussy, hussy, you will be as ill-used

and as much neglected as ifyou had married a lord'

is worth all of Miss Hannah More's labored invec-

tives on the laxity of the manners of the time." In

another essay he calls it "an inimitable play,uniting
those two great things, sense and sound, in a higher

degree than any other performance on the English

stage or (as far as we know) on any other stage. , . .

All sense of humanity must be lost before 'The

Beggar's Opera' can cease to fill the mind with de-

light and admiration." He indulges in some enter-

taining speculation as to possible representatives of

the characters: "We do not know of any actor on

the stage who is enough of a fine gentleman to play
Macheath. Perhaps the older Kemble might, but
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then, he is no singer! it would be an experiment for

Mr. Kean, but I don't think he could do it."

As to the theory that the musical form of the

work is meant as a parody of Italian opera, opinions

have differed as widely as over its morals. Parody
and assault on Italian opera, not long before first

brought to England, were much in vogue since Ad-

dison and other wits of the time had made it a

target for ridicule in The Spectator and other con-

temporary literary publications. It seems evident

that the spirit of parody runs through the work.

At any rate, the opera, with its satirical lines and

dramatic situations, aided by Dr. Pepusch's treat-

ment of popular tunes of the day not all folk-

tunes, for there are others in the score was more

deadly to Italian opera than all the literary attacks.

"The Beggar's Opera" at the Little Theatre in

Lincoln's Inn Fields, is considered to have been one

of the reasons why Handel's Italian opera at the

King's Theatre, under the auspices of the Royal

Academy of Music, went into bankruptcy. Accord-

ing to the "Dunciad" notes, "it drove out, ofEng-
land for that season theItalian opera, which had car-

ried all before it forten years."And it ought to count

for something that it gave an opportunity for the

long-lived jest aboutmakingGayrichand Rich gay.
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SirJohn Hawkins, the English historian ofmusic,

writing half a century after the first production,

could see no parody in "The Beggar's Opera" be-

cause it did not conform to his conception of a

parody. An operatic parody, he thought, should

have "a mean subject, a mock hero, a bombastic

style, set in recitative with airs intermixed, in which

long divisions are made on insignificant words."

Dr. Charles Burney, the rival historian of music, of

the same time, was sure that "The Beggar's Opera"
was really a burlesque. So, it may be said, was Dr.

Johnson, whose opinion was worth less on this mat-

ter. Dean Swift, contemporary and friend of Gay,

speaks with more authoritywhen he says that
" *The

Beggar's Opera' exposeth with great justice that

unnatural taste for Italian music among us, which

is wholly unsuited to our northern climate."

It seems probable that Gay put into his opera
the spirit of parody on the Italian opera because

the people he was aiming at were chief supporters
of that opera. The method was simple. Pepusch
used a large number of well-known popular tunes,

"folk-tunes," to which Gay set new words, in place
of the arias and recitatives of Italian opera. When
the moment ofemotion or passion arrives, as it does

frequently, or even when it is only time for a tune,
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a tune is forthcoming; and a study of the text and

the score shows how cleverly Pepusch fitted the

quality
of the airs to the sentiments and, still more,

to the character of the people who sing them. The

burlesque effect is introduced when these thieves,

robbers, and street-walkers fall into sentiment and

compare themselves, like operatic heroes and hero-

ines, to flowers, ships, bees, and so on. In one or

two of the songs Pepusch undertakes to mock the

coloratura airs of the opera, as in that sung by

Lucy and Polly alternately, "Why, how now,

Madam Flirt!" ("If you thus must chatter and are

for flinging dirt") where he has put three measures

ofthe original into "divisions" on the word "dirt"

such as Sir John Hawkins looked for. And this

altercation between the two rivals for Macheath's

affections is considered to be an allusion to the

famous quarrel between Faustina Hasse and Cuz-

zoni, singers in HandePs Italian company, when

they scratched each other's faces on the stage. The

little orchestral interludes of a couple of measures

in Lucy's song lamenting her hero's fate seem small

because familiar things to us now yet these very

possibly struck the listeners of 17^8 as a burlesque

ofthe pathetic orchestral interludes in Italianopera.

And in the duet between Polly and Lucy, as they
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contest again for Macheath, they literally snatch

the words from each other's mouths; so that when

it is ended, Macheath not unnaturally asks, "What
would you have me say, ladies?" which is consid-

ered by some to mock the difficulty of grasping the

text in complicated passages of the serious opera.

Some of these things, it must be confessed, are a

little far-fetched as points in making out a case for

parody; yet some ofthem seem to countin this direc-

tion. Then there is the ballet. There must, of course,

be a ballet in opera, and in "The Beggar's Opera"
the most unlikelyand unfavorable moment is chosen

with what seems undeniably burlesque intent. The

scene is Newgate; and "the Prisoners whose tryals

are put off till next session are diverting them-

selves." Thereupon there is "a Dance of Prisoners

in chains," etc. There is no indication in the origi-

nal score of what music was used for this dance.

Gay and Pepusch had a rich store of folk-tunes

to draw upon. All the airs in the opera, with a few

exceptions, though they have lost something of

their true and rustic nature, are such folk-tunes.

Among these exceptions is, first, the march in Han-
del's opera of "Rinaldo," to which Matt of the

Mint sings the words "Let us take the road," and

which is turned also into a chorus in Mr. Austin's
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version of the opera a piece which was popular

in England for many years as "The Royal Guards'

March"; the quotation may be considered, under

the circumstances, malicious. Several of the songs

were brought to London by the Italian singers

from Paris, as "the French tune that Mrs. Slamme-

kin was so fond of," and that inscribed "Cotillon,"

a tune popular in France, which has been traced

to Germany as far back as 1664. It may still be

found in one of Weckerlin's collections of French

popularsongs.The drinking song, "Fill ev'ry glass,"

sung byMatt ofthe Mint,was also one ofthe Italian

singers' songs. One of the tunes of the opera most

familiar to elderly ladies and gentlemen of the pres-

ent day who, in times gone by, used to dance the

lancers, is that to which the words "If the heart of

man is depressed with cares," are sung by Macheath;

for it was the invariable tune for one of the figures

of that dance. It has an ancient history; it is found

in John Playford's "Dancing Master," first pub-

lished in 1650. More famous but perhaps less fa-

miliar is "The Tune of Green Sleeves," which dates,

at the latest, from 1580; it is the tune that Mrs.

Ford makes mention of in "The Merry Wives of

Windsor," saying that Falstaff 's words and his dis-

position "do no more adhere and keep pace to-

]
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gether than the Hundredth Psalm to the tune of
4 Green Sleeves.'

" In the opera it is one of a long
series of tunes that Macheath sings in the "con-

demn'd hole" before his release to secure a happy

ending for the piece. The rapid section of the over-

ture is based on the tune "
Walpole, or the Happy

Clown," which is also used in the opera to the words

"One Evening, Having lost my Way" (omitted in

Mr. Austin's version). This has been considered by
some as a notice to Sir Robert Walpole (the "Wal-

pole" in the much earlier original words of the tune

having, of course, no reference to the famous min-

ister) of what was coming to him, emphasis being
laid on this by the thrice repeated "revenge" at the

close of the song sung by Lucy. If this interpreta-

tion be fanciful, it is at least based on a striking
coincidence.

Ofthe other songs a large proportion can still be

traced in various forms. Several of them are among
those for which George Thomson had accompani-
ments written by Haydn, Beethoven, Pleyel, and

others for his collection of Scottish and other tunes.

It should be emphasized that probably all the tunes

in the opera were then well known to everybody in

the audience. This fact, no doubt, had a large share

in establishing the popularity of the work.
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" The Beggar's Opera," however, has been some-

thing of a thorn in the flesh of the modern folk-

song collectors. Although most of the airs in it

were derived from familiar folk-tunes, they are, as

they stand, not faithful transcriptions of genuine

folk-tunes. One of the most usual, and in the eyes

of the specialist, one of the most vicious of the

changes to which the original airs were subjected

in their incorporation into the opera, was the de-

struction of the "modal" characteristics which fre-

quently belonged to folk-tunes, English and other,

especially to the oldest ones.The flat sevenths which

should be heard in Dorian, Mixolydian,and Aeolian

tunes are turned into sharp "leading tones" in the

modern manner, certain dominant cadences are in-

troducedwhich are inadmissible in the modes, where

they do not properly belong; and other changes

are made to make the tunes sound "
right" to mod-

ern ears used to the major and minor modes and

unused to anyother. (It maybe said that the Dorian,

Mixolydian, and Aeolian modes are successions of

tones found by playing a scale on the white keys

of the pianoforte, beginning with D, G, and A, re-

spectively. The sevenths are all flat.)

Cecil Sharp, one of the chiefs of the folk-song

authorities, did not find it easy to decide which of
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the two collaborators. Gay or Pepusch, must be

held responsible for what he considers the maltreat-

ment of the traditional airs in "The Beggar's

Opera." He thought it could not be Pepusch, be-

cause Pepusch was a "first-rate musician"; and, un-

like his professional brethren, had a keen affection

for, as well as an abstruse knowledge of, the ancient

modes, and wrote two books about them. On the

other hand, thought Mr. Sharp, it is more than

probable that Gay, who was a townsman and there-

fore steeped in the music of the day, would uncon-

sciously modernize the tunes which he sang to his

collaborator to take down and use. "This," says

Sharp in his book,
"
English Folk Song," "is not to

accuse him of any want of good faith; not being a

technical musician he might easily have altered the

air without knowing that he had done so."

Fixing the responsibility at this day is not very

easy; nor is it very important. Mr. Sharp's conclu-

sion may be noted: "It is impossible to accept the

tunes in 'The Beggar's Opera' as trustworthy rec-

ords of peasant song; and a like criticism must re-

gretfully be passed upon all the so-called folk-airs

contained in the forty or more ballad operas which

followed upon the heels of 'The Beggar's Opera.'

Had the musicians who were responsible for the
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music of the ballad operas but had the grace to pre-

sent the tunes in their native dress, unadorned and

'unimproved,' i.e., as the peasantry were at the pe-
riod singing them, the ballad operas of the eight-

eenth century would now be of incalculable worth,

veritable treasure-houses of English folk-song. As
it is, they are but the repositories of tunes which,

scientifically speaking that is, for the purpose of

ascertaining and comparing the manner the peas-

antry really sang them are well nigh worthless."

It is indeed sad; but, after all, the authors or

compilers of the ballad operas, including the first

and most famous of them, were working for success

with an audience to whom the Dorian, Mixolydian,
and Aeolian modes meant less than nothing and

who wanted to hear tunes they all knew, in the way
that sounded most natural and familiar. How far

Gay and Pepusch succeeded in presenting them

so, the
"
Beggar's Opera's" history of two hundred

years shows.



SHAKESPEARE AND MUSIC

SHAKESPEARE

lived at a period when England was

one of the most musical nations of Europe. Not

only did the England of that time produce compos-

ers ranked among the greatest, music that could be

matched with any that was written anywhere, but

also the love and knowledge of music a practical

and often advanced technical knowledge were

widely spread among the upper and middle classes;

and among the lower were cultivated in their own

naive and genuinely musical way. Every person

claiming any title to education or social positionwas

expected to do his share in extemporaneous part-

singing. He was also expected to be able to play at

sight, and even to improvise, according to the rules

of counterpoint, upon stringed instruments. Atten-

tion has often been called to the entertaining man-

ner in which Thomas Morley begins his "Plaine and

Easie Introduction to the Skille of Musick," by de-

scribing the plight of a young gentleman, meeting
some friends,who is unable tojoin them in the musi-

cal diversions they propose and is in consequence

looked at askance as a personofimperfect education.

It was a matter of course that this musically illiter-

ate young person took immediate steps to remedy
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his deficiencies, and thus offered a peg for Morley

to hang his treatise upon.

Women of the upper classes were generally ex-

pert practitioners on the virginals, a smaller sized

spinet.
The spinet and harpsichord were no stran-

gers to most houses; and it has often enough been

explained how a cittern a four-stringed instru-

ment of the guitar kind hung in the barbers'

shops for waiting customers to play upon, taking

thus the place of The Police Gazette ; and, like that

roseate sheet, considered pretty vulgar in its way.

Pepys's "Diary" gives constant illustration of

how much a gentleman of a generation or two later

than Shakespeare's time concerned himself with

music. Pepys was, as he called himself, a
" lover of

Musique"; but he was hardly an exceptional case

he was far less an exceptional case than such a man

would be in America or England to-day.

This universal love and knowledge of music

among the people of England that is to say,

among the audiences that listened to Shakespeare's

plays at the time when he produced them are re-

flected in the plays themselves. There are few of

them that do not contain some reference, often

many and copious references, to music: some figura-

tive mention of it, ifnot an allusion to actual music
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heard; frequent punning plays upon musical terms.

Many of such passages are elaborated and have

more than a passing significance in the play. The

passage about the recorders, in which Hamlet turns

upon Rosencrantz and Guildenstern ; the punning
contest in the second act of "The Taming of the

Shrew," between Hortensio and Baptista; Loren-

zo's exquisite passages in "The Merchant of Ven-

ice," including the allusion to the Pythagorean

"music of the spheres"; and numerous others of a

similar sort will occur to most lovers of Shake-

speare. It is hardly possible to read through any of

the plays, especially the comedies, without coming

upon some allusion to music.

These facts suggest two things. One is that these

incessant allusions to music, and the frequent puns

involving technical terms, which have to be ex-

plained in the notes for the untaught modern

reader, must have been perfectly clear and intel-

ligible to the contemporary audiences. The con-

temporary audiences would not patiently have put

up with so large a measure of dark sayings. The

other is that Shakespeare's musical allusions show

the same range of knowledge and accuracy as has

been noticed in regard to so many of his allusions

to other technical subjects, in other branches of
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art and science. Some of his musical puns may be

far-fetched; deplorable, discouraging, considered

merely as puns. But they never show a faulty tech-

nical knowledge. Music had a place, and an impor-

tant one, in the "myriad mind" of Shakespeare.

Among the musical allusions in Shakespeare are

naturally not a few to songs, contemporary, or of

an earlier date. Mistress Ford, in "The Merry
Wives of Windsor," observes that Falstaff'& dis-

position and his words "do no more adhere and keep

pace than the Hundredth Psalm to the tune of

'Green Sleeves.'" Later in the same play Falstaff

calls upon the sky to "thunder to the tune of

*Green Sleeves.'" The tunemeant is "Anewcourtly
sonnet of the Lady Green Sleeves," a song of Henry
VIIFs reign, immensely popular then and later. In

"Much Ado About Nothing" Beatrice says that

she "may sit in a corner and cry
*

Heigh ho for a

Husband,'" and there is another mirthful reference

in the play to the same old tune. " Heart's Ease"

is urgently called for from the musicians in the

fourth act of "Romeo and Juliet" by Peter, who

wants comfoi't because his heart itself plays another

old tune,
"My heart is full ofWoe." Twice the tune

"Whoop, do me no harm" is mentioned in "A
Winter's Tale" ; the rest of the words are unknown.
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"Malvolio's a tf

Peg-a-Ramisay
? and *Three Merry

Men be We,'" says Sir Toby Belch in "Twelfth

Night/' referring to two old songs so entitled. An

amusing use is made of the song
"
Farewell, Dear

Love," in "Twelfth Night," where Sir Toby quotes

it line for line in answer to remarks addressed to

him successively by Malvolio, Maria,and the (Jlown.

Of this the music was composed by Robert Jones,

one of the prominent composers of the Elizabethan

period.

There are many such; many scraps of the words

of old songs; some quoted entire, some merely al-

luded to, by their titles, as something that would be

familiar to every listener. Of some the words are no

longer known. Of others the tunes are not now to be

identified. But of the great majority both words

and music are known and to be found in collections

of such things, as Chappell's "Popular Music of the

OldenTime." Some ofthese are supposed to haveac-

companiment, some are without. There is a duet, a

trio, a chorus, not to mention several rounds, either

quoted or alluded to. Dr. Charles Vincent gives a

list of thirteen; but there are more. E. W. Naylor
mentions thirty-four and says the list is not com-

plete. He gives further many allusions to the names
of tunes and catches at least eighteen or twenty
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more, the music of which is still known. As to all

these songs, the inference is obvious that they were

known to most in the audience, and that Shake-

speare's
references to them were found apt and sug-

gestive and, very often, amusing.

Besides the songs to which he makes so numerous

allusions, Shakespeare calls for songs to be sung

in many of his plays. These cases are too frequent

and many of them are too well known to need more

than instancing; such as the "Willow" song in

"Othello"; "O Mistress Mine" in "Twelfth

Night";
" It was a Lover and his Lass" in "As You

Like It," "Where the Bee Sucks" in "The Tem-

pest." There are many more. It is likely that Shake-

speare wrote many of these verses forty-seven

songs are listed as being integral parts of the plays

to tunes already existing and popular at the

time; but investigators have not arrived at cer-

tainty upon this point.

Unfortunately, there are only six songs of which

we possess the music exactly as it was sung in the

plays in Shakespeare's time. The Globe Theatre was

burned in 1613, and with it were lost most of the

performing manuscripts, including the music of the

songs. Only one of this class of songs was by a com-

poser whose fame has endured Thomas Morley,
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who wrote the music of "It was a Lover and his

Lass" in "As You Like It," appearing in the first

book ofhis"Ayres or Little ShortSongs,"published

in 1600. Of this book there is only one copy known,

which is in the possession of a New York collector.

There is some reason to believe that no existing ver-

sion of this song and its accompaniment is exactly

accurate. The accompaniment is written in the lute

tablature, the copying and transliteration of which

are peculiarly liable to error. Unfortunately, the

possessor of this unique volume has not yet found

it in his heart to allow students and scholars to

examine it in order to establish a correct version.

Robert Johnson, a composer and lutenist of the

early seventeenth century, wrote music for "Where

the Bee Sucks" and "Full Fathom Five," in "The

Tempest," probably for performance in the play

during $hakespeare's lifetime. The other four sup-

posed to be contemporaneous and to have been sung

as we now possess them, are the " Willow" song in

"Othello," "p Mistress Mine "
in "Twelfth Night,"

both by unknown composers; "Lawn as White as

the Driven Snow" from "The Winter's Tale," and

"Take, O Take those Lips Away" from "Measure

for Measure," have no certain attribution.

Musical settings of the songs in the plays are
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simply legion in later years. Composers have found

them a mine that yields indefinitely, and the list of

them grows every year. Shakespeare's songs have

always been a strong temptation to composers and

began to be, of course, as soon as they were known.

Naturally, English composers first turned to them.

Henry Purcell, besides his complete opera based on

Shakespeare, "The Fairy Queen," adapted from "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" composed much inci-

dental music for the plays, as for "Macbeth," and

for Shadwell's versions and tinkerings of"Timon of

Athens" and "The Tempest." From the latter we

possess PurcelFs settings of "Come unto these Yel-

low Sands," "Full Fathom Five" and, for chorus,

"Hark, Hark, the Watch Dogs Bark." Even earlier

John Banister and Pelham Humfrey found inspi-

ration in Shakespeare. Banister was the chief of

Charles IPs band ofviolins; Humfrey, a still greater

favorite ofthat monarch; they collaborated in music

for "The Tempest." To enumerate even
. only the

most noted composers and their settings of Shake-

spearean songs from that time to this would be to

compile a catalogue. Dr. Thomas Augustine Arne,

composer of"Rule Britannia," among other things,

wrote many such settings, some of which are still

sung. Sir Henry R. Bishop, most famous now, per-
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haps, as the composer of"Home, Sweet Home," was

remarkably industrious in writing music for the

plays and for perversions and rearrangements of

them. Sir Arthur Sullivan provided music for "The

Tempest,
5' "The Merchant of Venice,"

" The Merry
Wives ofWindsor,""Henry VIII," and"Macbeth."

Mendelssohn's music for "A Midsummer Night's

Dream" is, of course, better known than any other

incidental music for Shakespeare'splays. Sir Hubert

Parry and Sir Charles Stanford have in later years

added to the list of Shakespeare songs.

A few of the most beautiful and most famous

Shakespeare songshavecomefromGermany.Haydn,
whose visits to England brought English verses to

his attention, set music for "She Never Told Her

Love," which is not among the better known of his

English songs. It need hardlybe said that two ofthe

most perfect and best beloved ofShakespearean set-

tings are Schubert's; bestknown is probably
"
Hark,

Hark, the Lark" in "Cymbeline," that "wonderful

sweet air with admirable rich words to it"; that

"very excellent, good conceited thing," as Cloten

calls it, when he persuades Imogen to sing it. Un-

forgettable, too, is the story of its origin, as told

by Schubert's friend Doppler: how he was sitting

in a beer garden with a friend who had a volume of
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Shakespeare in his hand, which Schubert seized and

began to read; and, pointing to the verses, ex-

claimed, "Such a lovely melody has come into my
head," and then and there wrote down on the back

ofa bill of fare,amid the hubbub ofthebeer garden,

an immortal song. Hardly less popular and widely

beloved is "Who is Sylvia?" from "The Two Gen-

tlemen of Verona." The third of Schubert's Shake-

spearean settings, the drinking song,
"
Come, thou

Monarch of the Vine" from "Antony and Cleo-

patra," is much inferior to its companions and is

correspondingly little known.

It is natural that the operatic librettists, an in-

satiable tribe, rummaging through all the world's

literature for their material, should repeatedly have

laid violent hands upon the plays. These have served

as a basis for more operas than the works of all the

other great poets put together. Shakespeare, how-

ever, has had his revenge upon almost all the libret-

tists and composers who have dared to touch him.

The quality and substance of the plays have rarely

failed to plant the seeds of more or less speedy death

in any perversion of them. Not till the true spirit of

the lyric drama came to the consciousness of both

composer and librettist was it possible to make a

Shakespearean opera that had the breath of life in it
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and thatwas in any essential other than an indignity
to a great genius and a maltreatment of a master-

piece. This achievementwas made by anItalian,with

the invaluable and indispensable aidofanother Ital-

ian, both of whom assimilated the spirit and mean-

ing of Shakespeare as no other dramatic composer
and librettist before them had ever done/They were

Giuseppe Verdi and Arrigo Boito; and their joint

works, "Otello" and "Falstaff," are to-day practi-

cally the only Shakespearean operas that really rep-
resent in the lyric drama the full significance of

their great prototypes.

It is not from want of trying that innumerable

masterpieces in Shakespearean opera have not been

produced. The first of a great number appears to

have been Henry Purcell's "Fairy Queen," based on
"A Midsummer Night's Dream." The libretto was

adapted by an anonymous writer, and the opera was
first played in 1692. One peculiarity of the libretto

is that not a single line appears as Shakespearewrote

it, with Purcell's music. The score was lost in 1700
and a reward was offered for it in that year. By an

extraordinary turn of events, it was found in the

library of the Royal Academy of Music in London,
in 1901 ; and has since been published.

Perhaps the first of a long and venturesome line
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of musicians outside of England to evolve a real

opera out of a play of Shakespeare was Francesco

Gasparini,
whose " Ambleto" the Italian idea of

the name Hamlet was, according to Burney,

"written by Apostolo Zeno and set for the Venetian

theatre in 1705," and was produced at the Hay-

market in 1712. But, adds Burney, "there is very

little resemblance in the conduct of this drama to

Shakespeare's tragedy of the same name, though

both seem to have been drawnfrom the same source,

the Danish history by Saxo Grammaticus." It seems

likely, however, that Shakespeare was better known

in Venice in 1705 than Saxo Grammaticus. "The

overture to < Hamlet,'" says Burney, "has four

movements, ending with a jig. . . . Signora Isa-

bella has a noisy song for trumpets and hautbois

obligati in
< Hamlet'; in Margarita's songs there are

many passages of bravura; and the airs of Mrs.

Barbier, who sings in the contralto, are chiefly

pathetic. There are few songs, however, in this

opera which would please modern judges
of Music"

i.e., in 1789 "eitherby their melody,harmony,

or contrivance." Another "Amleto" so spelled

this time and one of a number from Italy in the

early eighteenth century, was by Domenico Scar-

latti. It wasfirst given in Rome in!715; and though
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its composer is known to all musical amateurs as

the composer of harpsichord pieces in great num-

bers, that still live and are enjoyed.,
"Amleto" has

long since gone to the limbo that was awaiting
other operatic "Hamlets." Of these a considerable

number appeared in Italy in the latter half of the

eighteenth and early years of the nineteenth cen-

turies and have completely disappeared. Perhaps
the last considerable Italian version was one by
Franco Faccio,who wrote to a text by Boito. Faccio

was one of the foremost conductors of his time in

Italy he directed the first European performance
of "Aida" and the first production of "Otello,"

both at La Scala in Milan. But this fact and Boito's

collaboration has not saved his opera, which is for-

gotten now except for an aria or two occasionally

sung.

Max Maretzek, known for many years in New
York as aconductor and impresario, wrote a

"Ham-
let," which was produced in 1843, in Europe, five

years before he came to America. The one "Ham-
let" that is still known is Ambroise Thomas's, a

French "
Hamlet, produced at the Opera in 1868,

whose libretto, by JBarbier and Carre', responsible
for many things of the kind, is a shocking and

foolish perversion of the great tragedy. It has been
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heard recently in New York, not because anybody
wanted to hear it, but because Titta Ruffo wanted

to sing the title part, and "
baritone's operas" are

not abundant. But it is a soprano's opera, too; and

Emma Calve, in 1893, the year of her first appear-

ance in New York, made much of the part of

Ophelia, as did Marcella Sembrich and Christine

Nilsson and other great sopranos before her.

Better known to opera-goers of the present day,

and somewhat less injurious to the source from

which it is derived, is Gounod's " Romero et Juli-

ette," the libretto of which was written by the same

ruthless pair of collaborators, Barbier and Carre.

More than almost any other play of Shakespeare,

"Romeo and Juliet" offers appetizing material to

composers and librettists, and they have not neg-

lected it. The last adaptation of it that preceded

Gounod's was "I Capuleti ed i Montecchi" of

Bellini, first disclosed in 1830. It soon gained great

popularity, owing partly to the singing in it of

Giuditta Pasta, for whom, though a soprano, curi-

ously enough, as it seems in these days, the part

of Romeo was written, and of Grisi as Giulietta

and of Rubini as Tebaldo, a character considerably

more prominent in the opera than in the play. In

that historic operatic season of 18&5-86, when
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Manuel del Popolo Garcia brought his family to

New York, and with them Italian opera for the first

time in the New World, he produced among many
other things a "Romeo e Giulietta" by Bellini's

master, Niccolo Zingarelli, one of whose titles to

fame was that he was Napoleon's favorite composer.

In this Signorina Garcia, afterwards more famous

as Mme. Malibran, took the part of Romeo, which,

as in Bellini's opera, was written for a soprano. It

was this libretto that, in accordance with a custom

not then entirely obsolete, Bellini made use of,

unchanged, for his own opera.

Richard Wagner wrote a Shakespearean opera,

which had a single performance during his lifetime,

in 1836, when he was twenty-three years old and

director of a theatre in Magdeburg. It was "Das

Liebesverbot," based upon "Measure for Measure,"

though in the libretto, which, like all his other li-

brettos, he wrote himself, Shakespeare's play is very

freely and somewhat "licentiously" treated. There

was one disastrous performance then, which marked

the end of Wagner's usefulness as operatic director

at Magdeburg. In recent years the opera has been

rescued from its long oblivion in the publication

of the complete works of Wagner. He himself in

later years spoke of its weakness; of the "reflection
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in it of modern French spirit," that is, the reflec-

tion of the French spirit of 1836 "and, as con-

cerns the melody, of Italian opera, upon my violent-

ly excited senses." Wagner called "Das Liebesver-

bot" a "youthful indiscretion"; and it was so indis-

creet that it was not allowed to leave the archives

of Wahnfried until very recent years.

"Macbeth" has attracted many ambitious com-

posers; but not one has ever been able to make a

musical setting of it that could long keep alive.

The most significant is Verdi's, which he wrote in

1847 to a libretto of Francesco Piave, purveyor of

texts for a number of his operas at that period, in-

cluding "Rigoletto" and "La Traviata." Verdi re-

wrote the opera for performance in Paris in 1865. It

had not been very successful before, though he cher-

ished a special affection for it himself, and it has

never had success in its new form. In his dedication

of it to his son-in-law, Barezzi, he speaks of it as

"My *

Macbeth,' which I love more than all my
other works" all the others, of course, that he had

written up to that time. While the title-pages of

the Italian editions bear the name of Piave as li-

brettist, it is known that the scenario and the

prose sketch of the work were the master's own;

and that many of the verses are by the great Italian
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poet Maffei. The changes made for the Paris pro-

duction of 1865, when Nuitter and Beaumont col-

laborated with the composer in preparing the new

text, were radical. A revival of the opera in Stock-

holm in 1921 called renewed attention to what cer-

tain critics found to be germs of his later develop-

ment, pointing as far forward as "Otello." Among
other attempts at a "Macbeth" opera, that of the

French composer, Chelard, in 1827, is notable only

from the fact that the libretto was written by

Rouget de 1'Isle, who gained immortality as the

author of the "Marseillaise."

Verdi's "Otello" seems to have had only one

predecessor, also emanating from Italy, and enjoy-

ing a large measure of favor in its day. That was

Rossini's. It was first produced in Naples in 1816,

less than a year after "II Barbiere di Siviglia."

The principal soprano part was written for Mme.

Colbran, whom Rossini afterwards married. The

opera became greatly popular; and seemed at one

time destined to outlive "II Barbiere," which has

celebrated its hundred and tenth birthday. It was

considered to have "very dramatic music"; some

compared it favorably, in part, at least, with
" Don

Giovanni" and "Fidelio." It differed how much

operas are apt to differ! from Shakespeare. lago
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is a quite subordinate character in it; Roderigo a

prominent
one. The instrumentation was thought

to be shockingly noisy when the opera was new. It

was one of the works in the new style by which the

orchestra replaced the harpsichord or pianoforte

in accompanying the recitatives. Garcia produced

it in his New York season of 18&5-26, when he

took the part of Otello, and his daughter Maria

afterwards Mme. Malibran that of Desdemona.

Ireland, in his "Records of the New York Stage,"

reports contemporaneous whispers that "the fer-

vency of the Signorina's acting and singing in this

opera was attributable to her father's threat at re-

hearsal, where she had failed to throw sufficient

spirit into her character, that if she did not im-

prove in her rendition at night, he would, as Otello,

not theatrically but really stab her to the heart,

that being the mode in which the Italian Desde-

mona is despatched, instead of being smothered, as

on the English stage." Allowing for some exaggera-

tion, the story may be believed by thosewho know

the other story of a passer-by in the street where

Garcia lived. Startled by cries and screams, ap-

parently of agony, and inquiring as to the cause,

he was reassured by a neighbor, who said it was only

Manuel Garcia giving his children a singing lesson.
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Garcia, no doubt, brought some shocks to the easy-

going dramatic standards of the time, which are

illustrated by the anecdote of a listener whom the

denouement of "Otello" caused to cry out in ex-

citement, "Good God! the tenor is murdering the

soprano 1" something that was n't done.

"The Merry Wives of Windsor" has appealed

strongly to constructors of opera in the comic vein,

many of whom have attempted it. The liveliest of

all "Falstaff's" predecessors is Otto Nicolai's

"
MerryWives of Windsor," which can almost claim

the title of a real Shakespearean opera, though its

freshness and vigor have somewhat faded now. It

may be doubted whether Hermann Goetz was quite

the man to undertake an opera on "The Taming of

the Shrew," which for a time seemed to many to de-

serve a place among the Shakespearean s. The man

himself, something of a valetudinarian, had not a

great sense of humor, and what he had was tinged
with Teutonism. The music of his opera has a bit

too muchofGerman romanticism and not enoughof

the boisterous, ravaging farcicality of Shakespeare.

The title of another "Shrew" setting is preserved,
" La Capricciosa Corretta," composed in 1785 by
Martin y Soler, once considered a rival of Mozart,
a snatch ofwhose opera,"Una Cosa Rara," is quoted
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in the last act of "Don Giovanni" as the Don sits at

the table. The chief point of interest in his Shake-

spearean opera is that the libretto is by Lorenzo da

Ponte, who tasted of immortality through the li-

brettos he wrote for Mozart, and who lived his last

years, died, and was buried in New York.

A certain interest attaches to Hector Berlioz's

one Shakespearean opera, "Beatrice et Benedict,"

based, of course, on "Much Ado About Nothing,"

though it is a very free adaptation of Shakespeare's

work. Berlioz was one of the few Frenchmen of his

time who really loved and admired Shakespeare.

Shakespeare was, indeed, one of his passions; and

to be one of Berlioz's passions meant something. He
himself arranged the libretto, in which, notwith-

standingallhisreverencefor Shakespeare,hereduced

all the subordinate characters to mere "feeders" for

the two principals, and introduced a new one, in-

tended to burlesque his redoubtable enemy, Fetis.

But the opera has made very little stir upon the mu-

sical waters, even in the great patriotic Berlioz cult

that arose in France after 1871. Sir Charles Stanford

added to the Shakespearean list a "Much Ado

About Nothing" that was produced at Covent Gar-

den some years ago, and seems to have made little

mark. As for "The Tempest," at least twenty operas
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upon its subject might be enumerated, including

efforts by Ame and by Halevy (composer of "La

Juive"),all ofwhich are dead, safely buried, and for-

gotten. How thoroughly an opera may pass out of

the minds ofmen is shown not only by this list, but

also by the fate of a "Winter's Tale 35 that Flotow

wrote, and of a "Hermione" that Max Bruch pro-

duced upon the same subject; of the "Richard IPs"

and "Richard Ill's" of various composers; of the

seven or eight operas more or less on Shakespearean

subjects, much perverted, by SirHenry Bishop ; and

much incidental music to the plays,from the earliest

days to the present, from Purcell and Arne to Sulli-

van, Stanford, and later composers.

The orchestral works overtures, tone poems

and other symphonic illustrations of Shakespeare

that have had a more or less prominent place in

modern music are almost innumerable. Among
the most familiar are Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and

Juliet" and "Hamlet" overtures (also his incidental

music to "Hamlet"), and his "Tempest" fantasia;

Berlioz's "King Lear" overture and his elaborate

"Romeo and Juliet" symphony, with solos and cho-

ruses; Liszt's symphonic poem,"Hamlet"; Dvorak's

"Othello" overture; Svendsen's "Romeo and Ju-

liet" overtureCigar's "Falstaff," Joachim's"Ham-
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let" dverture; MacDowell's symphonic poems,
"Hamlet" and "Ophelia"; Strauss's symphonic
poem on "Macbeth," Weingartner's on "King
Lear," Coleridge-Taylor's on "Othello." As a curi-

osity it might be mentioned that "William Shake-

speare" wrote an orchestral overture called "After

Seeing Rossi Play Hamlet" William Shake-

speare being the well-known English singing
teacher of recent years.



THE MODERNIZING OF BACH

is always the occasion for discussion and

JL dispute as to the proper performance at the

present time of music of the eighteenth century

and earlier. The great change that came about at

the beginning of the nineteenth century, not only

in the spirit of music but as well in the means of its

performance, resulted in the rapid obsolescence of

the old ways, even in a speedy forgetfulness ofmany
ofthem. It isonlyin recent years,when therehas been

a revival of interest in the old music, that there has

also come the study of the old methods and an

attempt to understand just how the old music was

performed, as an aid in penetrating into its
spirit

and in reproducing it.

The greatestofthe eighteenth century composers
and the qualification is not to be limited to the

eighteenth century was Johann Sebastian Bach.

With the great revival of interest in his work that

began with Mendelssohn's performance of the

"Matthew Passion" in 1829 and that later led to

the publication of a complete edition of his works,

begun in 1850 and not finished till fifty years later,

came the realization that it was not so easy as it at

first seemed to recreate the work of Bach for the

public of the present day. Bach wrote for the public
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of his time. He stood at the confines of the modern

world, but never crossed them, so far as concerns the

means and apparatus he employed.
Reflections such as these are aroused by certain

valiant attempts at the performance ofBach's music

for modern listeners. There was Leopold Stokowski,

conductorofthePhiladelphiaOrchestra,who played
Bach's six Brandenburg Concertos, in their numer-

ical order, in two concerts an arduous undertak-

ing. There was Harold Samuel, the English pianist,

who gave in New York, as he had frequently done in

London, six pianoforte recitals on six successive

days,devoted entirely totheclaviermusic ofBach,
in some ways a still more arduous undertaking. We
need not discuss now the artistic justification of

playing so much of Bach's music at once, in concerts

devoted exclusively to that music.

Mr. Stokowski made a brave effort in certain

directions to overcome difficulties that Bach

planted in the way of modern performances : tech-

nical difficulties in the playing of certain instru-

ments, the difficulty or impossibility of obtaining

certain others. Quite insuperable were such diffi-

culties as using an orchestra of the size Bach had at

his disposal, in a room of the size that Bach used;
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and, it might be added, the provision of eighteenth

century ears, minds, and attitude toward music.

There has been criticism ofMr. Samuel's proceed-

ings also. There has been criticism of the spirit in

whichheplayedthe music. Therehasbeenother criti-

cism,perhapsmore cogent,oftheinstrumentheused.

Bach, of course, wrote for the harpsichord, and pre-

sumably used, in the privacy of his own home, the

clavichord,whichcould hardlybeheardacrossaroom

of ordinary size. There has been dispute of a state-

ment of one of his old biographers that the clavi-

chord was his "favorite instrument." There was no

clavichord among his possessions at the time of his

death, thoughhe left several harpsichords. But so far

as relates to public performances to-day, that matter

is purely academic. Only the harpsichord can be in

question, and there may be more in that than meets

the eye.

Mr. Samuel's performances were the subject of

public correspondence.One writer,speaking ofthem

especially, though his remarks might have applied
to other performances of Bach's clavier works on

the pianoforte, after praising Mr. Samuel's excel-

lent work and admiring the "devotion" of the audi-

ence, declared that the "young people among the
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listeners ought to be told the whole truth." In his

view, the whole truth was this:

Thepianoforte translation ofBach's clavier works

is a complete misrepresentation of the original; and

if J. S. Bach had stalked into Town Hall he would

have shot Samuel on the spot. For he was almost

as much of a virtuoso as he was a mystic, and to

hear his flaming music stripped of its color and mul-

titudinous glory and reduced to a two-voiced drab-

ness would have moved him to wrath and perhaps

tears, too, if he had known that these young people

were reverently accepting that sound as the true

Bach. They ought to know that the harpsichord is

a diatonic instrument, while the pianoforte is "ar-

peggiotic" [which he emphasizes asa"good word"],

so that, with no chance to use the pedal, naturally

the modern instrument is suffocated and not at its

best, even when translating that they are getting

only the spiritual and intellectual part of a crea-

ture that is magnificently sensuous that at most

they are being impressed by a part only, like the

visible peak of a floating iceberg.

When all this is made clear to them, they will

be in a way to conceive the incredible vitality of

this music which, after being buried for a hundred

years and then resurrected into a world speaking
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another language, dismembered and stunted, with

all its color gone, still moves them as nothing else

can

Well, even granting all this, what is to be done?

Much thought on the subject wiU bring perhaps

different conclusions at different times. Some may

think there is no universally valid conclusion. The

gloomier pessimists may think that the only way to

avoid displeasing the returning spirit of Bach and

to avoid getting shot is to make a Bach-less world.

But is it certain that this would please the return-

ing spirit?

The splendors of the harpsichord, not equally

relished by all music lovers, were first revealed to

this modern public some twenty-five years ago when

Arnold Dolmetsch first gave his concerts in New

York. Since then there have been some, as Messrs.

Whiting andRichards and others,who have labored

as inamissionary field.There has been the admirable

English player, Mrs. Woodhouse, and the distin-

guished champion, Mme.Landowska.
There are dif-

ficulties in the way of the evangel. There have to be

modern harpsichords that "carry" in modern halls

larger than the ancient ones better than the

old instruments. Now, too, Mr. Dolmetsch has in-

vented a harpsichord on which accents, crescendos,
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and diminuendos can be made, quite impossible on

the old instrument and hence not reckoned with in

the music that was written for it.

Would these things satisfy the returning spirit

of Bach? If not, and if an old harpsichord must be

used, there must be a concert room as small as those

at Bach's disposal. If the player is going to earn

his living, prices must be raised to correspond. So

there would be no danger ofmany of the correspon-

dent's "devoted young people" getting wrong im-

pressions: they would not be able to go, and would

get no impressions at all.

If Bach came back to hear his music played on

a modern organ, he would be in the way of hearing

something he never heard before. Whether his im-

pulsive temperament would lead him again to shoot

at sight must be left to the correspondent. Sir

Charles Stanford, the British composer, as a young

man, examined Bach's organ in the Thomaskirche

in Leipsic, when it was, he believed, practically in

the same state as it was in Bach's time. In his book,

"Pages From an Unwritten Diary," he says: "To

an English ear it seemed all reeds and manual mix-

tures. The mechanism was truly horrible, the keys

almost needed a Nasmyth hammer to depress them ;

and the pedals were so broad and clumsy that it
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was a matter of luck to put down the right note."

The tempos and registration of even the most skil-

ful and reverential modern organist do not repro-

duce, for us, the effects of such an organ.

The size and proportions of Bach's orchestra are

well known. They are not in the remotest degree

like ours, and the playing of his orchestral pieces

could not have borne any resemblance to our play-

ing of them. The very violins were a different in-

strument, with their loosely haired, stiff, old-fash-

ioned bows, their short necks, and their tuning to

a pitch a tone or a tone and a half lower than ours,

the sound being correspondingly less brilliant. Nor

is there need to mention the trumpets and horns,

with two classes of players for the high and low

ranges respectively, and the high range so high as

to be appalling to our players,used inlarge measure,

probably, in order to get even a partially complete

scale, though with certain of the notes definitely

and irrevocably out of tune and the rest shrill and

shrieking. Nor need the obsolete instruments be

more than mentioned, by which Bach set such store :

the viola da gamba which must have given the

sixth "Brandenburg" concerto a wholly different

sound from what it has in a modern orchestra's

performance, to say nothing of the fact that it is
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on the border line of chamber music. There are

the "violino piccolo
"
(which Bach used in the first

"Brandenburg" concerto and present-day conduc-

tors very naturally do not); the "viola pomposa,"

Bach's own invention; the "viola d'amore" gigan-

tic efforts in recent years have resulted in hearing

the viola d'amore in some of its proper places on

rare occasions; but the addresses of three or four

viola da gamba players are not known in New York.

Or there are the "oboe d'amore" and the "oboe

da caccia," for which Bach calculated some special

effects; or the "flute a bee" (the flageolet), or the

"cornetto," a wood-wind instrument, not the brass

one of modern times. There are others. Many of

these cannot be reproduced in effect to-day except

approximately. Bach would have a good deal of

shooting to do, once he got going.

Or there might be deliberation about the singers.

Were there any in Bach's day who could sing his

solo airs any better than the best singers to-day?

Many of these airs seem to us quite unvocal and can

be sung only with great labor and frequent signs of

distress. Did Bach ever have singers whocould make

them sound natural? As for his chorus ofa dozen or

a dozen and a half singers, was he fixed in his liking

for that number? He was undoubtedly sternly lim-
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ited to it. His orchestra was of about the same size.

Both he and Handel (who had command of larger

resources) expected their orchestras to be about as

numerous as their choruses. What would Bach say

to a chorus of 200 or 300 and an orchestra of only

80 or 90, which we use to present his choral works

to-day?

Bach was a great experimenter in tone color; but

we can reproduce his experiments to-day onlywithin

narrow limits. It is very well to say, Bach would

have liked this modern thing or would have hated

that. It all depends on the sentiment, fancy, tastes,

likes, or dislikes of whoever says it. Robert Franz,

some sixty years ago, when he made his arrange-

ments of cantatas by Bach and of arias by Bach and

Handel, roused a great controversy by his liberties.

They do not all seem destructive now. It does not

seem certain that we are authorized to say what

Bach would have liked or what he would n't. He did

not like the Silbermann pianofortes that Frederick

the Great showed him on his visit to Potsdam in

1747; but the Silbermann pianofortes were not

Steinways; and one man's guess as to what he would

have thought of Steinways is as good as another's.

So it seems almost as if we must have either a

Bach-less world or a compromise. There may be
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room for a difference of opinion as to the playing of

the harpsichord pieces on the modern piano. Some,
as Messrs. Arthur Whiting and Harold Bauer, have

made arrangements of them for the piano in which

the use of certain eight-foot and four-foot stops of

the harpsichord maybe represented byoctave doub-

lings and by a change of the relative positions of

certain voices; but this cannot be done with pieces

in the stricter forms (as canon and fugue), and gives

hardly more than a hint of the harpsichord. The

playingof theclavier pieces,as theyappear on Bach's

printed page, on the piano, by Mr. Samuel and by
other sympathetic interpreters does not, to many

people, seem dry evidently. The effect is not that

of the harpsichord any more than the effect of al-

most everything else we perform of Bach is as he

wrote it. But effect does not seem to be lacking.

These things being so, or not being so, the ques-

tion arises, is it possible at this age of the world to

give Bach's music without more or less "moderniz-

ing" it; if not, how far is it justifiable to go in

"
modernizing

"
? and ifno modernizing is permis-

sible, whether the only alternative is a Bach-less

world. It may be said that the ears, minds, and

souls of the twentieth century, being what they are,

cannot hear this music of the early eighteenth cen-
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tury as its contemporaries heard it. The ears, minds,

and souls ofour ancestors for the last 800 years have

been undergoing change, and ours are the result of

it call it development, advance, or, as some cham-

pions of the old call it, retrogression and deteriora-

tion. Whatever it is, it is change. Even if a concert

of Bach's music were given now in physical condi-

tions and surroundings exactly as it was given in

Bach's day, we should not hear it as his contempo-

raries heard it. If we cannot have the old harpsi-

chord, should we use the pianoforte? If our organ is

a different affair from Bach's, should we use ours, or

give up the organ? If we cannot profitably or in any

other way providean orchestra of Bach's size to play

his music, may we use ours? If we no longer have

the obsolete instruments and their players, may we

go on using substitutes and where shall substitu-

tion stop? If we cannot have chorus and orchestra

balanced as in Bach's day, shall we continue to use

our own balance ?

All these things "modernize" and hence, in so far,

destroy the effects Bach heard and counted on hear-

ing. Ifhe comes back to shoot, why should he select

any one class of performers to be his target rather

than any other? Can any say confidently, Bach

would have liked this, so we will do it; and Bach
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wouldn't have liked that, so we mustn't do it?

Suppose somebody else, also musical in feeling and,

so far as may be,
"
authoritative," says something

ejse who shall decide between the disagreeing

doctors? We are thrown into a sea of doubt and

conjecture.

Ifhe has anyshooting to do, many will think that

Bach will reserve his aim for those who thunder

transcriptions of his organ pieces on the pianoforte,

solely to make a holidayfor those virtuosos who find

his harpsichord
works insufficient for the display of

their strength and facility; and perhaps especially

for those who pound that much-distorted version of

the "Chaconne" for violin solo in D minor. How

much he will reserve for those who transfer to the

modern orchestra the "thunder in his lifted hand"

which Bach bestowed upon the organ and intended

for the organ, may be left to conjecture.



USURPATIONS OF THE BALLET

needs of the new art of the Russian ballet

JL which has been so zealously exploited in Paris,

London, New York, and Chicago take it far beyond
music hitherto specially provided for it. It now

claims the whole art ofmusic for its field.The eager-

ness of promoters in laying hold of anything and

everything they think can be applied and exploited

is something that arouses questioning and even re-

sentment in the minds of many music-lovers. The

promoters and exploiters go farther, and announce

that music is not an art capable ofstanding byitself,

but needs the ballet-dancer to complete and inter-

pret it. The art of the ballet-dancer, we are told,

"glimpses the secret of music, envisaged in forms of

line, movement, color and rhythm." It "suggests
whatmusicaloneofall the arts possesses complete
freedom from the things of the earth and the mate-

rial boundaries of existence. Revelations, so made by
physical means, are ofthe incorporeal and the realm

that lies beyond good and evil. At the same time its

motives come from life and nature, from other arts

and from the most varied fields of human experi-
enced All this is called forth by the art of Mme.

Pawlowa,and her pleasing contortions to music. The

general proposition isthat music is not in itselfcom-
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plete,
an art capable of standing by itself, but needs

the ballet-dancer to complement, to perfect, and to

interpret it. A more special application of this great

theorem is made to the works of American compos-
ers. Before they can write "interesting" music there

must be "an internal revolution in the breast of the

composer, a vast liberation from provincialism and

self-consciousness and a vivid perception of beauty
that pervades life and informs joyous, living art."

And how is this revolution, this liberation, this

perception to be accomplished? Why, by nothing

other than the proceedings of the ballet-dancer,

especially by those of the charming Pawlowa. No-

body will doubt the beneficent effects of liberation

and perception, if.and when they are effected. But

they will not be produced by the dancers whose pre-

tensions have been so hugely increased in recent

years. There is nothing, really, against the ballet-

dancers. Their art is a very pretty one when it is

prettily exercised, and forms a pleasant diversion

for those who like this sort of thing.Themorephilo-

sophical observers, if they can disengagetheirminds

for a moment from the present fascinations of the

ballerina, may reflect that dancing has a highly re-

spectable antiquity and is reputablyconnected with

the first budding developments of musical art, how-
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ever widely they have since parted company. They
have parted widely; and when the dancers come to

usurping a place in the present art of music, and

shoving and hustling that art about as they have

been doing, there is need of a deep diapason of

protest.

There is need of protest against the idea that the

ballet-dancers can in some wayinterpret or illumine

or give some real significance to music that it did

not have before; to music that the innocent com-

poser thought was in itself and with no outside aid,

expressing all he had in him to say or to express,

and who never dreamed of the need of its being
"mimed." This dancing that its admirers think has

acquired so many disciples and has become such

an important part of artistic life, is a damnable

perversion of the art of great masters, when the

dancers lay violent hands or feet upon it and

force it into their own service. When one of them
" danced" Beethoven's Seventh Symphony, she

calmly announced that she was u
interpreting

"
it,

as if Beethoven himself had not done all the inter-

preting of his own ideas that was necessary or pos-

sible when he put them down upon paper and gave
the score to the world to play as he wrote it. There

was a miserable performance by a band of scratch
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players
and a woman in tights and cheese-cloth

draperies writhing on the stage, and the symphony
was "interpreted," as no mere musician had ever

interpreted it. The dancer was led to it, no doubt,

by Wagner's foolish remarks about the Seventh

Symphony being the "
apotheosis of the dance"

remarks which he probably would hastily have

withdrawn if he could have foreseen the results.

Beethoven himself never gave any hint that he con-

sidered his symphony anything of the kind; and

nobody could by any possibility have gained any-

thing but a wrong, distorted, cheapened, vulgarized

idea of Beethoven's work, and what he intended by

it, from any such performance. But now no such ex-

cuse as a Wagnerian essay is needed for the appro-

priation of a masterpiece; every dancer takes her

own wherever she finds it. There is the " Carnaval "

of Schumann like Walther von der Vogelweide,

in Beckmesser's terms,
" ein guter Meister, doch

lang schon tbdt," and consequently unable to help

himself by injunction or otherwise. He wrote it for

the pianoforte. It is as much of a pianoforte piece,

as little of an orchestral piece, as can well be im-

agined. It is a very epitome of Schumann's piano-

forte style. Messrs. Rimsky Korsakoff, Glazunoff,

Liadow, and Tcherepnine conspired to transcribe it
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for orchestra, for the purposes of "
miming." They

should all have been in better business. The tran-

scription is not an effective orchestral piece; it mis-

represents Schumann's thought and is only a make-

shift for the purpose to which it has been turned.

Some excuse has been made for dancing or "mim-

ing" the " Carnaval" on the ground that it suggests
a ball and is, in part, composed of music more or

less "dansante." But dancing it only implies a

subtler form ofthe disintegration oftaste and right

understanding that is implied in all this making of

masterpieces into ballet dances. Schumann's im-

agination, fancy, tenderness,passion,gayety,humor,
are all contained completely in the music and are

embodied in it conclusively for those who have ears

to hear and imagination and intelligence to under-

stand. To " dance" it puts it on the same plane as

those picture newspapers for people too indolent or

too ignorant to read.

Or there is Rimsky Korsakoff's "Scheherazade,"
which an avenging fate has also led the dancers to

pervert to their uses. He thought he was wilting
in his orchestral composition an imaginative piece
of programme music, not following an anecdote

closely, but giving hints and suggestions arid stim-

ulating the imagination by his rich thematic in-
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vention and glowing orchestration about what?

Why, in the first movement, about the sea, which

is suggested in the broad sweep of the melodic line,

going perhaps as far as programme music can well

go in such an undertaking; and then about the

Kalandar Princes; and the young prince and the

young princess, whose likeness is suggested by the

resemblance of two themes ; and then the festival

at Bagdad, the sea again,the shipwreck ; and there is

a characteristic recurring theme representing Sche-

herezade, who relates these four wonderful stories.

But what becomes of all this carefully wrought

musical picturing when the piece is
" mimed" by a

ballet? The music is there; its substance and

quality are not changed but, lo! everything else

is changed. Its "meaning" has been overturned

without a word. We are now invited to see in it,

or at least through it, the depiction of King Shah-

riar's discovery of the faithlessness of his favorite,

his surprise ofher and the other women ofhis harem

in the arms of their lovers all cut down and slain

except the princess, who snatches the executioner's

sword and kills herself. What has become ofthe salt

smell of the sea that the confirmed programme
musicians have found in the original? The poor

composer is nothing so long as the popular and
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brilliant dancer can make use of him in her way.

So, too, those who have glimpsed with Debussy
the delicious figure of his faun and his bewildered

reveries by the wood, on the shore of the lake, will

not thank the Russian dancers for the opportunity
that it occurred neither toMallarme nor toDebussy
to present, of seeing a nymph drop her nether

garment. Nor will they find the suggestion of lust,

however veiled, at home in the charm of Debussy's
music.

The favorite Russian dancers may be, and very

possibly are, all that their fervent admirers paint

them, in their own art; though some may think that

there are or have been in any art very few practi-

tioners, living or dead, who can or could have lived

up to some of the praise that has been bestowed

on these estimable ladies and gentlemen. There

are many who cannot understand or appreciate
their art on any such standard, and who cannot

realize that they have made any such revelation of

a new heaven or a new earth as has been described.

But when their tribe come shouldering their way
into the art of music with the pretension of widen-

ing its boundaries, or increasing its potentialities,

or giving it "freedom," or teaching it anything
whatever; or when their devotees undertake to show
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that the "scale practice" or the "harmony eram-I j o

mars" of the mere musicians are small and useless

things
as they have undertaken to show com-

pared
with the muscular exercises, leaps,

and con-

tortions, however graceful, that utilize the musical

material to which scales and harmonic knowledgeQ

are indispensable;
or characterize as "mere book-

worms" the followers of music who refuse to be se-

duced by the contortionists then these worms

("bookworms," no doubt) turn, and wish to scratch,

so far as worms can scratch.

Admirable, graceful, agreeable, and
thoroughly

developed
in muscle as these Russian and other

dancers are, they are humble and not
quite

nec-

essary appendages to the art of music, which is not

beholden to them for any instruction, illumination

or liberation whatever.



SCHUMANN'S CHILDREN

and Clara Schumann, whose marriage in

JI\. 1840wastheculmination ofaromanticstruggle

of several years' duration, as all readers of the com-

poser's biographyknow,had eight children, ofwhom

seven lived to grow up. They do not cut much figure

in the biographies of the master; but readers of the

biography and letters of Frau Clara Schumann, and

especially of the recently published correspondence

between her and Johannes Brahms, will realize how

deeplythese children affected thelifeoftheirmother.

Theywill see howthe fate ofseveral of them intensi-

fied the tragic aureole that surrounded Frau Clara,

who survived her husband so many years and had to

suffer many things from which death had released

him. She had much to bear in the mental collapse

and premature death of her husband and later still

more in the sadly tangled and suddenly snapped

strands of her children's destinies.

It is a fact, lamentable from some points of view,

from others perhaps a beneficent safeguard from the

arrogance of dynasties, that genius musical gen-

ius no more than any other is not inherited. It is

one of nature's incommunicable mysteries. There is

the Bach family to make a glowing but almost soli-

tary exception. There are Alessandro Scarlatti, the
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father, and Domenico Scarlatti, the son, both gen-

iuses of a secondary order, to make a somewhat less

notable one. How many others can a survey of mu-

sical history show? Robert Schumann had no musi-

cal genius among his ancestors ; he left none among
his descendants. But he inherited a mental instabil-

ity that remained with him all his life, making itself

now and again alarmingly felt, even in his earlier

years, and apparentlyaffecting his character and his

intellectual life more or less till the end. He died

in an insane asylum after a couple of years' strug-

gle with insanity, during which he tried to take his

own life. The particular form of his malady seems,

to physicians of. the present day who have studied

reports of the case, to have been what is called "de-

mentia praecox." Unfortunately, ifgenius is not in-

herited, mental instability is
; and so, some of Schu-

mann's children had a physical and mental inher-

itance that would make a modern pathologist shake

his head.

As readers of the Schumann biography will re-

member,and as some will knowfrom personal knowl-

edge,ClaraSchumannwas a pianistwhen shemarried

in 1840, and kept up her career as a solo performer,

in which she became one of the most distinguished

and most admired of her time, till nearly the end of
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her life. She died in 1896, at the age of 77. Her chil-

dren, during this career as a virtuoso, were alter-

nately a blessing and a burden to her, and the lot of

several of them a source of inextinguishable grief.

They were: Marie, born in 1841 ; Elise, in 1843;

Julie, in 1845; Ludwig, in 1848; Ferdinand, in

1848; Ferdinand, in 1849; Eugenie, in 1851, and

Felix, in 1854.

The three sons caused the mother the greatest

anxiety. It is clear enough now that upon them

chiefly descended the "bad inheritance" from their

father, physically and mentally. When he died in

1856, Ludwig was 8 years old, Ferdinand was 7, and

Felix, who never saw his father, . They were all

separated when the time came for them to go to

school. Clara Schumann was constantly away on

concert tours and quite unable to give them such a

family life as she would have liked to. Ludwig and

Ferdinand were sent away to school, first together
to Berlin; then they had to be separated. Ludwig
in 1861 was placed in Karlsruhe. His physician and

his teacher advised the mother that his health was

not such that he could remain in a public school,

but should be sent to the country. When Ludwig's

schooling was finished, he was put into the book

trade, in Karlsruhe, to follow in his grandfather
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Schumann's footsteps. But he had no taste for it and

wished for something else. His lack of concentration

and singleness of purpose caused his mother great

anxiety. She wrote to a friend in 1865 :

"I cannot tell you what anxiety such a young

man can cause! Imagine a dreamy youth who has no

special
taste for anything but dreaming, who is so

unpractical from every point of view that even his

teachers say they have not the slightest idea what

to do with him. And now I must choose his career

for him! How many sleepless nights has this cost

me! I should like to give him a higher intellectual

training; but the time has come when he must enter

practical life, otherwise he is lost."

He went into a music dealer's shop in Leipsic,

but could not keep his place. He was hard to get

along with and changed his positions frequently.

His relations with his family were unsatisfactory

in his adolescent days and his mother at times got

quite out of patience with him. Finally, in 1868,

her friend Raymond Hartel, the music publisher of

Leipsic, was obliged to tell her that Ludwig's mind

was disordered; the sad intelligence was confirmed

in the next few weeks from several other quarters.

He was taken for a time to his grandfather Wieck's,

then to Baden. His mother reports him in 1869 as
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"studying" he wished to become a musician,

much against her will; but his condition changed
her attitude toward him and made her let him have

freer play for his inclinations. He advertised himself

as a teacher in Dresden and even hoped to give con-

certs. But it became clear that he had neither ear nor

rhythmic sense; he attempted composition, but the

results were so extremely bad that his mother was

again much disturbed. The conclusion finally be-

came unavoidable that he was incurably insane. He
had to be put into an asylum; going from one to

another, he steadily became worse, till he died in

1879.

Ferdinand, the next to the youngest of the chil-

dren, born in 1849, was "a reasonably satisfactory

child." He acquitted himself creditably at school,

and in 1866 was put into business; through the in-

fluence of the Mendelssohn family in Berlin he got
a place in an important business house in that city

and did well there. In the Franco-Prussian war he

served in the army and returned unscathed. Very
soon thereafter he surprised and distressed his

mother with the news of his engagement to aFrau-

lein Antonia Deutsch she regarded him as much
too young and his position too little established to

marry; but marry he did, and had several children.
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Unfortunately, he became a victim of the morphine

habit, whereby his health was entirely undermined.

His struggles to free himself from the habit in one

institution after another were in vain. He and his

family became a burden upon his mother, adding
still more to her anxieties. He died after a long and

depressing illness in 1891 hisdeathbeing a release

for himselfand for his mother, yet for her one more

deep grief. He left another burden behind his

eldest son, also Ferdinand, had to be put into some

business. It was decided that he should become a

druggist; and after much trouble he was suitably

apprenticed. But,he found he did not like the trade.

He, too, wished to be a musician. His grandmother

found him of "a dreamy nature, such as becomes a

musician more than a tradesman." She thought he

mightmakehimselfagood teacher; he had "decided

talent,"but it was too late for him to become a pian-

ist. Perhaps he might, she thought, make a good

position for himself as a teacher in America or Eng-
land the compliment will not be appreciated in

either country but not in Germany. Here was

another distracting problem falling to the poor

woman to solve.

" This leaves me only one son," wrote Mme. Schu-

mann sadly to Joachim, announcing to him the
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death of Ferdinand, "whom we can consider only as

in a living death." This was Felix, the youngest
child, and perhaps the greatest grief of all to the

much-tried mother. As a boy at school he had, on
the whole, made a poor showing, and some of his

mother's letters to him she hoped he would be a

scholar are full of reproaches. She was much dis-

tressed when, at the age of 13, he announced his

strong desire to become a violinist. A
touching

letter from her is preserved in which she points out

to him the heavy burden that would rest on him as

the son of Robert Schumann if he appeared as a

musician. She wrote, in 1867, thus:

"Your grandmother and Ferdinand write me
that you are going about with the idea of becoming
a violinist. That would be a grave step, more serious

than you can realize. Ifyou are not a distinguished

violinist, no matter how clever you are, you will

have a burdensome part to play as the son ofRobert

Schumann. As I say, you can live up to your name

only if you develop really important genius as a

musician ; and, thus endowed, study with enormous

industry. Fully as I am convinced that, with your
talent, you can give yourselfand others pleasure as

an amateur (though even that will require hard

work), I do not at all believe that you have such a
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gift as is required for high artistic rank." Joachim

was called in to decide; and in accordance with his

decision it was determined that Felix should finish

his high-school course and not pay too much atten-

tion to music, especially as his constitution appeared

to be not of the strongest. He went on with school

and then entered Heidelberg University.

Felix did develop, however, considerable talent

as a poet. This was shown in various productions

he contributed to home festivals at Christmastide

and on other occasions. And he tasted of immor-

tality through the fact that three of his poems were

chosen by Brahms for songs one of them being

among the finest and most popular of his composi-

tions,"MeineLieb
5
ist grun." This,and the one next

following it in the "Lieder und Gesange," Op. 68

(Nos. 5 and 6, grouped together as "Junge Lieder")

are marked in the original editions with the initials

" F. S." only. The second is less well known. The

song entitled"Versunken," No. 5 in Op. 86, is signed

with Felix Schumann's name in full. When Brahms

composed "Meine Lieb' ist grim" in 1874 the

young poet was then twenty years old he sent it

on to Frau Schumann in Berlin, who thus describes

the occasion in a letter to Brahms:

"The songwasadelightful surprise and especially
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so for Felix, whom we had not told about it. When
Joachim came in the evening I showed it to him, we

began to play it, and Felix came up and asked what

words they were. When he saw his own, he became

quite pale!"

In thatyear itwas discovered thattheyoungman's

lungswere attacked; and a newsource ofanxietyand

sorrow came into his mother's life. He had to be sent

to Davos in the summer; She writes to Brahms :

"Can you imagine the feelings of a mother who

has one son in a living grave; another, so richly

endowed by nature, living with her, sick, with very

little hope of saving him ; or, if she does, with the

prospect of never seeing him completely well again;
a dear child, also richly endowed, dead and buried

as she was in the very midst of her happiness" this

was her daughter Julie, who married in Italy and

died there after three years of married life "If

you can put yourself in my place, you will surely

not think less well of me if now and again I let my
sorrow overflow into the heart of a sympathizing
friend." Nobly and tenderly did Brahms appreciate

her feelings and respond to them.

Felix remained in Switzerland for the climate;

and in Zurich took up the study of philology and

modern languages instead ofthe law, towards which
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he had been looking in the university, but for which

his mother was sure he had no talent. The poor lady

was again troubled because he wished to publish

certain literary efforts; she wrote him that he must

do so anonymously at first, so that he and his family

might be spared disagreeable comment in case they
were not well received; for, with his name, more

would be expected of him than of another. This, she

wrote to Brahms, seemed to irritate him extremely;

and he sent her letters so unkind, so unloving, that

she was much distressed. She implores Brahms, if

he sees Felix, to try to win some influence over him,

to show him that his views on life are quite un-

sound and bring him to a realization of the duties

he owed his family certainly no slight commission

even for a devoted friend.

Then Felix lived in Italy a year or so. By 1878

his condition was much worse and he was brought

back to Germany, where he lingered a year and died

in February, 1879, twenty-five years old.

Of the four daughters, Marie, the eldest child,

born in 1841, passed much of her life as the com-

panion and helper of her mother, often accompany-

ing her on her numerous concert tours. It is obvious

that under such circumstances any keeping up of

her own musicianship was out of the question.
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Eugenie, the sixth child who grew up, and the

fourth daughter, was born in 1851. She never gained

a very conspicuous place in her art, but her mother

at one time had someexpectations of her as a pianist

and expressed the hope that the Schumann tradi-

tion might be handed down through her. She wrote

in her diary in 188&, at Frankfort:

"I have Marie and Eugenie play for me on Sun-

days. It is wrong for me not to take pains with them

when they play so nicely, and have such a subtle

understanding. I have no other such pupils as these

two. I am troubled that I am always a hindrance

to them. Nobody knows what they can do, as they

never play when I am by."

In1895 shewrote :
"
Eugenie played forme several

times. Every time I hear her I find her a riper artist;

if only she were not so physically frail!
55
Joachim

played with her a few times in London on semi-

public occasions more, no doubt, because of his

intimate friendship with her parents than because

of her specific abilities but her life in London,
where she lived for many years, was spent mostly
in the drudgery of teaching. In later years Marie

and Eugenie lived in Switzerland, two old ladies

much reduced in circumstances by the war.

Julie, the third daughter, was also a source of
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anxiety to her mother on account of her health. In

1868, when she was twenty-three years old, she was

sent to Divonne, a French health resort. There she

met Count Radicati di Marmorito, an Italian of

good family, to whom she lost her heart, and they

became engaged after an acquaintance of seven

weeks, though a formal betrothal did not take place

till later. Frau Schumann who cannot be blamed,

in her long life of trials and griefs, for taking some

things harder than may seem absolutely necessary

was distressed. Marmorito was an Italian and a

Catholic. She could hardly speak a word to him, she

says in one of her letters, because of the barrier of

language. Nor was theCount's family favorably dis-

posed to the match. But difficulties and objections

were overcome, and they were married in 1869. He
seems to have been a devoted husband, and a help to

his mother-in-law in some of her later trials. From

this happy outcome now arose suddenly a new occa-

sion for perplexity and unhappiness on the part of

the mother. Ever since his first acquaintance with

Robert Schumann, Johannes Brahms had been an

intimate friend of the Schumann family, and espe-

cially since Robert Schumann's death he had been

a help and a dependence for the widow. When the

news of Julie's engagement arrived, he suddenly be-
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came gloomy and silent. Max Kalbeck, in his life

of Brahms, says that there is nothing in the sugges-

tion that Brahms was hard hit by Julie Schumann's

engagement to the Italian Count. But Clara Schu-

mann thought differently. She wrote to a friend

thus:

"Johannes, from the moment that I told him the

news of Julie's engagement, was entirely changed;

he overcame it in a fortnight or so, but he hardly

says a thing to Julie, though formerly he had many

words and glances for her. Levi told me a few days

ago that Brahms was head over ears in love with

Julie." In her diary she wrote: "Johannes is a

changed man now; he comes rarely to us and speaks

in monosyllables,even to Julie towards whom hewas

formerly always so amiable. Has he really been in

lovewith her? But he never thought of marriageand

Julie neverhad any tender feeling for him." Brahms

was the elder by thirteen years. If there was any-

thing in this, it was soon over.

Julie's happiness in her Italy was short. She died

in November, 187&, after little more than three

years ofmarried life, leavingCount Marmorito with

two boys, and causing one more sorrow to her much-

tried mother. In 1877 a grandson, the elder boy,

Robert, a gifted lad, dear to Clara, also died.
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There was one more child, of Robert and Clara

Schumann,a daughter,Elise,born inl843,who took

up the study of the pianoforte and began teaching

in Frankfort. She made a debut in that city with her

mother and Joachim, in 1865 according to the

mother's report to Brahms, a brilliant occasion.

Mother and daughter played together Schumann's

"Andante and Variations
"
for two pianofortes, Op.

46; everything went "wunderschon" and brought

forth immense applause. But the career ofa German

Hausfrau, and not that of a pianist, was the destiny

of Elise. In 1877 she married Louis Sommerhoff,

whom Frau Clara reported to be "a very charming,

excellent man from America. He is a merchant, well

situated there, and hopes in a few years to be able

to return to Europe." And this he apparently did.

Of the scandalous charges recently made public

by one of Schumann's grandchildren, involving

wrong-doing on the part of Frau Clara and Brahms

in the early years of their friendship, and the ille-

gitimacy of the youngest Schumann child, there is

surely no need to speak at length. Clara's devotion

to the memory of her husband, the austerity of her

character and of her whole life, Brahms's reverence

for one whom he regarded as his master, the tender-

ness ofthe friendship between him and that master's
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widow, all stand as witnesses against the falsehood.

Some have tried to find in this charge ground for

the destruction of some of the earlier letters be-

tween the two in the correspondence recently pub-

lished in Germany. But character, tested and

proved, still counts for something in the minds of

decent and sensible people.



BERLIOZ TO-DAY

Eis
still the fashion with some of Berlioz's advo-

sates to declare that the world has not yet given

him a real chance; and they are pertinaciously say-

ing that he will yet win his way to universal accept-

ance. Perhaps the warmth has somewhat faded from

these claims since they got a
fillip from the hun-

dredth anniversary of Berlioz's birth, in 1903. For

there has been no lack of opportunity to become

converted to admiration and love of his music. But

the public for the greater part remains cold, listens

to it as a duty, and returns to most of it there are

a few exceptions with reluctance. The musical

public of New York has become familiar with the

works of the French composer, with the important

exception of the operas, since that concert by the

Philharmonic Society in 1846, when his overture,

"Les Francs Juges," was played, the first of his

compositions to be heard in the New World.

Berlioz himself loudly bewailed the neglect with

which he was treated. But if any ambitious genius

ever has had a chance, it has been Berlioz. His works

were not entirely hidden under a bushel in Paris

during his lifetime; and within the last fifty-odd

years after the Franco-Prussian war, to connect

the cause with the effect there was organized and
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sustained effort in France to make a national, a pa-

triotic duty of performing them, of hearing them,

of admiring them, as an offset to the Teutonic in-

fluences that for a time threatened to overwhelm the

art ofmusic in France, and for a time did so. In Ger-

many, from his earlier days, Berlioz found an abun-

dant hearing and a welcome in person and for his

music. He was received with deference and admira-

tion in England, though it would have been expect-

ing too much to find his music warmly welcomed

there in the middle of the last century. The musical

records of New York and Boston show how long his

nameand his musichavebeen familiar in those cities.

So it is by no means true, as has been main-

tained, that Berlioz has been anywhere "practi-

cally avoided." His music has been presented abun-

dantly, zealously, by conductors and artists who

have identified themselves as completely as might
be with his spirit. But, as years have gone by, it has

become increasingly evident that but little of this

music, and that of comparatively small significance

in the whole mass of his work, has made good a

claim upon the love and sincere admiration of the

public. Presented as the fairest product of the mod-

ern impulse of its time in art, it somehow turns to

ashes like Dead Sea fruit,as you try to lay hold of it.
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And yet, while the music of Berlioz has thus

failed, and is every day failing, to impress itself as

a living reality, volumes have been written and

discussions have filled the musical world about Ber-

lioz the man, the musician, the pioneer, the great

composer, the discoverer of the mighty fabric of

a new and immortal art, the originator of the mod-

ern orchestra, the one who turned the attention of

a waiting world to all the promise and potency of

programme music, a creator of deathless fame; or

the poseur, the charlatan, the huckster of musical

claptrap, the impotent striver after great things,

the architect ofgreat imaginings that collapsed like

card houses, the schemer of musical magnificences

whose creative power panted in vain after his ambi-

tion. There is something puissant about the man,

his personality, his career, and some aspects of his

achievements to account for all this. It is not the

legacy of a nobody. But the earnest seeker will have

to find it elsewhere than in his music, which many

people talk about, but few love; and which, for the

most part, falls so dead upon the imagination and

sympathy of the listener.

In truth, the interesting things about Berlioz are

literary, historical, technical, personal, psychologi-

cal almost anything but musical. It has been
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justly remarked that for many of the most enthusi-

astic appreciations of his music we must turn to the

literary critics with a taste for music rather than to

the musical public. Berlioz is a fascinating figure in

a curiously engaging period. He came upon the

scene in France in the midst of the welter of the ro-

mantic movement in literature and art not unfor-

tunately, as M. Andre Hallays has said, but rather,

as it seems, fortunately, for the development of the

essential qualities of the man and the musician. His

personality projects itself vividly athwart that pe-

riod in French art of " broken rules, abolished con-

ventions, glorified passions," as one of the most in-

sistent, violent, and volubly self-expressive person-

ages in it. His life was a perpetual paroxysm of

love, hate, grief, hyperbolic and unmeasurable emo-

tion. He was, as Saint-Saens called him, ''paradox

made man." It is impossible to take at all seri-

ously the extravagant, the flamboyant portrait of

himself and his experiences that Berlioz has left

behind in his own writings and as a writer he

is equalled for voluminousness only by Wagner.

Adolphe Boschot, his latest and best equipped

biographer, has translated into sober truth the

fantastic tales that Berlioz set down about himself

many of them something more than over-accen-
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tuations and exaggerations and in quoting Ber-

lioz's own description of these things, there is some-

thing very like a grin upon his biographer's face,

ardent admirer and sympathizer though he is.

For thirty years Berlioz wrote the musicalfeuille-

tons of the Journal des D&bats. As critic he was of

piercing originality of view, intense conviction, and

eccentric limitations. His attitude is always per-

sonal; and in his criticism he is as self-revealing as

he is in his letters and hisAutobiography that com-'

plete the list of his published writings. If Berlioz's

music can seldom engross and enchain the listener's

interest, his prose style seldom fails to enchain and

engross his reader's. Fate cast him into the vortex of

Parisian journalism ; but his writing had something

in it more than journalism. He declared that he

hated it, and hailed his release from it as a deliver-

ance into life; but he never did anything else so well.

In the great days of thefeuitteton he was a master

feuilletaniste. His imagination and invention are

endless and, indeed, the serious reader must al-

ways make allowances for them. No other of the

greatmusical critics,SchumannorWagner or Hans-

lick, had so much humor, so much wit, so much en-

ergy and spirit; and none of them showed so much

literary brilliancy. His critical insight and capaci-
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ties, as well as his knowledge and some may say

that critical insight, capacities, and knowledge are

the foremost requisites of a great critic were lim-

ited. But he admired and hated magnificently; and

for what he admired and hated he had a unique

power of appraisal and expression. His eloquent

admiration for Gluck, Beethoven, and Weber was

paired with a total inability to perceive Bach, or,

indeed, any other member of the elder schools, as

at all worthy of modern attention. It may be said

that by this very fact he is dated and ranged. Read-

ers of his biography will remember his definition of

a fugue as a composition in which one part chases

another and all together they chase the listener out

of the hall. He wrote a fewfugues himself, as in duty

bound, in his "Requiem" and in some other places;

but they are naturally not of his best, and they are

not models for the aspiring contrapuntal student.

And the readers of his biography will also recall

that at another time, when his hosts in a strange

city took him to a concert at which Bach's music

was to be heard, he dryly remarks in his account of

it that he did not suppose they intended to give him

pain. Perhaps Berlioz is the solitary exception to

the statement that Bach has always been the musi-

cians' musician, the one for whom all who have
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known his works poured out limitless admiration.

And perhaps this fact in itself is a .contribution to

a knowledge and an estimate of Berlioz's musical

nature. Berlioz's writing about the composers whom
he loved is full of good things eloquently stated;

but his view as a critic was singularly limited. Nor

is it necessary to adduce in support of this his curt

and drydismissal of Wagner. It is needless to expect

impossibilities or to ignore human limitations so far

as to imagine that Berlioz could understand the

greatness of this contemporary and, after all, in a

certain sense, necessarily a rival so much greater

than himself, or could admit the possibility ofbeing

overshadowed by a rival at the time hardly more

successful than himself in a worldly way.

His French admirers, especially, bracket himwith

Wagner, to make a pair of misunderstood modern

geniuses, scorned by their contemporaries, pro-

scribed in the opera houses of the world, relegated

to a doleful exile, persecuted because they were

working for the future. Such an affecting picture is

always more engaging than the cold facts, which do

not, in all respects, agree with it. Mr. Ernest New-

man has shown that Wagner was by no means pro-

scribed in the opera houses of Germany, from even

his earlier days. Least of all, did he appeal in vain
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to the public not merely to the elite, watching for

a new day, but to the great public of his own time

and country, who accepted him, though not in all

cases by any means at once, with reasonable alacrity

and in reasonably large numbers. Berlioz was not

accepted at once, undoubtedly, especially in his

native land, though he was listened to with interest

and admiration across the Rhine. Schumann made

himself his champion in the early days ; and later he

had no more ardent champions than Felix Mottl

and Felix Weingartner. Both did much to promote

a Berlioz cult in Germany by performing his works;

and Weingartner has been one of the editors of the

complete edition of Berlioz's works published by the

German firm of Breitkopf & Hartel. The writer

might add that in a long experience the only opera

of Berlioz he ever heard performed was "Benvenuto

Cellini," in Dresden, and an operatic setting of "La

Damnation de Faust," such as the composer neither

expected nor desired, also in New York, in 1906.

But, after all, there was and is no real reason why
Berlioz should be accepted eagerly, wholly, and at

once. He was not a great composer; and neither

then nor since has his music, taken as a whole, fired

the imagination or nourished the soul of a world

waiting for fire and nourishment. Such acceptance
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as he has had has been due in great part not to his

own qualities as a composer, but to the need in

France ofa great composer to set over againstWag-
ner ; and since Wagner has made his way to unques-

tioned acceptance in France we hear something

less of Berlioz. Let us not forget, says M. Adolphe

Boschot, the sufferings, the doubts, and the strug-

gles of the old age of Berlioz, an old age that came

too early and lasted too long. We are not likely to,

with Berlioz's own vivid exposition of them, or so

long as such skilful and eloquent pleaders as M.

Boschot appear for him. Yet M. Boschot, it may be

thought by readers of his absorbing and delight-

ful biography, "saw through" him in some even of

his less transparent poses and attitudes.

Berlioz had some of his earliest recognition in

New York. The Philharmonic Society of that city

began its career in 184$ with an ardent zeal to make

New York familiar not only with the classics but

also with the products of the newest impulses of

the art of that time. Berlioz came into special favor

as a prophet of the new music, perhaps because of

the presence in the councils of the Philharmonic of

two Frenchmen, Alfred Boucher and D. G. Etienne.

In 1846, four years after its foundation, the Phil-

harmonic Society played a piece by Berlioz, the
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overture to "Les Francs Juges," for the first time

in America. Numerous others appeared on its pro-

grammes in the next ensuing years; and they were

early days in the history of the Berlioz cult. It was

a conscientious propaganda that was made for his

music. "Le Roi Lear" was played in 1846; "Le

Carnaval Romain" in 1861; the "Symphonic Fan-

tastique" in 1866, played again two years later;

parts of "Romeo et Juliette" in 1867; selections

from "Les Troyens" in 1877. The "Carnaval Ro-

main" and the "Waverley" overtures had been

played for the first time in New York in 1856, at

Bergmann's concerts; the "Romeo et Juliette"

symphony in one of Theodore Thomas's "sym-

phony soirees" in 1867. As conductor of the Brook- ,

lyn Philharmonic Society, Thomas gave the "Cor-

sair" overture for the first time in 1863, and the

overture to "Benvenuto Cellini," also for the first

time, in 1867. Most of these works were several

times repeated; and in later years they and others

frequently appeared upon New York programmes
of the Philharmonic and New York Symphony or-

chestras. It might be noted, in considering these

records in New York, that the name of Berlioz

does not appear upon the programmes of the Lon-

don Philharmonic Society until 1853, the year he
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was engaged as its conductor ; and that it does not

appear upon those of the Vienna Philharmonic till

1856, when the great venture was made of playing

the "
Queen Mab" scherzo. In Paris the records of

the Societe des Concerts show one performance of

"Rob Roy" in 1833 and one of " La Damnation de

Faust" in 1849, and then nothing more of Berlioz

till 1863.

The overture to "Benvenuto Cellini," the " Car-

naval Romain" from the same opera, the three

orchestral snippets, "Queen Mab," "Will-o'-the

Wisps," and the "Dance of the Sylphs," the or-

chestral arrangement of the "
Rakoczy March," of

which only the orchestral garb is Berlioz's, reappear

in later days not infrequently on orchestral pro-

grammes, especially on those of a "popular
"
kind.

The "Symphonic Fantastique" is occasionally

played; the "Harold" symphony even less often.

"The Damnation of Faust" is still given, and its

best numbers are among the productions ofBerlioz,

in which the breath of life most inheres; much of it,

however, is ready for burial. Occasionally some am-

bitious conductor makes an attempt to thrill with

the "Ninevitish," the "Babylonian" extravagances

of the "Te Deum" or the "Requiem" ; but mod-

ern audiences are much more bored than thrilled
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by them. We hear something of the beauty and

dramatic value of the operas "The Trojans,"

"The Trojans in Carthage," "Beatrice and Bene-

dict," "Benvenuti Cellini" but we do not hear

the operas. Operatic managers know better than to

attempt them.

Through his critical and polemical writings Ber-

lioz impressed himself and his ideas even more

than through his music upon the world of his day.

They all show a limitless self-confidence, a bound-

less ambition to accomplish great and original

things in music, a daring that scoffed at precedents

and at established conventions. His music is an

expression of it all; but it also expresses the im-

potence of his specifically musical endowment to

achieve the vast results he aimed at. He devised

thitherto unheard-of ways and means to embody
those results. We are given grandiose and all-

embracing schemes ; projects of mythological,
66 Asiatic" magnificence. We are told of the im-

aginative, poetical, tender, tragical, ironical, horri-

ble chapters that are to live in his music. We listen

to effect piled upon effect; we admire the technical

skill, at least in the writing for the orchestra; but

we are left cold. The mountain 'labors, but rarely

does it bring forth more than a musical mouse.
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Berlioz's musical thought is almost always su-

perficial.
His musical invention is terribly, weari-

somely commonplace. How few ofthe themes in any

of his most important compositions are expressive

or beautiful, or find their way to the heart! The

pomp and glitter and the wealth of color with

which he sets them forth can only hide their pov-

erty. How pale and poor is the "idee fixe" of the

"Fantastic Symphony"; how inexpressive the can-

tilena of the "Benvenuto Cellini" overture! Think

of the thematic wanderings of the "Harold Sym-

phony," the empty pomposities of much of the

"Te Deum" and the "Requiem Mass." They are

typical of the composer's lack of invention of a

purely musical sort. They cannot be offset by mem-

ories of the love music of the "Rome'o et Juliette"

symphony; or the several appealing numbers of

"La Damnation de Faust"; or the pallid charm of

the "Scene in the Fields," or the pretty ball-room

music, both in the "Fantastic Symphony"; or the

vivacity and life of "The Roman Carnival" over-

ture.

Yet so penetrating a critic as Sir W. H. Hadow,

writing thirty and more years ago, considers that

Berlioz has left us*some tunes of very high worth."

He considers "La Captive" to be "a complete and
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final answer to the critics who have regarded the

composer as unmelodious"; he calls the love scene

in "Romeo et Juliette" as beautiful as an adagio
of Schubert; and he mentions further the septet in

"Les Troyens," the shepherds' chorus in "The

Childhood of Christ," Hero's Song,
"Je Vais le

Voir," in "Beatrice et Benedict," the Sanctus in

the "Requiem" as "sufficient to place him incon-

trovertibly in the first rank ofmusicians." Are they
more than lucky exceptions? It is true that com-

posers, like other artists, ought to bejudged by the

best they have done rather than by their worst, or

perhaps even their average. It is a pity that these

outstanding inspirations have not, for the most

part, had vitality enough to maintain themselves

alive in modern programmes. It may be that, as

Francis HuefFer, another English critic, has put it,

"the equation between matter and manner in his

work is a question of chance, not of choice."

Berlioz's deficiency as a harmonist not less than

as a melodist is one that sensibly estranges the mod-

ern listenerfrom his work. His harmony rarely rises

above the commonplace, the insipid. It is colorless.

He had little feeling for the expressive emotional

power that is so eloquent in chromatic harmony
and in the modern use of discord, both of which are
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among the most characteristic tokens of the music

following Berlioz for fifty years. His harmony seems

often to have no organic connection with his mel-

ody, to be no necessaiy and inevitable ground-
work for it. His treatment is obvious until he makes

some sudden and remote modulation that carries

him far afield, yet without direct significance or ap-

parent inner necessity. He
"
changes his key with

a forcible wrench that surprises without pleasing";

he is "so suspicious of monotony that he falls into

restlessness.
9'

If Saint-Saens's dictum is true, that

themenwhofind beautiful melodies arethe ones also

who find beautiful harmonies, the application of

its converse to Berlioz is evident. His mastery of

rhythm may be granted and gives point to many

things that have little other significance. As for his

ideas of form, they are often, as it seems, purposely

vague, and lead him to rambling repetitions and to

uncertainty of outline in many of his larger works,

especially the so-called symphonic movements. We
are no longer affrighted by freedom of form, pro-

vided it is the embodiment of an inward necessity;

nor at elaborate and complicated means of ex-

pression, if they only succeed in expressing; nor at

vast designs, ambitions, the heaven-storming at-

tempts, such as Berlioz's, to put into music all the
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extremes of human emotion, passion, and expe-

rience, if we only really find them there. To these

things we are inured. What we are not inured to is

the failure of so many of Berlioz's attempts, the

baroque triviality, the little significance in much

sound.

Berlioz's credit as the originator of the modern

orchestra and of some of the most significant de-

velopments of programme music is still maintained.

His instrumentation may sound in places and the

places are increasing to the modern ear in number

and extent a little hard, glittering, hollow, "wire-

edged,"without realwarmth ordepth of color. There

is still much of it that the most accomplished mod-

ern skill cannot surpass in sheer brilliancy, in subtle

refinement, in the expressive use of instrumental

timbres for special effects. And the full value of it

all cannot be grasped without remembering that

it was as a pioneer that Berlioz worked in this

field. But there are those who doubt the extent of

Berlioz's influence as an orchestral innovator on

his contemporaries and successors. They deny that

Wagner learned his orchestral technique or any
considerable part of it, from Berlioz, and point out

essential differences in the methods of the two men
and the resulting effects oftheir orchestration. They
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point to Berlioz's "Treatise on Orchestration" as

something from which not much that is tangible

or applicable to modern orchestral technique is

to be learned. You will find there, they say, sym-

pathetic and interesting remarks about the tonal

colors and qualities ofthe several instruments in ex-

traordinaryand exceptional uses; curious researches

into some of the bizarre effects that his predecessors

and he himself attempted. Thus he mentions M.

Langlois's ingenious procedure on the double-bass,

in producing sounds that would admirably supply

the orchestra with the representation of "a loud fe-

male cry." He expatiates upon the advantage of the

melancholy and dreamy character of the guitar

"which might more frequently be made available"

to which instrument he devotes many pages: it

was the only one on which he himself was a per-

former.He more than once emphasized the fact that

only those who play it can write really well for

it, also mentions the "singular property" of the

guitar, which, unlike the majority of instruments,

loses by being employed in numbers; for the sound

of twelve guitars playing in unison is "almost ab-

surd." He explains the mistake that some great

writers, Mozart among them, have made in urging

the oboe to utterance of "passion, anger, menace,
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or heroism." He esteems the kettle-drums highly,

and cannot refrain from enlarging on the admi-

rable effect in his " Requiem
" of eight pairs ofthem

tuned differently, and played with different results

with different kinds of drum-sticks. He celebrates

the beauties of bells; the voluptuous delicacy of the

keyed harmonica, the wonderful possibilities of the

cymbals, especially of the small cymbals of antiq-

uity; the extraordinary effect of the "long drum"

in his "Requiem" giving the idea of "the strange

and awful noises that accompany great cataclysms

of nature," magnificent and powerful effect of eight,

ten, twelve, or more drums. And then there is the

delectable invention, of which we to-day are only

too well aware, of Mr. Adolphe Sax: the six kinds

of saxophones, Mr. Sax being then about to bless

the world with a seventh. What a marvel of proph-

ecy and far-seeing vision this is: "Clever composers

will hereafter derive wondrous effects from saxo-

phones associated with the clarinet family, or intro-

duced in othercombinations !

"He setsforth his plan

of a monster orchestra to include all the players in

Paris, of which he gives overwhelming details; be-

ginning with 120 violins and including 12 bassoons,

16 horns, 30 harps, 30 pianofortes, 8 pairs of ket-

tle-drums played by 10 drummers, 6 triangles, 1
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organ, 6 sets of bells, 12 pairs of ancient cymbals,

and so on: 467 instrumentalists. The proportions

seem in some instances eccentric; are they deter-

mined by the number of players upon certain in-

struments that happened to be then in Paris? For-

tunately,thoughcomposers have in thelast hundred

years or so increased their demands for orchestral

sonorities, the art oforchestral writing has not de-

veloped toward anything like this; and Berlioz's

instrumental ecstasies are still admired only at a

distance. The more pedestrian composers, whose

chief idea is not to affright or subdue the world,

still find it advisable to look elsewhere.

Perhaps many who came after him who have

played a prominent part in modern art, are to some

extent in debt to the ideals that Berlioz set up and

tried, himself, so hard to realize. But that cannot

blind us to tibe sight of his ambition panting in

vain behind his intentions, and never able to catch

up. His influence has been rather through the po-

tency of his intellectual processes than by his musi-

cal embodiment of them.



CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS

ITH the death of Camille Saint-Saens, on De-W cember 16, 1921, disappeared one of the few

remaining links connecting the present with a past

in music that some insist upon thinking is the more

glorious. Saint-Saens himself was very certain of it.

He set his face resolutely against most of the latest

developments of musical art. He said comparatively

little about them, but his scorn and dislike of them

are sufficiently recorded: generally in more or less

allusive and left-handed passages; in a few cases

more incisively and at length. For Saint-Saens was

not only a fertile and unwearied composer, produc-

ing new works almost up to the year of his death;

hewas also most articulate in a literaryway a clear

thinker, a pungent writer, a sharp critic, who had

traversed not onlyhis own art ofmusic minutelybut

was also not averse to thinking of other things as

well, whereby he was distinguished from many ofhis

profession. His publishedworks are an attestation of

his vigor as a thinker and of his power as a writer.

When he first came to America, in the autumn

of 1906, a notable event in American musical an-

nals, he was properly greeted at a concert of the

New York Symphony Orchestra in Carnegie Hall

by a very large audience, with a spontaneous and
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enthusiastic welcome, and with a fanfare by the

orchestra. He came upon the platform an elderly

gentleman of 71 years, short of stature but robust

in figure, of quick and rather precise movements,

gray-bearded but darkly thatched, except for an

oncoming bald spot; whose face, with its striking

aquiline nose, had long been familiar from his por-

traits. Acquaintance with his music in New York

had preceded his coming by many years; it was not

increased in any important degree by the perform-

ance in which he took part as a pianist. He pre-

sented himself as a pianoforte virtuoso and played

three pieces, adding then another, which, all prac-

tically unknown in New York, had small claim to

be set forth as really representative of his quality

as a composer. He had the name of an adept at

orchestral conducting; but he was not called upon

to conduct his symphonic poem, "Le Rouet d'Om-

phale," which the orchestra played. At his second

concert he played his pianoforte concerto in G

minor, and took the organ part in his symphony

in C minor, and in his early serenade Op. 15. At

the third he played his fifth pianoforte concerto in

F, Op. 103, then heard probably for the first time

in New York; a piece composed by him for the

fiftieth anniversary of his first appearance as a
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public pianist, which was celebrated in Paris in

1896. Then he gave a pianoforte recital, with what

was noted at the time as a "quaint" programme,

such as no modern pianist would dream of put-

ting forward. Finally, he conducted an orchestral

concert, rather an unfortunate affair, in which his

conducting was "smooth, even, and graceful, sel-

dom dynamic. He held liis baton rather stiffly and

contented himself with pointing out nuances and

effects with the least possible effort." As a pianist

his playing was found to be full of charm and of

remarkable facility, when his years were considered

and it was necessary to consider them.There were

sparkling clearness, elegance, and grace in his rip-

pling passages and runs. He phrased and sang a

melody with distinction and point; and all was done

with perfect repose, though on a somewhat minia-

ture scale and within restricted limits of dynamic
contrast and tonal color. Littlethat he played called

for eloquence or for feeling that even scratched the

surface; and he gave no sign of either. His most

important performance was of his G minor con-

certo. It would have been unfair to compare this

performance with that of a young man in the pleni-

tude of his strength and few are the younger
virtuosos who had not at some time played it in
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New York. Dr. Saint-Saens at 71 had no longer the

power to produce upon the piano a tone to cope
with that of the orchestra. But under the circum-

stances it was a remarkable performance; it was re-

markable for the clearness and cogency with which

he expounded the themes of the first movement,
even though he did not reveal fully the breadth and

power of the opening improvisation in the manner

of Bach; remarkable also in the clearness and vi-

vacity and sparkle of the brilliant passage work of

the last two movements. He seemed at times to be

earned away by the impetuosity of the music; the

phrasing was now and then slighted, to the detri-

ment of the rhythm; yet the grace of those themes,

captivating in their way, has not often been more

persuasively presented. In his recital he played Bach

and Rameau with delightful repose, clearness, and

polish of style. In his Chopin (the "Barcarolle")

there were finish and transparency; but it was a

sober Chopin, in a very cool, dry light.

In 1915 he came again to America now eighty

years old as a member of a French committee to

represent France at the Panama-Pacific Exposition

in San Francisco. One of his contributions to that

occasionwas a "Hymn to California," which he com-

posed for the Exposition, His days as a performer

[
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were, of course, over ; but he received the honor due

him for his eminence and as a representative of

France at a critical time. It cannot be said that tije

"Hymn to California" was an important addition

to the tale of his works or that it made even a pass-

ing ripple upon the surface of musical art. He was

then little more than a picturesque figure with an

aureole; an artist emeritus.

Saint-Saens's music had long been known in New
York before he set foot on the American shore; and

his position as a great force in the musical activities

of his native land was recognized. There was no

department of music to which he had not made nu-

merous and important contributions, except that of

the string quartet.The restless activitythatbrought
himtoAmerica in his seventy-second year,and again
in his eightieth, was a manifestation of the same

ceaseless stirring of soul that kept him unwearied in

the composition of music till almost the year of his

death, in 19&2, at the age of eighty-seven. Musicians

are playingwith almost undiminished zest numerous

compositions of his that have been in the repertory

half a century and more. It is a long span; and it

was a rich and varied career unfolded in the more

than seventy-four years that elapsed between his

first publications as a composer and his death.
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Saint-Saens was truly a representative ofthe Gal-

lic spirit,not onlyinhis music but also in his person-

ality, his many-sided culture, the brilliancy and

grace and effectiveness with which his intellect was

brought to play upon whatever interested it; also,

it may be said, in a certain sort of logical dryness,

of academic formality that marked him. As a writer

of criticism, keen and of wide sympathies in certain

directions, he had emphatic aversions. He delighted

in paradox; and more than once, having espoused

the cause of the under dog, he turned and rent that

same,when hebecame the upperdog ; as when, in the

earlier days, he wrote urgently in favor of the later

dramas of Wagner, only to discover, after Wagner
had won the day in France, that his music was no

food for French taste. He dabbled in astronomy, in

mathematics, in psychology. He interested himself

in archaeology; and was zealous in reviving so

far as modern performances may be called revival

the classicaldrama, with music, in the old Roman

theatres ofFrance, as in those of Beziers,Nimes, and

Aries. He travelled in many lands; and stories of

his disappearances, sometimes at critical moments,

have been amusingly exaggerated. One of -these sto-

ries even has it that years ago Saint-Saens came

incognito to New York and spent some days at a
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French hotel there, where he was recognized by a

compatriot. But there has never been any sufficient

corroboration of this.

Saint-Saens, like most other musicians who have

risen to lasting distinction, was a "wonder-child."

He began to learn the piano at the age of two and

a half years. Some of his later autobiographical

chapters give amusing records of his childhood

musicianship. He made his first appearance publicly

as a pianist in his eleventh year. He studied at the

Conservatoire in Paris and won a prize in organ

playing, but failed to gain the Roman prize. His

first fame, that endured through all that came to

him since, was that of a virtuoso on the pianoforte

and organ. He was especially noted as a sight reader

of the most difficult and complicated scores, and

from the most undecipherable manuscripts; and

those who have witnessed what he could do in this

way have been able to compare him only with Liszt.

There is a story of his calling at Wahnfried and

while waiting for "the Master" to descend, dashing

off on the pianoforte a scene from "Siegfried," still

unpublished and in the composer's manuscript; and

another of his calling on Tausig, who was working

on his pianoforte arrrangement of "Die Meister-

singer,"andwho heard the visitor waiting forhim in

[
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his music room reading over the orchestral score on

the pianoforte; and rushing in with his collar still

unbuttoned to see who could accomplish such won-

ders, found Saint-Saens.

Saint-Saens's music has formed an indispensable

part of the modern repertory in almost all the

branches of the art. His "Samson et Dalila" has

been an important item in the operatic seasons, here

and elsewhere; his C minor symphony has been

regularly on the programmes of the orchestras

perhaps not so much lately as in former years; the

symphony in A is still played in New York; his

violin concerto, his "Rondo Capriccioso," and his

"Havanaise" are valuable to the violin virtuoso, as

his pianoforte concertos in G minor and C minor

the former a little less now than formerly are to

the pianist, and his 'cello concerto to the 'cellist. It

is not long since his symphonic poems "Le Rouet

d'Omphale," "Danse Macabre," "La Jeunesse

d'Hercule," and "Phaethon," and his " Suite Alge'ri-

enne" were valued on orchestral programmes more

than they are at present. Violinists still play the

arrangement of the prelude to "Le Deluge" and

'cellists the piece entitled "Le Cygne" (originally

a serious number in his jocose fantasy, "Le Car-

naval des Animaux"). A number of his brilliant
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pianoforte pieces are not forgotten. His songs, with

a few exceptions, have never been much sung here;

nor have his operas, except "Samson et Dalila,"

everhad a long life upon the stage, as have theworks

of many men in certain respects his inferiors who

have had more of dramatic blood. "Samson et

Dalila" had rather a curious historyin its inception.

Saint-Saens began it in 1869, when he was chiefly

known as an instrumental composer and was like-

wise, after the French custom of the time, consid-

ered very "Wagnerian" in his tendencies. Under

these circumstances he could have very little hope
of seeing his work accepted at the Opera. (As a

matter of fact, its first operatic performance was

in Weimar in 1877 and it did not reach the Opera
in Paris till 1892.) Anticipating such a fate for

"Samson et Dalila," Saint-Saens deliberately and

with all forethought constructed the work so that

it would do as well on the concert stage as an ora-

torio as on the operatic stage as an opera; and its

first performances in New York were as an oratorio.

There is needed nogreat acumen to see that it isbet-

ter suited to the concert stage than to the operatic.

Not one of his dozen operas has the spark of life

except "Samson et Dalila." They have been spas-

modically revived in Paris since their composer
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attained to his unquestioned preeminence among
the living; but none of them could ever last out

more than a few performances, with a success hardly

of" esteem."Most people have to endure a gooddeal

to get through with "Samson,
55

especially its first

and third acts, getting little from it except the

famous contralto air in the third act and the some-

what less famous one in the first. The music chills

by its scholastic sobriety, the drama by its lack of

forward movement. There is a great deal for the

chorus as befits a work meant for alternative use

as an oratorio largely in the contrapuntal style

and in part such as might come out of the syna-

gogue. The libretto it was written by a cousin of

Saint-Saens is hardlymore dramatic than those of

his other operas. For one of his intelligence, Saint-

Saens was satisfied with incredibly poor librettos.

It was Saint-Saens
5
s fortune to do more than any

other since Berlioz to cultivate and foster the com-

position of instrumental music in France, where

music so long stood in the general estimation for

opera and for very little else, and where the sole

ambition of most musicians was to succeed in opera.

"You are less unfortunate than I,
59
Bizet used to

tell him, as Saint-Saens relates in his book,
" L'Ecole

Buissoniere'
5

; "you can do something besides things
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for the stage; I can't. That is my only resource.''

There were not many others who could, in Saint-

Saens's adolescent days; but that state of things is

past, and it was in large part owing to Saint-Saens

and his work that it is past.

The span of his musical composition covers a

period of seventy years, his Opus 1 ("Trois Mor-

ceaux pour Harmonium") having been composed in

1852 and published in 1858; his first symphony,

composed in 1853, was published in 1855. His sec-

ond concerto, in G minor, was composed and pub-

lished in 1868, his "Rondo Capriccioso" was com-

posed in 1863. It is a remarkable record; a record

that attests the vitality of certain of his composi-

tions in a manner that cannot be gainsaid. There

is not much music of the sixties of the last century

that is still played, except the works of composers

generally recognized as of the very first rank. Ofhis

very large output, what has survived is not to be de-

spised in quantity. It is, perhaps, as large in pro-

portion to thewhole as thatwhich has survived from

the output of many much greater men among the

moderns, with the exception of Brahms and Wag-
ner. Think ofthe neglected work a good deal of it

justly neglected surviving only in the thematic

catalogues, of Mozart,Haydn,Beethoven, Schubert,
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Weber, Schumann 1 To be carried on in the mem-

ories of living men by more or less frequent per-

formances of eight or ten capital works is, in truth,

almost to taste immortality.

And yet most will hesitate to put Saint-Saens

seriously very near the first rank. His music has

invention, skill, ingenuity, taste, a great feeling for

form and for rhythm, mastery of resource for all

the mediums in which he wrote practically every

medium except that of the string quartet; though
he did compose an unimportant work in that form.

But there is rarelyin it a true creative force,passion,

warmth, and vivifying power, or even spontaneity. v

There is always the impression of accomplished

craftsmanship, of expertness, as the underlying

source of it all and they are not enough. He was

an "eclectic" rather than a potent originality. He
lacked the flame of a vivifying imagination.

It was not long before his death that Saint-Saens

wrote, denying the thesis that music is "all expres-

sion and passion," saying: "To me art is form above

all else. . . . The artist who does not feel thoroughly

satisfied with elegant lines, harmonious colors, or a

fine series of chords does not understand art. When

beautiful forms accompany powerful expression we

are filled with admiration, and rightly so. In such
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a case, what is it that happens? Our cravings for art

and emotion are alike satisfied. All the same, we

cannot, therefore, say that we have reached the sum-

mit of art, for art is capable of existing apart from

the slightest trace ofemotion or passion. . . . Music

is not the c

vapeur d'art*; it is a plastic art one that

is made up offorms."

In these words Saint-Saens has explained himself

and his music perfectly. He himself seldom rose to

the height of great emotion or powerful expression.

You will find it, perhaps or is it only a semblance?

in the song of Dalila, "Mon Cceur s'ouvre a ta

Voix," but you will also find that the opera, or ora-

torio, is almost written around this one fortunate

idea, to give it a frame and setting. And you will

find it with similar or greater rarity in other of his

works. His piercing intelligence, his all-embracing

understanding of his art are never found lacking in

his music. It is always made with a great skill in the

adaptation of means to the end, with an unerring

touch and treatment.Hehasthe right expression for

everything ;
v
there are no exaggeration, no forced

contrasts, no rioting amid the new orchestral colors

and the lush harmonies ofmodern times. Yet hehad

a fine sense of tonal color and a keen instinct for

instrumental expression. As Dr. Neitzel, one of his
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biographers (a German critic), has said : "There are

few places where the ear is not delighted by the

manner in which his music is put upon the instru-

ments, whether in a register of special tonal charm

or through certain color combinations, or through

dynamic nuances and their thousandfold relations."

It is a much-abused word; but for whatever instru-

ment Saint-Saens wrote, he wrote "idiomatically";

his musical thoughts are conceived in terms of the

medium through which they are to be expressed,

whether it is the voice, the pianoforte, the strings,

the wind instruments, the orchestra, or the chorus.

He had, too, a charming, clear-cut sense of rhythm ;

and a rich inventiveness in this direction. The alle-

giance that Saint-Saens yielded to Bach has often

been commented on; and there are many passages

that suggest a sort of assimilation of Bach's modes

of expression. All will remember the grandioseopen-

ing of the G minor pianoforte concerto; and there

are movements in several of the chamber composi-

tions^ well as in some ofthe choral works that will

impress the hearer as an echo of Bach's style. And

the source of Saint-Saens's skilful and plastic coun-

terpoint, even when this counterpoint is not so

plainly marked with the formal characteristics of

Bach's art, is not to be mistaken.
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Clear and transparent his writing always is, and

marked by restraint in all things; by balance and

proportion in form, by fertile ingenuity in work-

manship. But it is in the specific musical invention,

without which all these things are as sounding brass

and tinkling cymbals; in melodic utterance that

warms and touches the heart; in passion and elo-

quence and in the highest attributes of sheer beauty,

that Saint-Saens's music is so often lacking. "Art is

capable of existing apart from the slightest trace of

emotion or passion" an "oratio pro domo sua"i

It is often said that his music is dry. It is the dry-

ness of abstraction, of preoccupation with method,

of the lack of much that is really vital in matter.

How rarely did he hit upon what seemed formerly

a sumptuous and convincing passage, such as the

now hackneyed air of Dalila in "Samson et Dalila"!

How many of his themes are cold and gray, lacking

emotional appeal ; and how often is the intelligence

of the listener beguiled with a movement of impec-

cable skill and ingenuity to which the heart has

refused to yield conviction! But this is only to say,

after all,that the artist lacks thetrue creative power
and has substituted therefor the dry husks of train-

ing and dexterity; that the ultimate gift of genius

has been denied him. Yet Saint-Saens, even at the
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time of his death, was one of the impressive figures

in the world of music, for the qualities he possessed,

for the work he had done; a most characteristic fig-

ure, indeed, of French art in a period now closed.



JENNY LIND AND BARNUM

history of one of the grandest achievements

ofthe press agent all the grander considering

the earlyand comparatively primitive days in which

itoccurred was recalled inNewYork inl920,when

Mme. Frieda Hempel appeared in her "Jenny Lind

concert" in Carnegie Hall, It commemorated the

hundredth anniversary ofthe great Swedish singer's

birth,reviving at the same time memoriesofher first

appearance in theUnited States seventyyears before.

It was a reproduction, so far as the records, aided by
a more or less creative imagination, could enable it

to be effected, of Jenny Lind's first concert in New

York at Castle Garden, on September 11, 1850. The

programme of that concert was repeated with the

exception of one number, the music of which ap-

peared to be at the present time unobtainable. The

artists who took part in the concert presented them-

selves in the costumes ofthe period, headed by Mme.

Hempel, one. of the few sopranos extant who could

rightfully claim to represent Jenny Lind's art. She

was a golden-haired vision, verylikeaSwedish night-

ingale inwhite satin crinoline,garlanded with morn-

ing-glories. There were representatives of Signor

Beletti, the baritone of Jenny Lind's company; of

Julius Benedict, her conductor, and of Richard
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Hoffman, her pianist. There was an orchestra; and

all wore the costumes of I860, some looking uncom-

fortable. Over the platform was an illuminated in-

scription, as therewas in CastleGarden seventy years

before, "Welcome, Sweet Warbler." P. T. Barnum,

Jenny Lind's manager, made his appearance in a

moreorlessplausibleimpersonation.Severalfiremen,

in fire hats and red shirts and with brass trumpets,

moved about the hall, remnant of the force of 700

that Barnum's genius evoked to escort the Swedish

singer from the steamer on her arrival. A couple of

old square pianos stood on the stage for the two-

piano duet that was played, and a still older piano

was provided for Mme. Hempel to play her own ac-

companiment on in the "Swedish Herdsman's Song"

that was included in the programme.

It is interesting to recall the programme: the

overture to Weber's " Oberon" ; the scena and cava-

tina "Casta Diva" from Bellini's "Norma"; the air

"Largo al Factotum" from Rossini's "Barber of

Seville"; the "Herdsman's Song" that concert

singers still affect, "Kom Kyria," were all music

that had survived the seventy years. Perhaps some

had heard the trio for soprano and two flutes, "com-

posed expressly for Jenny Lind," by Meyerbeer, in

his opera of "The Camp in Silesia" (afterwards re-
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cast as "L'Etoile du Nord"). But who could have

identified the baritone air "Sorgete," from Rossini's

opera of "Maometto Secondo," the duet for soprano

and baritone, "Pei Piacere alia Signora" from his

opera of "II Turco in Italia," the overture to "The

Crusaders" by Julius Benedict, or the setting by the

same composer of the prize poem by Bayard Taylor,

"The Greeting to America," composed at Barnum's

instigation for this occasion? The programme went

astray in its mention of the duet for two pianos,

which was not by Benedict, as stated, but was ori-

ginally Thalberg's Fantasia on airs from Bellini's

"Norma." That classic had somehow failed to sur-

vive in any obtainable form, however; and the two

pianists had perforce to play a more modem piece,

doubtless to the greater edification of the audience.

Some might inquire whether, as a matter of history,
this duet was played at Castle Garden on two square

pianos, in view of the fact that in 1850 the grand

piano was a well-established institution and the

American pioneer piano-makers had already intro-

duced their share of the improvements that made

possible the instruments of to-day.

The concert of which this was a recognizable re-

production not only introduced a great singer to

America, but also registered a high-water mark in
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P. T. Barnum's fame which he scarcely surpassed in

all his subsequent years of triumph. .Reverberations

of the original achievement rolling down the cor-

ridors of fifty years served to advance the fortunes

of the "Jenny Lind Charities
5'

-the institutions

which Jenny Lind, on the advice of the Mayor of

New York, selected in 1850as the beneficiaries ofher

first American concert. Whatever they may be at

present,theywere then numerousand were copiously
nurtured half a century ago by the kindly hand of

the Swedish singer, one of the most charitable of

artists.

Indeed, though it may sound shabby to mention

it now, this charitable disposition, with due and ex-

tensive advertising of it, was one of the elements of

Jenny Lind's nature that P.T. Barnum counted most

upon to arouse the sympathy and admiration of the

American public, and thus to increase the size and

profitableness of the audiences at her concerts. He

tells in his autobiography, with perfect frankness

and without a touch of conscious cynicism, how he

capitalized this benevolent spirit in his calculations

for his enterpriser

"I relied largely on Jenny Lind's reputation as

a great artist; also took largely into my estimate

of her success her character for extraordinary be-
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nevolence and generosity. Without this peculiarity

of her disposition I should never have daredto make

the engagement."

And so charity concerts were carefully provided

for in the contract. He relates how, seeing the great

success that was sure to attend the first concert,

after all the well-known advertising schemes were

going on so well, and the distinguished hatter had

bought the first ticket for $225, he announced that

her share of the first two concerts would be devoted

to charity and the sum was put at $50,000. But as

her own share was too small to make this up, they

agreed to waive the terms of the contract for these

two concerts, divide the proceeds equally, and not

to reckon them in the number provided for in the

agreement.

Jenny Lind was fairness itself in regard to the

charity department of the business. She remon-

strated with Barnum, he says, at the terms applic-

able to subsequent charity concerts, saying that the

expenses should be deducted from her share and

that, as things were, he was giving more than she

was from the proceeds of them, while she got the

credit. But Barnum, though he was not in busi-

ness as a philanthropist, saw money rolling his way
in such streams as no American "amusement en-
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terprise," probably, had ever before gathered; and

saw, also, that it was well to go on as he had begun.

So he benevolently declined to make any change.

The table he gives in his book of the charity dona-

tions forms an impressive tribute to the astuteness

of his original premises, taken in connection with

the table of receipts for the concerts.

But when it came to the purely business end of

the contract, when there was no charity to be con-

sidered and when the accounts were not to be ex-

ploited for advertising purposes, Jenny Lind saw

things in a little different light. Some ofthe reports

have it that when she perceived how much money
there was going to be in the affair, she went to

Barnum and flatly repudiated her contract, telling

him coolly that she must have a more favorable

one. He, in his autobiography, gives himself the

credit of proposing the revision. He says that when

he did so, she grasped his hand and said, "Mr,

Barnum, you are a gentleman of honor. You are

generous. I will sing for you anywhere." This at

least makes a story more creditable to both. Other

and perhaps more accurate accounts say that when

Jenny Lind became dissatisfied with her contract,

when she saw how the money was pouring into her

manager's purse, she wanted a revision of it, not
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only once but "again and again"; and Barnum,

apparently all complaisance and liberality, yielded.

It was, of course, the part ofwisdom for him to keep

her contented, for a dissatisfied prima donna, want-

ing her freedom, would not have been a great asset

for a manager. Barnum, inveterately modest, goes

on to say that his alleged offer of an increase was

not wholly an act of generosity, for he had become

convinced that "there was money enough in the

enterprise for all of us" ; and thought that while

Jenny ought to be satisfied with the original terms,

"envious persons" would try to make her discon-

tented, and that it would be a stroke of policy to

prevent the possibility of such an occurrence.

But, surely enough, envious persons got to work

on her later. By the next May her "advisers," as

Barnum calls them, had persuaded her to cut loose

from him. At her eighty-fifth concert she told him

that she had decided to pay the $25,000 forfeit

provided for in the contract for its cancellation, and

to close the tour with the hundredth concert, in-

stead of the hundred and fiftieth. At the ninety-

third concert Barnum offered to relinquish his in-

terest ifshe would pay him $1,000 apiece for manag-

ing the remaining seven, besides the forfeit. This

she accepted. Thereafter she gave concerts on her
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own responsibility, as Barnum somewhat sardoni-

cally reports, "with varying success." She com-

plained to him that she had been sadly harassed by

people cheating her. But she always sent Barnum

complimentary tickets to her concerts whenever he

was about.

Barnum published a table of his receipts, not

under oath nor certified by chartered public ac-

countants, but doubtless near enough to tfye truth.

By this it appears that the highest records for single

concerts were made in New Orleans, $12,599; Rich-

mond, $12,385; and Cincinnati, $11,001. In New

York his total receipts, after the deductions pro-

videdfor, were for 100 concerts, $176,675.Barnum's

total gross receipts for ninety-five concerts were

$712,161 ; he does not give his net profits. Jenny

Land's net proceeds were $176,675, after she had

paid her forfeitof$25,000.The distinguished hatter

of New York who paid $225 for the first ticket in

Castle Garden was quite eclipsed when the tour

began. InProvidence an eagergentleman paid $653 ;

and in Boston others of the same stripe paid $625

each.

To lay the foundations ofhis advertising,Barnum

got Jenny Lind to give two concerts in Liverpool

on the eve of her departure for America. He had

[
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"procured the services of a musical critic irom Lon-

don," as he says, who "finished his account of this

concert at half past one o'clock the same night"

rapid, industrious, and no doubt judicially impar-
tial critic ! and at two o'clock Barnum's agent was

overseeing its insertion in a Liverpool morning

paper, numbers of which he forwarded to the mana-

ger in America, by the steamer of the same day.

Musical critics and morning newspapers seem to

have been singularly obliging in those times; and

it is gratifying to learn that the republication of

this critical article in the American press had "the

desired effect."

On her arrival in New York, Jenny Lind found

triumphal arches on thewharf, inscribed "Welcome

Jenny Lind" and "Welcome to America." As
Barnum' genially remarks in his book, these were

probably not produced by magic. Jenny Lind was

innocently puzzled to understand, on her travels,

how the crowds always knew the time of her arrival

in the different towns she visited. Barnum confesses

to less astonishment. But the crowds always re-

sponded. In Philadelphia, as he relates, the crowd

demanded her appearance on the balcony of her

hotel. She had a headache; and to avoid disturbing
her Barnum got her companion, Miss Ahmansen,
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to put on the singer's bonnet and shawl and led

her to the balcony, where she bowed gracefully,and

the crowd dispersed after giving three cheers. He
" never dared tell Jenny," he says; but he neglects

to say that this trick was found out, and reports of

it got about so that in other cities crowds demand-

ing Jenny Lind refused to be satisfied with her

bonnet and shawl on another woman.

In New York, according to The Tribune, which

printed a couple of columns about her every day
for weeks, when "space" meant more than it does

to-day, crowds wanted to pay their respects to

Jenny Lind at the Irving House; but she refused

to receive them. Instead, she made an excursion to

Greenwood Cemetery. Presents were showered upon
her books, hats, shoes, bouquets, riding equip-

ment. Genin, the distinguished hatter, sent her a

riding hat, gloves, and whip; and she is frequently

reported as enjoying rides which, it may be ex-

plained for the present generation, meant rides on

horseback.

The Tribune's critic went to the rehearsal before

the first concert and somewhat indiscreetly, it would

be thought now, burst into print about it:

"We went there by no means prejudiced in her

favor. We have returned another man. We were

F
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cool and unprejudiced; but she completely dis-

armed us of criticism. ... In the trio concertante

with two flutes and voice the orchestra came to a

dead stop. They had been listening to the vocalist

and forgot their parts."

In this trio, we are told, her voice not only could

not be distinguished from the flute, but was abso-

lutely an improvement upon it 1 This criticism after

the concert fills two columns.

The Boston newspapers were in the meantime

viewing critically and with disapproval all this

pother in New York, as they had, and perhaps even

now have, a habit of doing. But when Jenny Lind

reached Boston The Tribune had opportunity for a

little sarcasm:

"Alas for Boston! After all their grave rebukes,

their earnest Puritan remonstrances against the

honors paid to Mile. Lind in this city, they have

shown very strikingly their superior dignity and

severity of demeanor since the arrival of the Night-

ingale among them. There is but one theme in the

Boston papers. Of a verity, the Boston folks are

mad. Truly we can understand and sympathize
with the strange witchcraft to which our brethren

have fallen victims; so did not they with ourselves

in the beginning. . . . We told you so!"
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A well-known anecdote relates how Daniel Web-
ster came to New York and heard her at one of her

Tripler Hall concerts, having previously called

upon her and deeply impressed her in Boston.

When his expressed wish to hear "one of the sim-

ple mountain airs of her native land" was reported

to her in the green room. Jenny Lind obliged with

one ; whereupon Webster rose in his seat and bowed

to her in his largest and most magisterial manner.

Another distinguished American statesman heard

her inWashington an aged man feebly advancing

to his seat in front, as the audience shouted and

applauded; and Julius Benedict bowed, thinking it

was all for his performance of the overture. But it

was not for him ; and as the aged man sank down

into his chair, the audience watched him in silence,

till one in the gallery shouted, "Three cheers for

Harry Clay." The next day Clay called upon her,

as did many other statesmen in the capital.

As is well known, Miss Lind married her accom-

panist, Otto Goldschmidt (who had displaced Ju-

lius Benedict), in Boston on February 5, 1852. It

had been observed before that date that she"pushed

young Goldschmidt"; she put him for two per-

formances on each programme. According to some

newspaper accounts the audience thought it a bore
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and was disposed to guy him by excessive applause

ofan ironical kind. But can any musical artist think

any applause of himself excessive, or hear any

"irony" in it? It was not excessive for him, or for-

Jenny Lind, who listened at the door and "led him

offwith an air quite beautiful to behold."

The Hoffman who played a pianoforte duet with

Julius Benedict at her first concert in Castle Garden

and became a member of her traveling company
was Richard Hoffman, afterwards one of the best

known and best beloved ofNew York musicians. He
writes interestingly ofthis episode in his book called

"Musical Recollections"; in which he says that, of

course, no other performance than the singing of

Mile. Lind counted for anything in the concerts,

and that the "Fantasia" by Thalberg or themes

from "Norma," which he played with Benedict, was

hardly listened to. But it gave Hoffman a start in

his career, which, he says and not every public

performer would acknowledge so much many
-

years ofordinary concert playing never could have

done. He rememberedJenny Lind's voice as "not so

brilliant as deliciously rounded and of exquisite

musical timbre," possessing great volume and what

seemed an inexhaustible reserve force. "Nothing
could have been more naive and charming than her
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manner on the stage. She would trip on and off as if

in an ecstasy of delight at the opportunity of sing-

ing, bowing and smiling to her audience and giving

every one present a flattering sense of contributing
in a measure toward the success of the evening."

There were a few, a very few, dissenting voices in

America. Mr. Werner, in his life of Barnum, quotes
Walt Whitman whose authority in music may
not be considered unimpeachable as saying that

Jenny Lind never appealed to his heart in the least.

He wondered at her dexterity and her "vocal leaps
and double somersets"; but "it was a failure, for

therewas a vacuum in the head ofthe performance."
The elderly Washington Irving confessed to being
one of her admirers; but could not say "how much
of his admiration went to her singing, how much to

herself."

Apparently Jenny Lind wore out her American

welcome after a year or so. It could hardly be ex-

pected to keep up to the temperature and tension it

had at first. This was partly owing to the lack of

Barnum's master hand in guidance; but more to the

fact that the novelty had gone and also, perhaps,

that personal perfection had begun topalland there

was some weariness at hearing Aristides called the

just. Also, Otto Goldschmidt was found a tiresome
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element in the programmes. Some ofher mostardent

newspaper partisans turned against her. She gave

sometimes unmistakable indications of vexation

when audiences were not so large as they had been.

A Philadelphia newspaper, in December, 1851, re-

marked that few would regret her determination to

give no more concerts in Philadelphia "unless she

should be able to better suppress the evidences of

ill temper and vexation. She looked as stingey [i.e.,

not miserly, but disposed to sting] as a hive ofwasps
and as black as a thunder cloud, and all because the

house was not crowded." The New York Herald, on

the morning of her departure for Europe, said:

" She has been principally engaged in singing pieces

of opera and catches of all kinds [what kind of

"catches" could they have been?] which were con-

siderably more of the claptrap style than in accord-

ance with the rigid rules of classical music. When
she returns to London and makes her reappearance
in opera [which, of course, she did not do nor intend

to do] she will have to prune away a great deal of

her ad l%bitum redundancies in which she has in-

dulged during her career in this land." This, as Mr.

Werner points out, was the same Heraldthat a year
before had found her song "melting into the song
ofthe seraphim" until it was "lost in eternity."
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Of course all this excitement over Jenny Lind in

America was nothing new; the way had been well

prepared in Europe. Benjamin Lumley, the manager
who brought Jenny Lind to England and, with less

exertion and less of the showman's resource, per-

haps, but with no less astuteness than Barnum's,

secured her wonderful success there, candidly ob-

serves in his autobiography, too,that her grand pro-

fessional success was aided,no doubt, bythe prestige

thrown around "the fair Swede," by the "interest-

ing details given to the public of her private life."

"The report of her unblemished character, of her

unbounded charities, and of her modesty a mod-

esty that seemed to guard her against the indul-

gence of personal vanity added greatly to the

favor with which she was received by the English

public and gave increased lustre to her professional

reputation."

Her success in England had been quite as great as

that which she afterwards achieved in America. The

newspapers ofthe day, says Lumley,teemed with de-

scriptions of wild scenes of "crushing, crowding,

squeezing" ; of ladies fainting in the press, and even

of "gentlemen carried out senseless; of torn dresses

and evening coats reduced to rags." Whatever opera

was produced, the choice seemed to be a matter of
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comparative insignificance so long as the great star

but appeared upon the horizon.

To JennyLind, says Lumley,further, the nobility
and gentryandeven the clergyofEngland "even"

is good "offered their respectful homage and

opened their country houses; Jenny Lind, the prac-
tical and living heroine of domestic drama, the pro-
lific dispenser of world-wide charities, of whose

private life every detail was caught up and diffused

far and wide,with as much interest as was everytrait

connected with her world-wide career." Truly the

way was smoothed in advance for Barnum, noble

and distinguished as was his achievement.

And, of course, the way had been smoothed still

earlier by her success on the Continent and by the

homage of all the great, from Schumann and Men-
delssohn and Meyerbeer down through all the mu-
sical notables of the time. Mendelssohn declared her

to be "one ofthe greatest artists who ever lived and
the greatest I know." He wished to write an opera
for her on "The Tempest" ; and such an offer was in

fact announced in London, though the opera was

never written, nor any other,byhim. Meyerbeer dis-

covered her in Paris when she was laboring with

Manuel Garcia to restore an organ worn by faulty

method and overworked, and to develop what the
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great singing master described as"a naturallyharsh

and unbending voice." But Meyerbeer does not seem

to have realized then what she might become. Not

tillshe emergedfromsecond-classparts in the Berlin

Opera did she make her first
"
sensation."

There have been but. few discordant voices in

Europe pitted against the paeans of Jenny Lind's

praise; but there have been a few. One of the most

notable was that of Henry F. Chorley, one of the

leadingEnglish critics ofthe day. He was evidently

stroked the wrong way by the activities of the press

agent who prepared for her advent in England, and

speaks of them with sarcasm, not to say with scorn.

He mentions the "details ofprivate life and authen-

tications of private virtue as if they were not of

necessity assumed since private life and private

virtue do not bare their modesty and their secrets

to the paragraph maker/' As to "the herald trum-

pets" of charities done, he observed that great sing-

ers from time immemorial had given out of both

hands, regarding themselves too little; and that

"the recommendation of any single singer as Char-

ity incarnate was cruelly unjust to a hundred

others."

Nevertheless, it seems to be capable of statistical

proof that no other artist, up to that time, at least,
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unless perhaps Liszt, had given so freely, so largely

in amount, or so large a proportion of an income, as

Jenny Lind.

Chorley was no great admirer of her acting in

operatic parts. In the "exciting scene of the first

entry of Alice in *Robert le Diable,'" the opera in

which she first appeared in England, he had never

seen any one so composed as Mile. Lind was. "Her

hand, even amid the thunder of applause, did not

tremble one even arranged a ring on the finger

of the other." The absence of even the semblance of

emotion in the midst ofsuch overcomingexcitement
seemed to him strange. But he was in a minority.

"Woe to those during that season who ventured to

say or to write that any other great singer had ever

sung in the Haymarket Opera House! They were

consigned to such ignominyas belongs to the idiotic

slanderer."Old friendships were broken forever: $nd

"it was a curious experience to sit and wonder

whether it really was the case that music had never

been heard till the year 1847." No one would suffer

the chorus of idolatry to be for a moment inter-

rupted by any discussion of her genius and talent as

compared with those of any former singer. In his

book, "Thirty Years5

Musical Recollections," he

says, writing after the firstfurore had passed, "It
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can now witiiout treason be recorded that the lower

and upper half of her register were of two distinct

qualities. The former was not strong, veiled, if not

husky, and apt to be out of tune,
5' an impression

shared by some others. The latter was "rich, bril-

liant, and powerful finest in its highest por-

tions." He praises highly her power of respiration,

her "very long breath." Her execution was great.

She could use her pianissimo tones so as to make

them resemble an effect of ventriloquism. In every-

thing she did, "the skilled and careful musician was

to be detected."

Chorley could not share, except at intervals, the

public impression that in operatic acting she was

the possessor of deep and true feeling. Many of

her effects, he says, appeared over-calculated. Her

Norma he found "pale and weak." Her Alice in

"Robert le Diable" was excellent throughout. Her

Amina in "La Sonnambula" was the part in which

she made the most effect on the public. In
" Lucia"

her madness was. "fearfully touching." Though she

-was extolled as an incomparable Mozart singer,

Chorley considered her Susanna "stiff, heavy, con-

scientious." He quotes Mendelssohn as saying, "I

cannot think why she always prefers to be in a bad

theatre," adding after a moment's pause, "and she
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sings bad music the best,which is odd I" It is lament-

able to read that Chorley thought Jenny Lind's sole

ambition was to be the advertisement of herself, not

the advancement of art.

As late as 1896, the late H. E. Krehbiel of New

York experienced the force of her influence in Eng-

land. In his book, "How to Listen to Music," there

is a paragraph stating that JennyLind would brook

no rivalry on the stage, and carried her jealousy to

the extreme of demanding that a large portion, if

not the whole, of the part of Isabella be cut out

of the opera of "Robert le Diable," when she sang

in it. The English publisher positively refused to

accept the book for publication in England unless

this paragraph, obnoxious though true, were cut

out. As Mr. Krehbiel set no particular store by it,

he replaced it with other matter of equal length,

and the book appeared in England without wound-

ing susceptible memories of Jenny Lind.

Jenny Lind's retirement from opera to devote

herself entirely to concert and oratorio singing was

generally attributed to her growing conscientious

scruples'against the stage and its wickedness. Mr.

Chorley is mean enough to say that her operatic

repertory was limited and its limitations must have

exposed her to comparisons on every side,should she

[
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have remained on the stage till enthusiasm cooled.

"If she became aware of this, and if such conviction

had its part in her determination to give up the

theatre for the concert room, the conviction was a

wise one."

Her triumphs, that will stamp her name in the

"Golden Book of Singers," in Chorley's estima-

tion, were the "wild, queer northern tunes that

she brought to England" Chorley, it will be seen,

does not speak as a folk-lorist her careful expres-

sion of some of Mozart's great airs, her mastery

over such a piece of execution as the Bird Song in

Haydn's "Creation," the grandeur of inspiration

with which she led the "Sanctus" in "Elijah."

Not everybody found her agreeable in private in-

tercourse. Eduard Hanslick tells of a visit he made

to her in Wimbledon, near London, to dine. He

found her seated on a sofa under a marble bust of

Queen Victoria. After a pause she asked him dryly:

"Have you heard any music in London?" "Yes,"

answered the Viennese critic, "I had the good for-

tune to hear you in 'The Creation.'" A dark look

came over her face and she replied, "Be so good as

to leave my personality entirely out of account,"

in a tone of voice that chilled the listener's spine.

He may have thought, if he could have collected
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his thoughts, that she had seen a great light or ex-

perienced a change of heart since those halcyon and

vociferous days with Lumley and Barnum. Hanslick

adds that her husband. Otto Goldschmidt, seemed

uneasy about her manner, or perhaps it was her

manners, and took occasion to whisper excuses

for her. Later she "loosened up" enough to deliver

some severe comments on the singers of the day
this was in 1862; and it may be recalled that among
the singers of that day was Adelina Patti : "Present

day singers all lose their voices at 30 years of age;

they have studied so little and scream so much. I

myself never had much voice, but I have kept it

intact : indeed, I sing now with much less effort than

formerly." "At home," she concluded, "I never sing

a note, for I am a housewife and work like a dog."

No wonder Mr. Goldschmidt was a little nervous

on this occasion.

But she continued to sing in public too long.

Hanslick says of that performance in "The Crea-

tion" about which she gave him such a cold douche,

that the voice was like a half-effaced picture, hardly
to be recognized. The tones came out veiled and

weak; in the high and powerful passages with effort.

A single silvery tone occasionally shot like a ray of

sunshine through the gray cloud, quickly to dis-
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appeal*. But the public applauded and gave her no

inkling that her voice was gone. Her last appear-

ance was at a charity concert in 1883 ; and her death

came in 1887.



ADELINA PATTI IN AMERICA

i DELINA PATTI," the New York correspondent of

. Dwighfs Journal of Music reports, in June,

1859, "is preparing for the stage, and will appear

next fall, under the supervision of Strakosch, who is

her brother-in-law." Her friends confidently expect,

it is stated,that shewill become a "reallygreat oper-

atic artist." For once, the admiring circle was not

disappointed; nor were the newspaper critics false

prophets who recorded her appearance in the Acad-

emy of Music, New York, on November 24, 1859,

when she was sixteen years old. Strange to say, there

was also, for once,a precocious musician aboutwhose

age and precocity there was little prevarication. It

is not always that so much confidence is so fully re-

warded, or that newspaper critics are so completely

justified in their prophecies as those who heard her

first performance as Lucia, in Donizetti's opera. It

was an extraordinarysuccess,madewithout the elab-

orate preparations of the press agent. The writers of

the daily newspapers were fall ofenthusiasm. W. H.

Fry, of The Tribune, considered Adelina already the

equal of Sontag. He found that she "possessed une-

quivocally all the qualities for the role of Lucia,"

which he considered to be "a full soprano voice with

absolute facility in the upper notes, thorough vola-
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tility of tone or rapid execution, great power of

holding tones, especially attenuating them to the

last degree, a gentle, ladylike demeanor and, to

some extent, clearness of dramatic action. . . . The

brilliant execution which she begins with at the

outset of her career ranks with that where the best

singers end." As a determined champion of Amer-

ican art and artists he drew the moral that "man-

agers here make a great mistake when they fail to

afford every opportunity to American aspiration,

in whatever artistic form"; and claimed Adelina as

"an American without a transatlantic puff, a child

brought up in the midst of us.
55 The New York cor-

respondent oiDwlghfs Journal ofMttsic9 published

in Boston, declared that the occasion " made him

leap for joy, like a young hart upon the mountain";

and that since the days of Parodi there had been

no such sensation as that made by "the little Patti."

He then made the prediction that "there is no rea-

son why, in ten years, Adelina Patti will not be the

greatest of living singers. I wish I was as sure of

$10,000 as I am of this fact." The only dubious

voice in New York that has come down from the

days of Pattfs del)ut is that of Richard Grant

White, writing twenty-two years later, in 1881.

He thought, then, that at her debut she was not,

f
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even in vocalization, a "prima donna"; her voice

lacked amplitude, richness, power, and her manner,

though not awkward or constrained, was that of a

very young girl. But "her capabilities were at once

recognized by her audiences; and her future was

foretold by her critics"; although, Mr. White adds,

"musical criticism in New York at that time was

fallen very much below the point at which it stood

five years before, and that to which it has risen

since."

After numerous other appearances in New York

at that time, Adelina then went to Boston with the

company of which she was so brilliant an ornament.

The critical state of mind she met with there was

one that has persisted ever since and was, no doubt,

existent long before her arrival. An artistic mag-
nificence that New York was the first to recognize

must be "let down" in Boston, and must be shown

to be not all that those excitable and less judicious

New Yorkers had thought. Any artistic magnifi-

cence desiring unrestrained admiration in Boston

should shed its efiulgence first in that sober and

experienced town. So we find that John S, Dwight,
while he was not disappointed in "the newly famous

Adelina Patti little Patti," was prepared to be

judicious in his Journal of Music. "A young girl,
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a mere child in appearance, slender, dark, and beau-

tiful, a delicate copy of her sister, Mme. Strakosch,

with all the simplicity and natural enthusiasm of

a child, she sang and even acted the part of Lucy
with an ease, a truthfulness, and an artistic finish

that astounded and delighted every one and sug-

gested very high comparisons. That she sings as well

as Lind and Bosio and Sontag is, of course, one of

the extravaganzas ofthe New York critics, proving,

however, the real enthusiasm she created." But in

his analysis of her singing he almost forgets to be

an example to the extravagant New Yorkers. After

delighting in the purity and beauty of her voice,

its even development from the highest tones to

"good, positive low tones of passion," he concludes

that "she seems really destined for an artist. . . .

Her execution is certainly most wonderful for one

so young so perfect you continually forget to

think it strange." In her succeeding appearances the

first impression was "more than confirmed." "Never

were the melodies of Bellini in 'La Sonnambula*

never could they be, wedded to a fresher, purer

voice, in the person of a more fitting and more

charming interpreter than 'little Patti.
5" Of "the

beauty of her rare voice, of her good vocal school-

ing and her singularly perfect execution" there
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could be no question. But the best thing about it

was that "good sense, the instinct of propriety"

pervaded her whole performance. The only pause

to these paeans of praise was given by her sing-

ing, in a Sunday concert, of "With Verdure Clad"

from "The Creation" and "Hear ye, Israel," from

"Elijah" and certainly her attempting the latter

would not have been fortunate at any part of her

career.

Louis Moreau Gottschalk, the American pian-

ist, with whom Patti made a short tour of the

West Indies in 1856, before her operatic debut,

has left in his book,
" Notes of a Pianist," some in-

teresting remarks about Adelina's family, which

included an extraordinary number of fine artists :

what he calls "a dynasty of distinguished sing-

ers." The father, Salvatore, was an "excellent te-

nore di forza."His wife, Caterina,mother ofAdelina,

(whose first husband was one Barili), was in 1863,

when Gottschalk wrote, "still celebrated in Spain,

Portugal, and Naples as a 'fiery actress,'"who some-

times had transports not connected with her art,

and denounced violently audiences that did not

listen with all the attention and respect she con-

sidered due her and her art. She had lived in New
York for a number of years. Ireland, in his "Rec-
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ords of the New York Stage," mentions her debut

there as Romeo in Bellini's opera of "I Capuleti

ed i Montecchi" (in which the hero's part is written

for a soprano). He calls her "a vocalist and actress

of great skill and accomplishment" but, he adds,

"with advancing years and failing voice, her un-

doubted merits were insufficient to keep her per-

manently before the public." Her eldest daughter,

Clotilde Barili, was successful as a singer: "young,

pretty,
and interesting," says Ireland, "and, for a

short period, regarded as little less than a divinity

by the dilettanti of New York." Ettore Barili was

a baritone singer and a composer who, at one time,

had a name as a fashionable teacher in New York.

Nicolo, basso cantante, was "a tolerable opera

singer," according to Gottschalk. Antonio, a basso

profundo, was also a fashionable singing teacher;

and, according to Richard Grant White, "an ex-

cellent master.
9'

The children of the second marriage, with Sal-

vatore Patti, raised the line to a higher eminence.

Amalia, who married Maurice Strakosch, was a tal-

ented singer. She made her debut in New York in

1847, as Agnise in Bellini's "Beatrice di Tenda,"

in which her half-sister, Clotilde, took the chief

part. But her powers unfortunately deserted her
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before she was ready to end her career. Carlotta

Patti was hardly less gifted than her famous sister

Adelina. She had, as Adelina herself avowed, a

higher voice. Many believed that she had a deeper

feeling and a finer artistic endowment. She was

originally intended for a pianist; after she became

a singer her lameness prevented her from appear-

ing in opera, unless occasionally as the Queen of the

Night in Mozart's "Magic Flute," where that char-

acter has little to do but stand still and sing ex-

cruciatingly high passages of surpassing difficulty.

Carlo Patti, whose resemblance to his sister Ade-

lina, Gottschalk declares, made them "like two

peas in a pod," was a fine violinist; he studied with

Arditi and became the leader of the New Orleans

opera orchestra, and afterwards functioned in New

York and St. Louis. Gottschalk calls him a "Bo-

hemian," who had many adventures in Calfornia

and Mexico and the Southern States; and as a sol-

dier in the Confederate Army was several times

reported killed, but survived all the reports.

It is a well-known story that Adelina was born

in Madrid the night after her mother had appeared

there in the part of Norma. The little girl was a

true child of the theatre. She resorted to it as a

little girl often with her mother in their life in
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New York and spent much time in it The house

of her brother-in-law, Maurice Strakosch, was a

rendezvous for all the operatic artists who visited

New York. Among them Mmes. Sontag and Al-

boni indulged in glowing predictions for the little

girl's future. Everybody who knew her concurred

with those views.

The Patti family, according to Max Maretzek,

an operatic manager of that day, as he writes in

his book of reminiscences, "Sharps and Flats," oc-

cupied the "humble dwelling house," No. 96, East

Tenth Street; the family at home then consisting

of Salvatore Patti, his wife, three daughters, Ama-

lia, Carlotta, and Adelina, and one son, Carlo. The

Maretzeks lived in the next house. Salvatore, for-

merly an impresario, had gone the way of most

operatic managers in those days and had failed in

business. In his reduced circumstances he was en-

gaged, from 1849 to 1858, as second tenor, and his

oldest daughter, Amalia, as "comprimaria," or

second soprano, at the Astor Place Opera, then

under Maretzek's management. The two younger

Patti girls could often be seen together with the

Maretzek girls in the street, "playing, running,

frolicking, skipping rope, throwing snowballs at

the boys in the winter and firecrakers in the sum-
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mer." "The entire Patti family were born musi-

cians/' says Maretzek, "and the three daughters

were gifted with beautiful voices; but Adelina had

a wonderful ear in addition to her little silvery

voice and could repeat the songs of Jenny Lind

and Teresa Parodi after hearing them only a few

times, in perfect time and tune. Often, after re-

turning from school or from play, did Adelina call

with my younger sister at the office of the Astor

Place Opera House and sing, at my request, the air

of 'Ernani,' or the melodies of Jenny Lind's Swe-

dish songs, to the astonishment and delight of the

singers and other persons present; and when re-

warded with half a dollar, the two girls could be

seen rushing to the next apple stand or candy store

and invest the money received."

Maretzek recalls that once, at the Howard Ath-

enaeum in Boston, when Mme. Barili-Patti, the

mother, sang the part ofNorma, with Amalia Patti

as Adalgisa, Adelina figured as one of the children

of Norma. Then a little child, she insisted at the

rehearsal upon singing the music with her mother

and sister during the duet of "Mira, Norma"; and

when, after several admonitions, she would still

continue to sing, the irascible mother took her up
and gave her a spanking before the eyes of the
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orchestra and members of the company. And he

recalls, again, another performance of " Norma" at

the Federal Street Theatre, in which Teresa Parodi

and Amalia Patti took part; and in which the two

children of Norma, Adelina being one of them,

acted "so naturally" that Parodi ran off the stage,

Amalia Patti fainted, and the curtain had to be

dropped amidst the shouting and roaring of the

audience.

Luigi Arditi, who, for many years, was the

operatic conductor most closely connected with

Mme. Patti's career, describes in his "Reminis-

cences" how he first saw her in a New York hotel,

which she and her mother visited to eat the maca-

roni prepared there by a renowned Italian chef. She

was "a little dark-eyed, roguish maiden with red,

pursed-up lips and quick, rippling laughter," and

"her determined little airs and manners then al-

ready showed plainly that she was destined to be-

come a ruler of men." She was brought to Arditi's

room to sing. He was highly amused to see the airs

of importance with which the tiny songstress first

selected a comfortable seat for her doll, whom she

bade "listen to mamma," and then turned to him,

asking him to accompany her in "Ah, non giunge,"

from "La Sonnambula." He and Bottesini, the
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famous double-bass player, who was with him, both

wept "genuine tears of emotion/
5 and were amazed

at the "well-nigh perfect manner in which she deliv-

ered some of the most difficult and varied arias with-

out the slightest effort or self-consciousness."

Richard Grant White also saw the little Patti

some years before her operatic debut under similar

intimate and affecting circumstances, although

with no tears of emotion. He was visiting Patti's

mother "a very motherly seeming woman, who

showed all of her forty-five or fifty years." He ob-

served a "slender, swarthy, bright-eyed little girl, in

short skirts, who ran into the room and chirped at

her mother, and ran out of it, carolling as she went

through the passageway, and then ran ift and out

again in the same fashion," until the middle-aged

prima donna with whom he was talking called out

rather sharply,
"
Adelina, tacete! e venite a me, o

andate via." The child chose to come. "Soon she

left her mother's side for mine, and then with the

freedom of Italian childhood . . half sat upon

my knee, swinging one red-stockinged leg as she

glanced from her mother's face to mine. I asked

Mme. Barili-Patti if her little daughter promised
to be a singer like her sisters and her mother, to

which she replied, *Lo spero; lo credo.* And then,

]
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'Cantate un poco, Adelina, per il signore,' and she

suggested something, whereupon the
girl, without

leaving her perch, sang, like a bird, a little Italian

air that I did not know and soon ran away on some

childish errand.
5'

Grant White thought that to be with her mother

in itselfmusthave been a liberal education in music;

and the examples before her, night and day, the very

atmosphere she breathed, tended to foster her musi-

cal talents.

According to Patti's own story, told to Eduard

Hanslick, her half-brother, Ettore Barili, was her

first teacher. Strakosch, she declared, only coached

her as Rosina in "II Barbiere," and later, when she

had begun her career in Europe, in her other parts.

He himself claimed a muchgreater sharein her early

training. But much was owed to Strakosch in other

ways, if not iu this. Patti's mother wished to send

her to Italy as a little girl to accept an engagement

there. When Strakosch, then a New York operatic

manager, heard of this he protested so vigorously

against the idea that it was abandoned. Adelina

herself declared that at that time her voice was

already on the road to ruin and had begun to show

a tremolo. A season in Italy would doubtless have

been the end of it.
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When did Patti make her "positively first" ap-

pearance before the public? She had already sung in

many concerts before her operatic debut. Herman

Klein, in his book, "The Reign of Patti," thinks it

was at a charity concert, of which the date and de-

tails are irrevocably lost. But Ireland, in his "Rec-

ords of the New York Stage," notes that at a benefit

concert in Niblo's Garden, on December 3, 1851,

one of the performers Vas "the very remarkable

child, Adelina Patti, whose voice and execution were

the astonishment of the town," she being then

just under nine years of age. This was the fourth

annual benefit of the American Dramatic Fund As-

sociation. Hamblin and Laura Addison appeared in

"Catherine and Petruchio"; an "Italian concert"

was given by Signora Borghese and Signora Steffa-

none, Signor Forti and Signor Vietti, and Adelina;

and "the whole Ravel company" appeared in the

pantomime of "Mazulme."

If Adelina's own memory served her, she made

appearances in concerts in the United States she

did not say where in 1850, when she was seven

years old. They used to stand her on a table near the

pianoforte that the audience, as she thought, might

get a full view of her doll. Her account is that she

sang "Una Voce Poco Fa" from "II Barbiere" with
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the same vocal embroideries that she used later in

her famous years. Were they the ones that elicited

Rossini's sad sarcasm in Paris when, after one of her

brilliant appearances, rendered doubly brilliant by
her elaborate decorations of Rosina's melody, he

asked her if it was really his music that she had been

singing?

Max Maretzek, already an operatic manager in

New York and a friend ofAdelina's father, declares

that her first public appearance was under his man-

agement in February, 1852. It was at a concert of

Michael "Miska" Hauser, the violinist, at

Tripler Hall in Broadway, who was also assisted by
Teresa Parodi and Cesare Badiali, two of the noted

operatic singers of the day. "Afterwards she ap-

peared in two concerts given by her half-brother in

John Brougham's Lyceum Theatre, on May 12 and

June 8, 185S,on which occasions she sang the 'Echo

Song
9

by Eckert and *Ah, non giunge
5 from 6La

Sonnambula.
5 Her success was complete, but more

one of wonder than of admiration" which, con-

sidering her age, was not strange. In 1858 Adelina

made a tour with Ole Bull in the South and West

of the United States.The companyincluded, besides

Ole Bull, Adelina,her sister Amalia, and Strakosch,

Amelia's husband. They gave many concerts; Mrs.
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Ole Bull, in her " Memoir" of her husband, says
" some two hundred." There were no societies for the

prevention of cruelty to children in those days. Mrs.

Bull quotes from a Southern newspaper, unnamed,
a flattering welcome to the " musical prodigy, only

eight years old" she was really ten in which the

writer expresses the belief that "Signora Patti will

nestle herself in many a memory to-night in com-

pany with Jenny Lind and Catherine Hayes, not

because she is such a singer as they are, but because

her youth will impart to her performance a charm

that their matured powers cannot give." In 1856

came the short tour in the West Indies with Gott-

schalk, above mentioned.

It is not strange, after all this, that the voice gave
ominous danger-signals; and that the clear-sighted

Strakosch if indeed he had as much control over

Adelina's doings as he avers made her refrain

from singing entirely for two whole years and then

began to teach her, with circumspection, a few roles.

He is even said to have fought hard against her ap-

pearing at her operatic debut in the Academy of

Music, fearing that the theatre was too big for her

voice.

After her effulgent success in the winter of 1859

and the following year in New York, Strakosch
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formed a partnership with her father, Salvatore

Patti, to take her on a concert tour in the Western

and Southern, States. In January, February, and

March, 1861, Adelina appeared as prima donna at

the French Opera House in New Orleans, which for

so many years boasted that it was the only "perma-

nent" opera in the United States. A New Orleans

chronicler mentions "Robert le Diable," "II Trova-

tore," "Les Huguenots,
55

"Lucia,
55

"Charles VI,
55

(by Halevy) "Le Pardon de Ploermel 55

(otherwise

Meyerbeer
5
s "Dinorah55

), as the operas in which

she appeared, to which another chronicler adds

" Marta.55 An advertisement in January announced

"Le Barbier de Seville,
55
in the "lesson scene

55
of

which Mile. Patti would sing "Mme. Sontag's cele-

brated 'Echo Song
5

[i.e., Eckert's] and the Scottish

ballad
' Within a Mile of Edinboro

5 Town.5 55
Prices

on that occasion, it may be noted, ranged from 50

cents to$1.50 ; the doors were opened at 6.30 o'clock

and the performance began at 7. New Orleans
5
local

pride may be read in the chronicler's declaration

that "it was on the French Opera House stage that

Adelina Patti scored her early successes and where

her genius received the stamp ofapproval that made

it recognized throughout the capitals.of the world.
55

In the spring of 1861, a year and a half after her
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New York debut in opera, Patti went to England
and began that brilliant European experience that

placed her unequivocally where the prescient New
York reviewers had placed her, at the head of the

world's singers. Her success in London was a sur-

prise. The English people looked on the reports of

her American achievements as extravagant; and at

her first appearance as Amina in "La Sonnambula,"
at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden, not

twenty people in the house knew beforehand that

she possessed more than ordinary ability. The press

agent had neglected his opportunity and the adver-

tisements were silent. The surprise was "
indescrib-

able"; and confident predictions were made of a

successor to Bosio, Malibran, and Pasta.

She had made a great name when she returned to

America for the first time in 1881, for concert and

operatic performances. In 1884 she came to sing at

the Academy of Music in Colonel Mapleson's com-

pany, with which he was trying to rival the efforts

ofHenry E. Abbey at the newly-established Metro-

politan Opera House. It was the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of her first appearance at the Academy. The
late H. E. Krehbiel tells entertainingly, in his book,

"Chapters of Opera," of the lame attempts to cele-

brate the anniversary ofthe draggingofthediva's
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carriage through the streets from the Academy to

the Windsor Hotel in Fifth Avenue by a perfunc-

tory band of Italians hired for the purpose by the

Colonel; of the banquet in her honor, which she

cheerfully accepted, and which the wives of most of

the eminent gentlemen invited positively refused to

attend, on account of the then recent scandal over

her separation from the Marquis de Caux, her first

husband, and her marriage with the tenor Nicolini.

In 1893 she came back again for an ill-advised

" farewell tour" that could add nothing to her repu-

tation, because her powers were waning, and that

caused her admirers to grieve. They grieved still

morewhen she came again in 1903,on another "fare-

well tour," not a single feature ofwhich was worthy

of her and which was a baldly planned scheme to

exploit the curiosity of the younger generation and

the fond memories of the older. The voice in her

youth was a pure high soprano; but it dropped a

little in its range as she advanced in years; and in

her last years a good deal. In the lamentable last

" farewell tour"she had manyofher arias transposed

a minor third downward. Even a considerable time

before this she had had to resort to transpositions.

Much has been said about the wonderful preserva-

tion ofMme. Patti's voice. Itwas indeedwonderfully
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preserved, and for many years; though at the end

she relied too much upon this preservation. A can-

did colleague and friend, Clara Louise Kellogg, the

American soprano, who wrote her memoirs without

hesitating to drop a little acid here and there, asks

how it could have been otherwise, considering the

care she took of herself and it. "Such a life! Every-

thing divided off carefully, according to regime; so

much to eat, so far to walk, so long to sleep,just such

and such things to do and no others ! And above all,

she allowed herself no emotions.
9'

Every singer

knows, observes Miss Kellogg, that emotions are

what exhaust and injure thevoice.
" She never acted,

and she never, never felt!" Miss Kellogg is kind

enough to add, however, that after she had "run

away with Nicolini," Mme. Patti did succeed in put-

ting an unusual amount of warmth into ther61e of

Violetta. Otherwise her acting, this contemporary

continues, was essentially mechanical. "She never

was at all resourceful as an actress and never able to

stamp anypartwiththeleast creativeindividuality."

It was a part of Mme. Patti's preservative system
that she never rehearsed. Her contracts stipulated

that, while she should be allowed to rehearse if she

wanted to, she should never be compelled to. And,
as a matter of fact, she never did. It has been pic-
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turesquely asserted that Mme. Patti's whole course

of life was based on the theory that she had in her

throat a certain definitely limited number of notes

to be expended, and that when these were gone,

there would be no more. Consequently, by econo-

mizing her expenditure at rehearsals and on other

unprofitable occasions, she could make her voice last

so much longer.

But the laws of nature are inexorable. Mme.

Patti, thanks to the perfection of her art, was able

to postpone their operation longer than most sing-

ers have done; but even she could not defy them.

There was certainly cause for wonder, at her appear-

ances in New York in 1903, that she could retain

and utilize in public even so much of her voice as she

did; but some were fain to think, on these occasions,

that wonder was not the ostensible purpose of the

concerts she gave, nor the reason why the public was

invited to attend at very high prices. Her appear-

ances gaveproofofwhat required no proofand what

should never have been put to the proof that a

human voice may be less lasting than the human

being who possesses it. There was not much to

admire or to arouse pleasure in the singing she did,

as singing. The wonder was that it was the voice of

a woman within a few months of sixty-one years.
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What beauty it preserved was the result of her life-

long art. But she had to reach desperately for high

notes, even though her arias were transposed as

much as a minor third; those notes were
frequently

taken with faulty intonation and that by a singer

whose ear in her prime had never let her lose the

pitch by a hair's breadth; her runs and arpeggios
were dull and uncertain ; her trills were subdued and

promptly cut off; her phrasing was short and dis-

jointed, showing failure of breath; the production
of tone was not seldom perilously near to ugliness.

There are numerous stories of Mme. Patti's re-

lentless pursuit ofthe dollar in America, aswell as of

other financial units in other countries. It was only
too evident that this last "farewell" was a final at-

tempt to capitalize her enormous reputation and to

wrest what there was left to gain from it. There were

rather sordid little details for helping to this end.

Thus, it was clearly put down in her contract that

she should appear twice upon all the programmes
and no more, and that she should deliver one and

only one encore after her first piece and two, and

no more, after the other. The pieces, as well as the

encores, all drawn from a very limited repertory,
were all enumerated and printed in the programme-
books of the concerts. The most degrading feature
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of it all was the contract, entered into with a certain

popular song writer of the Broadway school for the

purpose of advertising his wares, that Mme. Patti

should sing, as an encore at each of her concerts, a

deplorably tasteless production of his own in which

the cheapness of the words vied with the vulgarity

of the music. It was a pitiable thing that so great

an artist should end her career in the city where she

began it, in such a way as this. And, from one point

of view, the worst of it was that she did not really

need the money.

The result of this last tour in America was dis-

astrous for the singer's manager and his backers, as

other tours of hers had been. It was not at all dis-

astrous for her: she took back with her to Craig-

y-Nos some$&00,000.At her last appearance inNew

York the audience was productive of only $3,180

and the managerwas slow in depositing in herhands

the $5,000 without which, in plain sight, for each

appearance, she invariably
refused to stir. Shewaited

placidly in her hotel, the audience waited impa-

tiently in the theatre. The manager distractedly ran

abouttown to secure from his principals the$,000

that were lacking. These gentlemen were said to be

too overcome to speak to reporters about it ; but the

concert went on and the audience was appeased. It
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was by no means Mme. Patti's first experience ofthe

kind; she had learned wisdom by experience. Nor

was it her last. Many of the final appearances in dif-

ferent partsofthe country, especiallythe Southwest,

that were to close her tour, were cancelled because

the audiences were not such as were hoped for, in

numbers. The projector of this last farewell lost

$25,000. Probably he deserved to.

The ideals that Mme. Patti represented are no-

tably divergent from those of the present day. The

happy-go-lucky representations of opera, such as

Colonel Mapleson gave at the Academy of Music in

New York for so many years, were for her the sum

of operatic art. Opera-goers were not then so insis-

tent as they have since come to be upon dramatic

verity, upon finish and completeness of ensemble,

upon good orchestral playing, upon the artistic

whole of an operatic performance. They wanted the

voices of great singers; and they got them. How
much is it owing to the dearth of great singers that

a different ideal has now come to prevail?

It would lead a long way to discuss the question

whyreally great voices,or really great vocal art, such

as Mme. Patti's, are no longer in evidence. Condi-

tions inmodern life and art, especially in theoperatic

business, prevent their development and perfect
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flowering. The efforts of a younger generation to be-

lieve that the methodsand results of various modern

singers, all more or less raw and in different degrees

unfinished and imperfect, really represent the artis-

tic line and traditions of a Patti, are pathetic; and

what corroboration the younger gets from an older

generation denotes either a failure of memory or a

lack ofknowledge. Such ideals as Mme. Patti repre-

sented, so far as they relate purely to vocal art, are

precious;
and their loss or neglect necessarily in-

volves the ultimate destruction of good singing. So

far as they represent carelessness or indifference

toward dramatic values and artistic finish in the

lyric drama, they are superseded, and happily so.

But the loss is a sore one, which nothing else of a

different sort can ever quite make up for.



FRANZ KNEISEL

TT^RANZ KNEISEL had achieved a full and
richly

IP rounded career in America, although when he

died in New York on March 26, 1926, he was hardly

at the threshold of old age. His was a character and

a personalityand amusical nature thatexactly fitted

him to do what he set out to do. He had an iron will,

anunyielding determination.He had been given the

finest training that Vienna in the early eighties,

still preserving the greatest of musical traditions,

could afford. Like all who have reached high places

in the art of music, he was precocious; though he

was not an"infant prodigy"and was never exploited

as one. To be, when not yet out of his 'teens, concert

masterof theHofburgTheatre inVienna though,

to be sure, that was not one of the most responsible

ofmusical positions then, assuccessor toYsayeand
Cesar Thomson, concert-master of Bilse's orchestra

in Berlin,a famous organization in its day ; and then

to be summoned in his twentieth year to occupy the

same place in the newly formed Boston Symphony
Orchestra all this is a record that means much.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra was entering

the fourth year of its existence in the autumn of

1885 when Kneisel joined it. Gericke had been ap-

pointed conductor, succeeding GeorgHenschel, and
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had found it necessary tomakea good many changes
in thepersonnel of the orchestra, which had been at

first constitutedofresidentBoston musicians,young
and old. Too many of them were old, as well as in-

competent, and their title to places in the orchestra

was read more in the records of honorable careers

than in present achievement. Boston was angry and

excited over Major Higginson's ambitious attempt
to found a new orchestra and his determination to

support his conductor in importing young musi-

cians of talent to assure its competence. Mr. Kneisel

as a youth succeeded the veteran Bernhard Liste-

mann as concert-master. There was bitter com-

ment. One newspaper critic voiced a widespread

feeling when he wrote: "To drop Mr. Listemann

from the position of concert master seems almost as

terrific as it would be to discharge Mr. Zerrahn from

the directorship of the Handel and Haydn." Could

a more terrific comparison be made? Some insisted

that the importation of Mr. Kneisel and other

young violinists from abroad was an insult toAmer-

ica as well as toBoston ; for the first dutyofan estab-

lished orchestra was to encourage American com-

posers and to benefit local musicians. The youth of

Mr. Kneisel and the others about a score of them,

there were was an additional cause of irritation*
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The new concert-master was one of the youngest of

them "so young," said Mr. Gericke, in
recalling

those days long afterwards, "that he did not even

know how to smoke. On our trip over I felt it my
duty to teach him this art, in which he has

certainly

been a past master ever since."

Mr. Kneisel began his duties as concert-master

on October 17, 1885. On October 31 he made his

first appearancewith the orchestra as a soloist, play-

ing Beethoven's violin concerto. Criticism was ready
to be launched :

"He showed only a moderate force ;

his manner had none of Mr. Listemann's life or

nervous energy," He was "a quiet, simple player."

One of the most critical as well as distinguished

members ofthe orchestra was heard to remark to his

neighbor after the first movement: "Der Kerl spielt

schon" the fellow plays beautifully. There was

very soon a realization among the members of the

orchestra that this "Kerl" was a person ofpowerand

distinction. The realization spread in due course to

the critics and the public. He stood for a discipline

in the orchestral rehearsals seconding, of course,

Mr. Gericke's determination that was then un-

common; and in many ways showed himself to be a

concert-master of a sort that till then had hardly
been known here.
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Mr. Kneisel's first experiences as concert-master

were of a kind to require a certain circumspection.

He was, of course, aware of the suspicion, not to

say the hostility, in at least certain quarters, with

which he was viewed as a new-comer and a sup-

planter of an old favorite. He was resolved that

there should be no blunders or lapses so far as he

could prevent them. One of his first precautions was

characteristic. On the first programme ofthe season

stood Weber's "Oberon" overture. To make certain

that the new contingent of young men should do

themselves credit at the first concert, he summoned

them all before the first rehearsal to his own rooms

where they practised together the brilliant violin

passages, so that they should be sure of making the

most striking effect; and that was the result at the

concert. Indeed, the brilliancy, warmth, and preci-

sion of the violins of the Boston Symphony Orches-

tra were for many years among the chief glories of

the organization, that contributed most largely to

its fame. Many people can still remember the first

concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in New

York, when this same " Oberon" overture began the

programme. It was by no means an unfamiliar thing

to the New York audience; but the effect ofthe per-

formance was unusual from its fire and sweep. Staid
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music-lovers,broughtup on immemorial years ofthe

Philharmonic Society, stood up some, it is said,

on the seats cheering and waving handkerchiefs.

Mr. Kneisel once summed up his conception of

the concert-master somewhat as follows:

"The concert-master is, in a way, the autocratic

conductor's grand vizier, his executive officer, his

chief means of making effective his wishes, and,

where the right relationship exists, his best friend

and right-hand man. His functions resemble those

of a constitutional monarch's prime minister. The

king can do no wrong. If all goes well in the orches-

tra, it is the conductor's merit; if anything goes

amiss, it is very likely to be the concert-master's

fault. He must always see that all the instruments

are in tune with one another before rehearsals and

concerts begin. In most cases he sees that the vio-

lin, and perhaps the other string parts, are properly

marked for bowing and phrasing, which he deter-

mines himself, in order that all shall play alike

though not always is uniformity of bowing consid-

ered indispensable. If there is a misunderstanding

between the conductor and any player, the concert-

master's good offices are invaluable in setting it

right. He advises the conductor as to thedeficiencies

or excellences of individual players, and may often
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be called upon to assist in engaging new men. If

the conductor makes a mistake and even the

greatest conductor sometimes does the concert-

master is there to see that the force of it is broken

in some way. Few conductors are familiar with all

the details of technique and the limitations and

possibilities of all the orchestral instruments; and

if the conductor gives a direction as to phrasing
or accent that is impracticable, the concert-master

must be ready after the rehearsal to explain to the

bewildered or derisive player that something else

was really meant, and also to intimate to the mis-

taken autocrat that some modification ofhis desires

had better be made. In case of direst need, should

conductor and orchestra get into trouble in a pub-

lic performance, the concert-master must, if he can,

bring them together again with the sound of his

instrument, more potent at such a moment than

the conductor's stick. Or should a soloist miss a cue

or make a false entrance he must, if possible, give

such a hint or catch up such a missing strand as

shall set the unlucky one aright."

These are counsels of perfection, and it should

be said that all conductors will not often need all

or much of this kind of aid; nor will all concert-

masters be able to give it. But, such a concert-
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master will be invaluable to any conductor and is

of importance to the prosperity of the orchestra

only less than the conductor himself. It is rather

the fashion nowadays to belittle the importance of

the concert-master as a result in the growth of the

artistic position and prominence of the conductor;

and, perhaps, also of his capacity and knowledge.

But that is the sort of concert-master Franz Knei-

sel was; and for the period of his service with the

Boston Symphony Orchestra he was a tower of

strength to it. There have been, perhaps, few in his

position who have had so much influence and au-

thority, so much knowledge, so much presence of

mind and skill in the duties of his office as he.

It was part of Mr. Higginson's plan to found a

first-rate string quartet in Boston as well as a first-

rate orchestra, and the coming of Mr. Kneisel and

the other "young lions of the Conservatoire," as

Berlioz called another and similar group in Paris,

gave the opportunity for it. Mr. Higginson estab-

lished it, and bore it on his shoulders, as he did the

orchestra, for some years. The Kneisel Quartet gave
its first concert in Boston in the oldChickering Hall

on December 8, 1885. There had, of course, been

chamber music before that in Boston. The Men-

delssohn Quintette Club had fought a long, brave
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fight to make chamber music popular, and had

made a name for itself. There were other chamber

music organizations. But the audiences were small

and the fight was against odds. The new-comers

showed that there was a new spirit and a new stand-

ard set, and there was an increase in the public's

interest in this form of music. The programme of

the first concert was this: Volkmann's quartet in G
minor, Op. 14; the canzonetta from Mendelssohn's

quartet inE flat; the menuetto from Mozart's quar-

tet in C minor and Beethoven's quintet in C, Op.

29; not an ^acting demand upon an untried au-

dience. The Quartet was then made up of Messrs.

Kneisel, Fiedler, Svecenski and Giese; Daniel Kunz

played the second viola in the quintet. There were

four concerts in Boston in the first season. They

began at 7.45 o'clock.

The first concert in New York took place in

Steinway Hall on March 11, 1888, assisted by Con-

rad Ansorge, at that time a noted pianist. The pro-

gramme included Schubert's posthumous quartet in

D Minor, Rubinstein's trio in B flat. Op. 52, and

Schumann's quartet in A, Op. 41, No. 3.The Kneisel

Quartet gaveno more concerts inNewYork till they

undertook a series of four in the season of 1891-92.

These took place in the ballroom of Sherry's old
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establishment in Fifth Avenue at Thirty-seventh

Street. The first of these was notable as giving the

first American performance of Brahms's
quintet,

Op. 111. The organization was then composed of

Messrs. Kneisel, Roth, Svecenski and Schroeder

and had the assistance in the quintet of Ottokar

Novacek, viola. The other numbers of the pro-

gramme consisted of Mozart's quartet in C and

Tchaikovsky's in D.

There was a hard row to hoe in getting estab-

lished in New York. After a time Mr. Kneisel was

on the point of giving up his New York concerts;

but the persuasion of a few ardent lovers of cham-

ber music prevailed, and induced another trial. The

turning-point came and the public thereafter gave
an increasingly firm and unwavering support to the

organization, which continued to the end. The end

came in April, 1917, when, to the dismay of his

admirers in New York and all over the country,
Mr. Kneisel disbanded his Quartet. In a communi-
cation to his subscribers he said :

"The desire that the high standard which has

been before us from the beginning should not be

permitted to suffer depreciation has of late years
been a cause of great concern to me; and the re-

sponsibility has become a burden so great a bur-
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den, indeed, that I have reluctantly come to the

decision to end the career of the Kneisel Quartet

with the last concert of this season."

Once before the Kneisel Quartet had been in dan-

ger of dissolution. In 1907 negotiations were opened
between Mr. Kneisel and the committee of the Phil-

adelphia Orchestra, after the death of Fritz Scheel,

to secure him as conductor of that organization.

Kneisel had had experience in conducting as a sub-

stitute for the conductor of the Boston Orchestra

on many occasions, and his powers and experience

were such as to insure his success in Philadelphia.

Another consideration that urged him to accept

the offer from Philadelphia was the resignation of

Alwin Schroeder, 'cellist of the Quartet, who wished

to return to Germany to live. This would involve

for Kneisel a trip to Europe to find his successor,

and a summer of hard rehearsal to "break him

in" when found. An agreement with the orchestral

authorities was almost concluded, but Kneisel was

dissuaded in time by his New York friends, and the

Kneisel Quartet was saved for ten years more of

activity. Kneisel had before this left the post of

concert-master of the Boston Orchestra and had

transferred his home and that of his quartet to New

York,in 1903, to devote all his time to quartet play-
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ing and, with the members of the organization,

to establishing and carrying on the department

of string teaching in the newly founded Institute of

Musical Art in that city. Here he developed great

qualities as a teacher and made the institution, of

which he was so important a part, among the finest

in this country.

It was as a quartet player that Kneisel made his

greatest achievements and his most important con-

tribution to American musical culture. Such per-

formances as he offered were a new revelation in this

country, where quartet playing, before his time,

had generally been a by-product, the result of or-

chestral players' leisure moments. With him it was,

even from the first, a chief end. He spent upon it

an enormous amount of time and labor in rehearsal,

of thought, knowledge, mastery of style, and infi-

nite attention to detail. He had an unequalled ac-

quaintance with the literature and appreciation of

diverse styles of chamber music. He never brought
forward in public performance any work, new or

old, until he had become thoroughly imbued with

its spirit and possessed of a mastery of its outward

form and technical difficulties. This meant, some-

times, years of ripening by reflection, experiment,
and repetition. A fruit ofsuch methods was his per-
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formance of the last five string quartets of Beetho-

ven, for so long a sealed book to players and lis-

teners alike. It is not too much to say that he first

made them truly known to American audiences, not

only by mastering their technical difficulties in the

matter of ensemble and perfect coordination, but

also by penetrating their recondite spirit and lay-

ing it bare to comprehending listeners.

Kneisel believed it his duty to set before his pub-

lic all the best of what was "modern" in the years

of his activity. There was weeping and gnashing

of teeth, sometimes, among his subscribers ; but he

never gave way when he thought there was some-

thing to be played that was worthy of attention.

And many of the works thus forcibly fed by him

to his public have since been accepted as a living

part of the modern, repertory. An interesting epi-

sode was his playing of the "American" quartet

and quintet of Dvorak, who was then living in New

York, fresh from the composer's hand "die Tinte

noch nass" and in the composer's presence. He

knew Brahms in his summer abode near Ischl in

Austria, went there in his own vacations with his

quartet, and played Brahms's and other chamber

music with him and for him. The result was an au-

thority in these works that few others could claim.
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What Brahms mostly wished to hear from him, be-

sides his own works, was Haydn; Beethoven's quar-

tets, he said, you hear from all quarters.But Brahms

never but once made any suggestions to Kneisel as

to changing the tempo he had taken, or the con-

ception he had set forth various artists have testi-

fied to his toleration of competent musicians, intel-

ligent and sympathetic; even, in the case of singers,

to the extent of allowing changes in the melodic

line, if it was too high for them. The one criti-

cism that Brahms made of a performance in which

Kneisel participated was made in a characteristic

way. Mr. Kneisel had played with a certain noted

woman pianist Brahms's G minor pianoforte quar-

tet, following, much against his will, the lady's

tempo in the Andante and its intermediate Ani-

mato,which he felt to be much too slowand too fast,

respectively. Brahms, when it was finished, took up

a pencil and went to the pianist's score with the re-

mark: "Ah, I see I was mistaken I should have

written *

Adagio' and 'Presto' over those move-

ments"; and he did so. Among other things Kneisel

played him Cesar Pranck's string quartet, which

was then hardly known outside of France. He lis-

tened in complete silence, and when it was done,

spoke not one word of comment.
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Kneisel's work as a teacher was carried on from

his earlier years; and after 1917 absorbed all his

time and attention. His work at the Institute of

Musical Art in NewYork was continued in the sum-

mers at Blue Hill, Maine, whither a score of favored

pupils followed him year after year and were sub-

jected to the same kind of intensive discipline that

prevailed between them in the winter. Hard work

was a necessity for him, rest a rare luxury. But when

he did rest he knew how to discharge his mind of

all preoccupations. He taught with love and devo-

tion to art always uppermost, and would not waste

his time on incompetent pupils. To them he recom-

mended other occupations than music. To those

whom he did teach he put artistry, true musician-

ship, as the end to be striven for, rather than vir-

tuosoship. The demands he made on his pupils were

severe, stringent.Theyinvolved the long look ahead.

He would take as pupils only such as intended to

aim at "the highest things and to make a sustained

and intensive effort He left behind him no pupils

who took a few lessons to announce themselves as

"
pupils of Kneisel." With all the severity of his dis-

cipline and of his demands upon those who studied

with him, he never undertook to fashion them all

after the same mould. He did not assail the indi-
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viduality of his pupils, and they left him, when the

time came for leaving him, as artists in their own

right, not as replicas of Kneisel, or ear-marked as

a set of " Kneisel pupils." What they had in com-

mon was thoroughness ofgrounding, high ideals of

their art, a sane and intelligent and well-informed

outlook upon it. In the charming little music build-

ing putup at Blue Hill, his summer home in Maine,

by the interest of a devoted friend, he taught en-

semble as well as solo playing. They were golden

hours of opportunity, and those who had the privi-

lege of sharing them will always prize them as a

unique privilege.

One of the things that Kneisel had nearest his

heart in his later years was the Bohemian Club of

musicians, in New York. He was one of its founders

and its president till his death. Perhaps the con-

tinued and increasing success of this organization
of a class of men who have not always been able to

get on together and dwell in complete harmony
the "irritabile genus" of professional musicians

tells much about the most delightful and beguiling
sides of his character.

There have been few men who have done as much
for the musical culture of his adopted country as

Franz Kneisel. As concert-master, quartet leader
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making not only the greatest organization of its

kind in this country, but also one that could bear

comparison with the best and most famous in the

world and as teacher of the finest fibre who be-

stowed upon his pupils the inestimable gift ofmusi-

cianship rather than
virtuosoship, his great service

was in the new standards he set, the new revelations

he made. This was
especially true as to chamber

music. Here his genius found fullest scope; for this

task hispeculiar qualities ofmusicianship fitted him

preeminently. He may be said to have been the first

to show in this country what could be achieved in

chamber music byhigh technical mastery,unlimited

work in rehearsal, the ripening of sometimes years

of thought and reflection, joined to deep musical

insight, wide sympathies, unquestioned authority,

an unerring taste, and intuitive musical .feeling.

Genius is by no means to be summed up as the tak-

ing of infinite pains; bjit genius such as Kneisel's

reached its highest manifestations along that path.

No labor, no effort, was ever too great for him; and

the results are writ krge in the record he left. For

what he did this country owes him a debt of grati-

tude that will not soon be forgotten.



HENRY EDWARD KREHBIEL

AiEEAT
personality and a great force passed

away from the musical life oftheUnited States

in the death, on March 20, 1923, at the age of
sixty-

nine years, of Henry Edward Krehbiel, "dean," as

he was affectionately known, of American musical

critics. His New York colleagues united in doing

honor to his memory in their city the day after his

death, and there were appreciative notices ofhim in

theLondon press.Not one buthad somepeculiarper-

sonal tribute to the impression of greatness that he

had made. Krehbiel, indeed, had a place in America

that corresponded to that of the great critics of the

nineteenth century in Europe; a place of command-

ing influence and authority. He had put the profes-

sion of musical criticism upon a higher plane of

knowledge and competence in all that makes for a

true basis of judgment, than it had ever occupied

in America before his day. The fifty years that he

spent in the exercise of it saw a great advance in the

numbers of the musical public in the United States,

a great elevation in the standard of taste and know-

ledge. To this Krehbiel had contributed more than

one man's share. Not only by his daily preachments

in his newspaper, The New York Tribune, but also

by a five-foot shelf of books on various aspects of
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musical art,he wrought for better things and higher

standards, for the prevalence of artistic rectitude

and a true understanding.

What he did came from a great critical faculty, a

deep comprehension of his subject. The soundness

and discrimination of his judgment were based on

a profound knowledge of the history of music, an

acquaintance with all the developments of the art

since its beginnings, a familiarity with its technical

ramifications, a knowledge of schools and their

spirit. But all this great learning was always put at

the service of the present. He was no historical

grubber for the sake of grubbing. What he knew

entered, into the fibre of his critical faculty and

helped him in the understanding and appreciation

of the new, in the piercing of fraud and futility and

feebleness. True scholar that he was, he was a grad-

uate ofno university.He had the culture ofan intel-

lect that couldassimilate the bestand thatwas eager

to do so, that was the fruit of wide reading and de-

light in literature; a culture not always brought

away from the university. And this culture always

underlay his writing and shone through it.

KrehbielwasborninAnnArbor, Michigan,March

10, 1854, the son ofa German-American Methodist

clergyman. He was in his earliest youth a student in
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a law office; but not for long. He could hardly have

imbibed there much more than the elementary prin-

ciples of the law, but he always, to the end of his

life, prided himselfa little on this legal lore that lay

at the bottom of his mind ; and now and again it

would make itself felt and come to the surface in

some surprising way. He was soon graduated from

law to journalism. His earliest work in that way was

on The Cincinnati Gazette, where he won a place as

a "star" reporter. One of his accomplishments was

the reporting ofbaseball; and he alwaysprided him-

self a little on a new way of baseball scoring, which

he claimed to have invented. As a general reporter

he had many interesting and some grewsome expe-

riences.One ofthe stories that he sometimes toldwas

of helping a much-distressed gentleman in tracing

the body of his father, which in some unknown way
had disappeared soon after his death. They went on

many a mysterious and forbidding round in Cincin-

nati's purlieus; and the body was finally found in

the dissecting room of a medical school. The dis-

tressed gentleman was Benjamin Harrison, after-

wards President of the United States, and the body
was that of the son of another President of the

United States. There were famous murder cases

which Krehbiel had to report in Cincinnati. In some
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of the strange adventures that fell to the lot of a

"star" reporter
he made the acquaintance of Laf-

cadio Hearn,who was then a "word painter" on one

of the rival newspapers, preparing for his later lit-

erary career; and they were friends. Heain had a

literary interest in music and in some of his later

explorations
in the West Indies collected some folk-

songs that he sent to add to KrehbiePs collections.

The breaking of their friendship was an extraordi-

nary incident, characteristic of the eccentric and

high-strung
nature of Hearn. After Krehbiel had

come toNewYork to live,Hearnonedaycalledupon

him. Going away, he forgot his rubbers and came

back to get them. The maid who opened the door,

and who had not seen him before, was so alarmed at

his extraordinary appearance
that she refused to let

him in. Hearn went off in a rage, accusing
Krehbiel

of appropriating
his rubbers; and their friendship,

notwithstanding efforts to repair it, was broken.

After he had come to New York at the invitation

ofWhitelawReid,Editor of TteNew York Triton,

who himself had made his journalistic beginnings

on The Cincinnati Gazette, John R. G. Hassard,

musical critic of The Tribune, did not at once let

go entirely of the business of musical criticism; and

Krehbiel had much "general
work" to do. He had
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such jobs as "covering" the wreck of a steamer off

Marthas Vineyard, that meant some uncomfortable

adventures along the Massachusetts coast. He regu-

larly sat at the desk of the night city editor on the

incumbent's "night off?' He was successful in inter-

viewing public men; and some of his achievements

with Thurlow Weed, at that time the ruler of the

Republican party at Albany, with Jay Gould, and

other difficult "subjects," are remembered by old

newspaper men. For many years after he had gained

prominence as The Tribunes musical critic, he was

sent to "cover" the annual boat races of the college

crews at New London and Poughkeepsie, in June.

One of his regular summer "jobs" was to take the

place, on his vacation, of one of the subordinate

editorial writers in The Tribune office, whose task

was to write short editorial paragraphs intended to

comment on the news of the night that came in after

the regular editorial writers had gone home.

All this is simplytoemphasize the fact that Kreh-

biel was first and foremost a newspaper man. He es-

teemed journalism as a liberal profession and was

incessantly jealous of its honor and high standing.
He was proud ofhis calling as a newspaper man and

proud to be known as one, proud of his experience
and competence as such.
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As a critic Krehbiel had an unusual power of ana-

lyzing and penetrating to the essential quality of a

musical work on a first hearing. His analyses of im-

portant new compositions from the score, before

their first performance in New York, were masterly

and authoritative. His discussion of such works as

Tchaikovsky's sixth symphony and Dvorak's "New

World" symphony and the "American" quartet

and quintet of the same composer were notable con-

tributions to his newspaper. Earlier than these his

articles on the great Wagnerian music-dramas,when

they were first produced at the Metropolitan Opera

House in the seasons of 1884-1886, running in sev-

eral issues of the newspaper, and later collected in

his book,
" Studies in the Wagnerian Drama," were 4

among the authoritative essays in the Wagner

literature.

Krehbiel was an early and ardent champion of

Wagner, and his work did much to interpret the

great music-dramas and awaken a love and under-

standing of them in America. His keen insight saw

the value of Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, and

others of the schools that were once new, and when

they were new. "'Ware the Muscovite" was his

early summons to give ear to the school of the

Russian nationalists, when it first appeared upon
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the horizon of musical art. Subsequently he did

not follow the advances of the later schools, as is

natural and inevitable with increasing years; and

he was never an ardent admirer of Debussy, of

the later Strauss, and still less of those who have

troubled the surface of the musical waters since.

The preoccupation of the Russian nationalists

with folk-music of their native land was one of the

reasons that interested Krehbiel so strongly in their

compositions. For folk-music was one of the great

and enduring passions of his life. It arose in him

early and continued to the end. He made many

original investigations into such manifestations of

it as come naturally into the ken of an American

student, and he was always an ardent champion of

the use of it by composers, and especially by Amer-

ican composers, for artistic purposes. His attention

was devoted chiefly to the negro folk-tunes and

"spirituals," of which he had made a large collec-

tion, and had an intimate and first-hand knowledge.
His work on this subject was finally embodied in

his book, "Afro-American Folk Songs," published
in 1914. It was his contention that these songs are

the nearest to folk-songs that America has pro-

duced or could, under modern conditions, produce;
that they are truly American, as having been cre-
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ated here, and as giving voice to an important sec-

tion of Americans ; and that, while they are not the

product of the dominant race, they have qualities

and characteristics that make them appeal strongly

to that race. He did not succeed in gaining uni-

versal acceptance of his views; but KrehbiePs

preaching of folk-song, in season and out of sea-

son, had no little influence on the composers of

America.

As a critic Krehbiel had a mind open to such of

the newer manifestations of the art as seemed to

him based on the elements of true progress, on

beauty, and sincerity. As has just been suggested,

he could not penetrate into certain regions that

have now been accepted by many as belonging to

the realms of the beautiful in art. Other and later

developments were abhorrent to him. Whatever

may be the right or the wrong in the matter, it was

natural and inevitable that this should be so. He

was above all a classicist a lover of Bach, Mozart,

Beethoven, Schubert, ofthe newer romantics, of the

great men of the past who have erected the great-

est and most enduring structures of art. Of Mozart

and Beethoven he was a deep student; and on the

latter, especially, a great and original authority. Of

that he has left an enduring proof in his edition of
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A. W. Thayer's "Life of Beethoven." The third

and last volume of the English edition of this work

is almost entirely his own interpretation of the

notes and material collected by Thayer, that

Thayer himselfnever worked up. In some important

particulars it has changed the view that has gener-

ally been held of Beethoven's last years; and it is

written with as much acumen and penetration and

skill in the weighing of evidence as sympathy and

reverence.

It may truly be said that this quality of rever-

ence for the great men of music made Krehbiel a

purist. He was wroth with any who attempted to

tamper with the works of the great masters as they

had left them; and this brought him into notable

conflict with men who thought that their reputa-

tions entitled them to do what they pleased. With

this reverence was connected a great love of beauty

and a grave dissent from all efforts to make of music

something that he thought was not, in some way
or other, a manifestation of beauty. Music was to

him a pure idealism, and he fought with everything

that he thought tended to lower its ideal purity.

He had always respect for what he considered sin-

cerity, mastery, and disinterestedness in art and ar-

tists and a hatred for the pretentious, the feeble, the
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bombastic, the insincere, and the incompetent; and

especially for self-seekers, who use the art to ad-

vance their own interests.

If there was narrowness in some of KrehbiePs

views as a critic, it was the outcome of his complete

confidence in his own judgment and the validity of

his own knowledge and opinions. He brooked, in-

deed, little opposition. He was apt to lay down the

law; as his opponents, and the opponents of criti-

cism in general, like to say, to "pontificate." Ponr

tification is not a good thing in any art, and it per-

haps involves a misconception of the function and

the limitation of criticism. The critic is not a law-

giver; nor does his judicial function extend, like

that of the Supreme Court, to the final and defini-

tive interpretation of fixed and unchangeable

laws. But Krehbiel had something like a certainty

that there were unchangeable laws, not man-made

but inherent in the nature of things, in the art of

music; that he knew what they were, and "that it

was his function to lay them down and expound

them, as a final jurisdiction, from which he recog-

nized no appeal.

Krehbiel had a native intellectual power and

vigor that would have put him among the leaders

of any profession that he might have adopted.
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He chose one that he loved with an enduring pas-

sion and that kept him a poor man. His analytical

prescience and his extraordinary memory were al-

ways serving him; and he put them freely at the

service of others. His great knowledge of his spe-

cial study was always at his command,, not only for

himself but also for whoever asked him, friend or

stranger.

A man of positive opinions, fearless in putting

them forth, scorning ulterior influences that have

no place in a sincere cultivation of music, he made

enemies.He never thought of staying his pen when

there was evil to be attacked. But he made friends

and admirers innumerable in the half-century of

his work. Personal friends cherish the memory of

a warm and gracious personality; there have been

others all over the country who have been in his

debt for the strength and vigor of his writing that

brought stimulus and refreshment and opened new

horizons; many whom he never saw owe him grati-

tude for personal kindness and assistance.



THEODORE THOMAS
TTT is hard to estimate the debt that the United

JL States owes to Theodore Thomas. It is the debt

of a pupil ; or it is the debt of a people led out of

a wilderness to the prophet who had shown them

a sight of the promised land. To him, more than

to any other single force, is due the present state of

musical culture in the United States. To an amaz-

ing persistency in the face of repeated discourage-

ment and piled-up difficulties he joined the fine

and catholic taste, and most of all, the willingness to

make his propaganda gradually, that were
precisely

the qualities requisite for his success. He knew that

there were many kinds of good music; and that the

love and appreciation of the greater kinds were best

attained by a gradual uplift through the lesser.

There was, in a way, something of the irony of

fate in the fact that Thomas wastaken by death just

as his ambition and that of his Chicago supporters

had been realized, of installing his orchestra in the

hall built as the endowment and permanent home

of the institution. What he hoped for, his life long,

a hope that his friends adduced as the cause of his

leaving New York, was a permanent guarantee for

the support of his work. This he had never suc-

ceeded in obtaining in New York. The offer of it
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was at least one of the reasons for his taking up in

Chicago the work that so long occupied him in the

Eastern city.

He had an iron will, an absolute intention of

having his own way, and of brooking no interfer-

ence, a willingness to put up only with the best, an

indifference to expense. It was a masterful per-

sonality; and he was clearly a man intended by fate

for greatness and for the ruling of men. He was a

self-made man, and there were those who insisted

that some of the defects of his early training were

never overcome. He was blessed with an iron con-

stitution and his mode of life made unlimited de-

mands upon it. For years he took an ice-cold bath

every morning and went from it to a gymnastic

apparatus with which he developed his muscles to

such an extent that he could take up almost any of

his subordinates and lay him upon the table with-

out an apparent effort.

Thomas came to New York, as he says in his

autobiography, in 1845, "when the Metropolitan

city was a provincial town of two-story houses and

the pigs ran through Broadway and ate the refuse."

He had to fall to at once to help support the fam-

ily and played in a dancing school and in theatri-

cal orchestras they played better music then than
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they do now, he assures us, and made his first

acquaintance with Beethoven's "Coriolanus" over-

ture in a performance of Shakespeare's tragedy; for

which it is as well suited, probably, as for Collin's

tragedy, for which it was written. He gives a di-

verting account of a trip through the South that

he made alone in 1849, as a lad of fourteen:

"I do not remember taking anything with me
but my fiddle, my little box of clothing, and some

posters which I had printed announcing a concert

by
* Master T. TV I kept a supply of these posters

in my trunk, and when I had no money I first ob-

tained permission to use the dining hall of a hotel

for a concert, and then I went around on the day
before the concert took place and put up my posters

with tacks. When the time for the concert arrived I

would stand at the door of the hall and take the

money, until I concluded that my audience was

about gathered, after which I would go to the front

of the hall, unpack my violin, and begin the con-

cert."

In one place in Mississippi he affirms that he was

ordered by the authorities to leave town, because

they believed the devil was in his fiddle ! All this

speaks as plainly as need be of the energy and self-

reliance that characterized Thomas's whole career.
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In the next following years he played in New York

in orchestras that supported Jenny Lind, Sontag,

Mario, Grisi, Bosio, Alboni, and others. It may

easily be imagined that the pure and musical qual-

ity of their art was of value in forming the taste

of an impressionable boy and gave him a valuable

preparation for his later task. He himself takes oc-

casion to emphasize the important musical influ-

ence of Carl Eckert, the conductor who was brought
over with Henrietta Sontag in 185&; and declared

that he was "the only really fully equipped and

satisfactory conductorwho visited this country dur-

ing that period." The next year Thomas became

concert-master under Arditi in the orchestra that

supported Lagrange, Mirate, and Badiali Mirate

being, in Thomas's opinion, "the greatest tenor he

ever heard in voice, compass, method, and musician-

ship." In 1853 he had his first experience in a large

concert orchestra, under Jullien, the fantastic char-

latan, who, nevertheless, did something for good

symphonic music, and gave Thomas valuable ex-

perience. In 1854 he joined the Philharmonic So-

ciety, playing under Theodore Eisfeld, whom he

characterizes as "a time-beater," and then under

Bergmann. What he says about the latter is inter-

esting as touching an important figure in the earlier
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days ofmusical New York. Some have thought that

Bergmann was Thomas's model in conducting. He
would undeceive them. Eckert was the one who in-

fluenced him and from whom he learned. Bergmann
he considered to be without most of the qualities of

a first-rate conductor ; but he possessed "an artis-

tic nature and was in sympathy with the so-called

6 Zukunftsmusik ' "
the "music of the future." He

lacked the force to make an impression and had no

standard; nor did he study.

One of the most interesting and valuable of

Thomas's early experiences was as a member of the

chamber music organization that he formed with

Dr. William Mason in 1855. Dr. Mason once re-

lated how this came about. On his return from

study with Liszt, he had brought with him Schu-

mann's quintet, then unknown in America, and

Brahms's trio in B. He consulted Bergmann as to

the formation of his ensemble. "I've got the very

man we want," said Bergmann ; "he is a young

man named Thomas and he is a violin in my or-

chestra." The upshot of it was the formation of the

Mason and Bergmann Quartet, including Thomas

as first violin, Joseph Mosenthal as second violin,

and .G. Matzka as viola, Mason being the pianist

Their performance of Brahms's trio, on November
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87, 1855, at Dodworth's Hall, was its first per-

formance in public anywhere; and "to the lasting

musical distinction of America," as Miss Florence

May says in her life of Brahms, inaugurated the

public performances ofBrahms's chamber composi-

tions. But, as Dr. Mason went on to say in his story,

the masterfulness of Thomas made itself apparent

at the outset. His interpretations did not agree

with Bergmann's, and the result was that at the

end of the second season Bergmann dropped out,

being succeeded by Bergner. For the decade and

more that the organization held together, Dr.

Mason declared, Thomas's influence was the domi-

nant one.

The story of Thomas's first appearance as a con-

ductor is told by Dr. Mason as having occurred in

1860. Carl Anschiitz was conducting a season of

opera in the Academy of Music. On December 7,

Anschiitz fell ill suddenly although other ac-

counts have it that the illness was due to one of

the financial disagreements of those days. The au-

dience was already seated, and word was sent to

Thomas at his home asking him to conduct the

evening's performance. He had never conducted an

opera before, and the work to be given,
** La Juive,"

was new to him. He got into his evening clothes,
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hurried to the Academy of Music, and conducted

the opera without a mishap. The position of con-

ductor was thereupon given him as a permanency
and he was started upon his real career. In two

years more he decided to devote himself entirely to

orchestral conducting. In 1862 he had been elected

conductor of the Brooklyn Philharmonic; but he

wished a larger and a freer field. He also wished

for better conditions in rehearsal. His account of

the rehearsals of the New York Philharmonic, of

which he was at that time a member and became

afterwards conductor, gives force to his opinion

that they were "not salutary" in their influence

upon the public. Subscribers to the concerts were

at that time admitted to the rehearsals, which was

supposed to be a valuable privilege; but

"The orchestra was often incomplete. If a mem-

ber had an engagement, he would go to it instead

of to the rehearsal. When one of the wind choir was

thus absent, his place would be filled for the occa-

sion as best it could be. A clarinet or oboe part

would be played on a violin, or a bassoon part on

the
'

cello, etc. The conductor therefore could not re-

hearse as he ought, and the audience talked at plea-

sure. Under these circumstances justice could not

be done to the standard, much less to the modern
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and contemporary works. Such conditions barred

all progress."

It was part of Thomas's purpose to put a stop

to this sort of thing. He ruled his orchestra with

a rod of iron and everybody played his part at

rehearsal as he was expected to at the concert. The

first concert given by Thomas was in May, 186&,

at Irving Hall, and was popular in its character.

The orchestra played the overture to " Der Flie-

gende Hollander" and "the music to the tragedy

of Struensee" by Meyerbeer, the latter for the first

time in America; Dr. Mason played Liszt's arrange-

ment of Schubert's Fantasie, Op. 15; Bruno Wol-

lenhaupt a movement from Molique's violin con-

certo ; four pianists played Moscheles's quartet for

pianoforte, "Les Contrastes" ; Mme. de Lussan

sang two operatic airs, and a chorus sang a hymn.
Thomas's regular

"
symphony soirees," as he called

them, began in December, 1864, with Beethoven's

eighth symphony, Lachner's suite in D and the

second part of Berlioz's "Rome'o et Juliette" sym-

phony, these two for the first time in America.

S. B. Mills played Chopin's F minor concerto and

Miss Fanny Raymond sangtwo operatic airs. These

concerts lasted till 1878, with a break in the years

1870 and 1871, when he spent all the time travel-
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ling. Various departures from his regularly ac-

cepted duties as an orchestral conductor, such as

his brief period as director of the College of Music

in Cincinnati and as conductor of the American

Opera Company a company started with a lavish-

ness that ended in bankruptcy brought him

chiefly conflict and annoyance. So did his efforts to

make the musical programme an important part of

the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. He

had had a similar unfortunate experience in the

Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia; in 1876.

While there is every reason for music to aspire to

a dignified and important place in such expositions,

the actual conditions prevailing in them are not

favorable to such aspirations and they have seldom

succeeded. So Thomas found by disagreeable ex-

perience.

Lack of support caused the abandonment of his

own symphony concerts in New York after the

season of 1887-88. New figures had come upon the

scene, notably Dr. Leopold Damrosch and Anton

Seidl, with whom there was a good deal of compe-

-

tition. Thomas's position
was no longer the unques-

tioned and exclusive one that it had been in pre-

vious years ; and he was fretted by the undermining

ofhis supremacy. He continued,however, with great
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success to conduct the New York Philharmonic So-

ciety and the Brooklyn Philharmonic Society till

his departure for Chicago in 1891. In that year his

friends in Chicago had completed arrangements for

an orchestra established upon a permanent basis

and called him to be its conductor. This position he

held till his death fourteen years later, in 1905.

It was inevitable that a man of such an aggres-

sive personality, such an unyielding will, should

make enemies and rouse opposition; and Thomas

did both. There have been those who affirm that

nothing he ever did was done at any sacrifice to

himself; that he spent money lavishly, but always

the money that somebody else had supplied, and

that one of his talents lay in his ability always to

surround himselfwith men whowouldput up money
for him. Similarly, there have been those who have

declared that his reason for leaving New York in

1891 was because he had exhausted this support.

Others said it was because he was piqued by sharp

criticism of his orchestra, his programmes, his man-

ner of conducting; and because he was hurt by
the praise given to other and rival organizations.

Many have combated these interpretations, and

look upon him as a victim of ingratitude, of a fickle-

ness of public taste that, they point out, has become
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more and more fickle in the modern conditions sur-

rounding the work of a conductor. His removal to

Chicago was productive of great good to tibe musi-

cal life of that city ; the orchestra that he estab-

lished there has become one of the great ones of

this country and its history is one of the most im-

portant chapters in the history ofmusic in America.

It is in every way a worthy addition to the great

work he did in earlier years for the development of

the musical life of this country.

Of Thomas's breadth of view and catholicity of

taste, too much cannot be said; and the great mass

of his programmes that are published in the second

volume of his
"
Autobiography" give ample demon-

stration of them. That he himself grew through his

labors in the field of music was inevitable; yet it

will scarcely be accounted as characteristic of him

that he should be ready to acknowledge it, A friend

once took occasion to remark to him upon the splen-

did results he had achieved in influencing public

taste in his popular concerts upon his gradual

raising of the standard tiU he was able to rely upon

the public's appetite for a symphony. It was put as

being his work of instruction. "Oh,don't say that,"

was hisprompt response: "we have growntogether."

He was one of the first and most ardent admirers
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of Wagner. Brahms he early appreciated. As we

have seen, he took part in the first public perform-

ance of a chamber composition by the master; and

he did much to introduce his symphonic works to

the knowledge and love of this public. The Phil-

harmonic programmes of his first two seasons, 1877

and 1878, contained the first two symphonies of

Brahms,thennew.TchaikovskyandDvofdk hemade
familiar in New York when they were scarcely more

than names in most European capitals. Rubinstein's

symphonic works appeared on his programmes al-

most as they came out Richard Strauss's symphony
had its first performance anywhere under Thomas.

Walter Damrosch has left an amusing record in his

autobiographical book, "My Musical Life," of the

competition that went on in the later *70's and '80's

between his father,LeopoldDamrosch, andThomas,
to get first possession ofnewly published scores from

Europe, and to perform them first in New York. To

go through Thomas's programmes, even down to

his last season, would be to find them full of new

things by men of talent of all schools. The list of

"novelties" that he performed in his last Chicago
season was twice as long as the similar list of any
other orchestra. Nor was Thomas's course in this

regard the outcome of an indiscriminate desire for
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novelties, for their novelty only. Not a few such

things that he went to trouble and expense to ob-

tain were, after he had examined them, silently put

away in the closet and never played, because they

were not good enough. He kept abreast of the times

in a way that few other conductors have ever cared

or dared 'to do.

Time and again Thomas saw the work he had

done apparently brought to naught by the settling

down of public indifference or the fickleness of pub-

lic taste, One after another his enterprises were

declared to have failed. He began again on others,

and in a new way; and, to a later view, it seems as

if none of them had failed, and that what he did

was for a permanent foundation, built on a rock.

His various series of popular concerts in his early

days all saw the line of ignorance and indifference

steadily pushed back, and the greater public led

and tempted to know and to love good music.

The "Thomas concerts" sowed good seed lavishly

throughout the country and his efforts have all

borne good fruit. Most of them had to be given up,

sooner or later; but

T is not the grapes of Canaan that repay)

But the high faith
that fails

not by the my.




